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Letter from the President

It is always rewarding to reflect on the accomplishments and important milestones
achieved by the University, and what they mean for our future endeavors as a great
public research university. 

One particular event springs to mind. This past year, the U-M Solar Car Team
crossed the finish line first in Calgary, Alberta, to claim the North American Solar
Challenge—the fourth such time we have won the title in 15 years of competition.

It was a success that represented some of the best qualities of the University of
Michigan: cooperation among different schools and departments, support from
industry and alumni, and perhaps most of all, the talent and dedication of our 
students. They absolutely radiated collaboration.

The name of their solar car and their team? Momentum. 

That is what the University of Michigan is all about. I am pleased to share with you
the progress we have achieved this past year in several important areas, as we continue the 
tremendous momentum generated by faculty, students and staff dedicated to enhancing Michigan’s
academic leadership.

Research
Our strength is research. And research produc-
tivity at our university translates to economic
power for the state of Michigan. It means hun-
dreds of millions of federal and other research
dollars—nearly $800 million of research expen-
ditures this year alone, making the U-M one of
the top three research institutions in the nation.

The University received the largest research
grant in its history with $70 million in funding
from the National Institute on Aging for the
Institute for Social Research to continue the
Health and Retirement Study. Currently in its
14th year, the study is our country’s leading
resource for data on the health and economic
conditions of Americans over age 50.

Our life sciences complex is now complete, with
the openings of the Undergraduate Science
Building and the Biomedical Science Research
Building. Over the past six years, we have invest-
ed $1 billion—nearly 1 million square feet of
new space—devoted to life sciences research,
education and economic development.

With our life sciences complex, we have built a
nucleus of facilities that draw upon the energy of
their neighbors: medicine, engineering, public
health, kinesiology, pharmacy, chemistry, biolo-
gy, dentistry and nursing. We are one of the very
few universities in the world that offers all of the
disciplines that must be brought to bear upon
difficult problems. 

Growth
In the past year, we celebrated the opening of the
Stephen M. Ross Academic Center; dedicated the
Stamps Studios in the School of Art & Design; and
broke ground for the William E. Upjohn Exhibit
Hall at the Kelsey Museum of Archaeology.

We saw construction continue on Joan and
Sanford Weill Hall, the new home of the Gerald
R. Ford School of Public Policy; the Walgreen
Drama Center and the Arthur Miller Theatre;
and the School of Public Health’s Crossroads and
Tower Building. And we prepared to open the
doors to the College of Engineering’s Ann and
Robert H. Lurie Biomedical Building and
Computer Science and Engineering Building. 

All of this remarkable activity, much of it sup-
ported by our donors, is changing the physical
face of the University and providing superior
research, teaching and exhibition space for the
students and faculty of the 21st century.

Outreach
A great university must hold open its doors and
make itself, and its discoveries, accessible.

Technology transfer is essential, as university
inventions and business spinoffs are key to our
nation’s competitiveness. In this past fiscal year,
the University recorded $20 million in licensing
revenues and 287 new invention disclosures
from our research. That’s more than five inven-
tion disclosures every week. 
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In the last year, our research led to seven high-
potential business startups. In the last five years,
our University has launched at least two new
businesses every economic quarter—46 new
businesses. And the majority of those businesses
are headquartered in Michigan.

We are finding new ways to tell people about the
University and our discoveries. This past year we
launched what is believed to be the most com-
prehensive university-based Spanish language
news service in the United States. By distributing
news stories about groundbreaking scientific
findings, consumer-oriented health news, and
social, cultural and economic trends, we are
exposing U-M to Latino media in the United
States, Latin America and Spain. By extension,
we are reaching families and counselors of
prospective Michigan students.

We also are reaching out to new students with a
new program to quadruple our enrollment of low-
and moderate-income community college trans-
fer students. This outreach program is supported
in part by the Jack Kent Cooke Foundation.

Achievement
None of our work is possible without the dedica-
tion and energy of our students, faculty and
staff. Their accomplishments alone could fill 
an entire report, but some highlights include:

Scientist Sean J. Morrison, director of the 
U-M Center for Stem Cell Biology, was named
Michiganian of the Year by the Detroit News
for his work in finding new ways to treat 
disease more effectively. A nationally 
recognized spokesman for the stem cell 
research community, his research focuses on
adult tissue and cancer-causing stem cells.

School of Music senior Carolyn Jantsch graduated
to one of the most remarkable positions in all of
classical music: principal tuba player with the
prestigious Philadelphia Orchestra. She became

the first female tuba player with a major
American symphony orchestra and, at the age of
20, the youngest in the Philadelphia organization.

English Professor Willam “Buzz” Alexander, 
the founder of the U-M’s Prison Creative Arts
Project, was named U.S. Professor of the Year by
the Council for Advancement and Support of
Education and the Carnegie Foundation for the
Advancement of Teaching. He has worked with
more than 1,000 students to lead workshops in
the arts at Michigan prisons, juvenile facilities
and marginalized Detroit high schools.

Songs of Innocence and of Experience, an epic
production of School of Music Professor William
Bolcom, received four Grammy Awards: for Best
Classical Album, Best Choral Performance, Best
Classical Contemporary Composition and
Producer of the Year, Classical. The album 
was recorded at Hill Auditorium.

Twenty-nine U-M students were awarded presti-
gious Fulbright fellowships this year—more than
any other university in the nation.

We cannot talk about U-M achievements and not
include our alumni and friends. Their support of
the University through the Michigan Difference
campaign helps to set us apart from other institu-
tions. Michigan faculty, students and staff are the
greatest resource we have, and one of my jobs is
to provide the tools that allow them to do their
best work. That is why I am so committed to the
Michigan Difference, and am grateful to our
donors and their vision of a stronger University.

As the academic year drew to a close, the Board
of Regents voted to reappoint me to a second
five-year term. I am tremendously appreciative
of this vote of confidence, and I look forward to
continuing the great work we have underway at
Michigan. This has been a spectacular year, and I
look forward to an even more spectacular future.

Mary Sue Coleman
President
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financial health in the following
sections to provide context to
the accompanying financial
statements.

The General Fund Operating Budget Challenge
Although the last four years demonstrate a clear
trend away from dependence on the state
appropriation, support from the State of
Michigan remains a cornerstone of the
University’s strength. To put it in perspective, it
would take an additional endowment of approx-
imately $7 billion to generate a revenue stream
which would equate to the current level of state
support received by the University. 

Despite several years of cuts in state support, 
as noted in the chart on page 6, we restrained
tuition increases in 2004 and 2005 in hopes 
that the state funding picture would improve.
However, the economic outlook for the state
continues to be difficult, and we are looking to
tuition, private gifts and a growing endowment
to help sustain the high-quality education that
people have come to expect from the University
of Michigan.

The University’s base state appropriations
declined again in FY 2006, setting a new prece-
dent for a total decrease of $54 million, or 13
percent, from FY 2002 levels. In contrast, if our
state appropriations had grown at the level of
the Consumer Price Index since FY 2002, our
appropriations would have been $82 million
higher in FY 2006. To preserve the quality of a
Michigan education, the University’s tuition
rates increased in FY 2006 by 12.3 percent for
resident undergraduates and 6 percent for non-
resident undergraduates on the Ann Arbor cam-
pus, with an 11.9 percent tuition rate increase
for the Dearborn and Flint campuses. Even with

Report from the Chief Financial Officer

I am pleased to report that the University of Michigan remains in excellent financial
health. Our disciplined budget approach which balances emerging operating needs
with cost saving opportunities, together with our diverse revenue, long-term invest-
ment strategy, positive operating margins at the Hospitals and Health Centers and
The Michigan Difference fundraising campaign all contributed to another strong
year. These fundamentals are providing the University the wherewithal to make
important investments in the facilities, programs, and people necessary to maintain
academic excellence and define what it means to be one of the truly great public
research universities in the world.

Even as we continue to address ongoing eco-
nomic pressures from the state and escalating
health care and energy costs, it is essential to
invest in our future through strategic facility ren-
ovation and replacement. Our facilities play a
critical role in meeting patient care needs,
accommodating current technologies and sup-
porting growing academic, research and clinical
needs. From the Ford School of Public Policy’s
Weill Hall at the southern edge of Central
Campus to the Cardiovascular Center on the
Medical Campus, to the Walgreen Drama Center
on North Campus, our capital program is
addressing these needs. 

As part of our capital plan to make significant
investment in state-of-the-art health-related
facilities, this year heralded the opening of the
Biomedical Sciences Research Building, the
expansion of the School of Public Health labora-
tories and the completion of the Rachel Upjohn
Building—Ambulatory Psychiatry and
Depression Center. Plans are also underway for
other significant Health System projects which
include the C.S. Mott Children’s Hospital and
Women’s Hospital replacement project and the
expansion of the Kellogg Eye Center. 

In summary, the University’s total net assets
(assets less liabilities) grew by $1.1 billion this
year to $9.9 billion. This increase is a result of
many factors including: rewarding capital mar-
kets, which added $703 million to the endowment
net of distributions for operations; generous
donations of $151 million for capital and endow-
ment purposes; a positive margin at the Hospitals
and Health Centers resulting in a $79 million sur-
plus for reinvestment in physical plant; as well as
successful cost-containment activities and gifts
for operations. I will discuss these and other
important contributors to the University’s overall
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this FY 2006 increase, the University’s tuition
increases over the last five years are among the
lowest in the Big Ten and in the state of
Michigan. 

At the same time, we recognize the need to
make education accessible and the University
increased financial aid and scholarship expen-
ditures by 10 percent in FY 2006 to preserve
access for our most vulnerable students. The
University’s commitment to an affordable edu-
cation is evident in our continued pledge to
cover the demonstrated financial need of all of
our resident undergraduate students.

We are extremely pleased to report that the 
State of Michigan has acknowledged the impor-
tance of higher education with plans to provide
an increase in state appropriations in FY 2007.
The anticipated 3 percent increase enabled the
University to set moderate increases in tuition
rates for the coming year.

The Endowment
The University realized meaningful growth in 
its endowment primarily as a result of generous
donations and strong investment performance,
which generated a return of 16 percent in 
FY 2006. This investment return is consistent
with the aim of the University’s long-term diver-
sified investment strategy to generate a level of
return sufficient to provide dependable support
for operations, while at the same time protect
and grow the corpus in real terms. The
University’s endowment spending rule smooths
the impact of volatile capital markets by provid-
ing for annual distributions of 5 percent of the
average three-year market value of the endow-
ment. This spending rule, along with the growth
of the endowment, allowed for distributions to
support operations of $190 million in FY 2006,
for a total of $821 million over the past five years.

The table on page 7 shows the endowment’s
investment performance and results of the long-
term strategy which has produced both extraor-
dinary returns in the good years and limited the
loss of capital in the more challenging years.

The 16 percent return in FY 2006 follows a 19
percent return in FY 2005 and is again high by
historical standards. Relative to the performance
of the capital markets, the Long Term Portfolio’s
annualized five-year return is 4 percentage
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margin of 4 percent. A positive oper-
ating margin is essential to fund crit-
ical facilities and programs that will
enhance patient care, research, and
education as outlined in the ten-year
strategic capital investment plan for
the Hospitals and Health Centers.
Even with a challenging health care 
environment, the Hospitals and
Health Centers will again target 
a 4 percent operating margin on
budgeted revenues of $1.6 billion 
for FY 2007.

Achieving the tenth straight fiscal
year in the black and the fifth consecutive year
of increasing operating margin is an important
sign of strong financial health for the Hospitals
and Health Centers, as it prepares for an increas-
ingly difficult health care finance environment. 

Twenty years after launching M-CARE to provide
innovative and high-quality health plans to the
community, the Health System is in the final
stages of completing the sale of M-CARE to Blue
Cross Blue Shield of Michigan and its subsidiary,
Blue Care Network of Michigan. We believe this
transaction, which will be subject to regulatory
approvals, will allow the innovative, high-quality
plans and programs that M-CARE has built to be
incorporated into an organization that shares
many similar approaches to health coverage.
Given the rapidly changing business climate in
the insurance industry, this transaction will also
allow the Health System to focus on its critical
missions of providing exceptional care to
patients, educating tomorrow’s health care 
professionals and scientists, and conducting
groundbreaking research.

points above the customized market benchmark
designed to capture the University's long-term
diversified investment strategy and nearly 8 per-
centage points over the undiversified bench-
mark of the S&P 500 stock index combined with
the Lehman Aggregate bond index in an 80/20
ratio. Over the same five-year period, the return
of the broad equity market was 2.5 percent, as
measured by the S&P 500 stock index.

In June 2006, the Board of Regents approved a
change to the University’s endowment spending
rule and extended the moving average period
from three years to seven years, with implemen-
tation to be phased in over the next three years.
This change is expected to reduce the volatility
of distributions to University departments for
operations, as well as better preserve and grow
the endowment corpus over time.

The Health System
The Health System, which integrates the
Hospitals and Health Centers, Medical School,
and M-CARE (the University’s HMO) under the
direction of the Executive Vice President for
Medical Affairs Dr. Robert Kelch, had an excellent
year financially and continues to receive national
recognition for its academic and clinical excel-
lence. We take great pride in the fact that the
Hospitals and Health Centers have experienced 
a decade of solid finances, while also improving
the quality of the care we deliver to patients.

In FY 2006, the Hospitals and Health Centers
achieved an operating margin of 5.5 percent 
($79 million) on revenues of $1.4 billion. This 
positive operating margin exceeds the previous
year’s margin of 5.4 percent, and the budgeted

Return for

twelve-month Annualized Annualized

INVESTMENT period ended three-year five-year

PERFORMANCE June 30, 2006 return return

Long Term Portfolio 16.3% 18.7% 11.0%

U-M’s Benchmark 13.4% 14.3% 7.0%

S&P 500/Lehman 

Aggregate Bond Index 6.7% 9.4% 3.2%

(80/20 ratio)



Revenue Diversification
Revenue diversification has long been an impor-
tant strategy for U-M to achieve financial stabili-
ty in the face of unpredictable economic
cycles—in the 1960s almost 80 percent of the
University’s general fund revenues came from
state appropriations, compared to the projected
26 percent in the FY 2007 general fund budget.
The current mix of revenues can be seen on the
chart on page 9, which shows the FY 2006 oper-
ating revenue sources with and without the
Health System and other clinical activities.

Cost Controls
The University continues to balance significant
cost pressures across various fronts with the
need to eliminate activities and costs that do not
add significant value to the overall mission of
the University. Considerable cost pressures con-
tinue in a variety of areas, including the compe-
tition to attract and retain world-class faculty,
increases in health benefit costs for current and
retired employees, higher energy prices, and the
increased costs associated with new regulations
and information technology security. Over the
past year, the University benefited from a range
of strategies to offset these growing pressures
and meet the budget needs of the University.
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Employee and retiree benefits represent one of
the most rapidly escalating costs to employers
across the country, and the University of
Michigan is no exception. To slow our rates of
increase, we have actively managed the cost of
our benefits. Diligent review of vendors and eval-
uation of competitive costs, for example, led us to
select a new company for our employee life insur-
ance plans, a change that preserved the coverage
levels at a cost reduction for the University of
$520,000 over the life of the five-year agreement.
The University also continued to successfully mit-
igate the growth of costs for prescription drug
benefits by making administrative improvements
in pharmacy claims processing and mail order
pharmacy services and has achieved a 57 percent
generic drug dispensing rate in the U-M
Prescription Drug Plan, reducing out-of-pocket
expenses for plan members and aggregate plan
costs for the University. Participation in Health
Care Flexible Spending Accounts (FSA) is bol-
stered by service improvements including debit
cards that allow direct spending from Health Care
FSA accounts for eligible purchases with no
claims filing. FSAs represent a benefit program
where high employee participation saves tax dol-
lars for both individual employees and the
University. Over the past year, extraordinary par-
ticipation and interest in the wellness programs
of the Michigan Healthy Community Initiative
encourage us to investigate greater integration of
evidence-based wellness programming into our
benefits programs to improve the future public
health of our community and encourage rational
consumer health decisions.

Effectively leveraging technology throughout 
the University helps better serve our current 
and prospective community of students, faculty,
staff, retirees, parents, and donors by enabling
them to conduct business via web technology 
24 hours a day. Over the past year, for example,
we implemented a new Web-accessible appli-
cant management system which integrates the
process of recruiting, selecting, and hiring can-
didates into a single system. This new system
has streamlined the University’s hiring process
and better aligns it with industry best practices.
Our ongoing efforts to better leverage technolo-
gy have also resulted in significant savings to the
University and enabled us to restructure and
consolidate many administrative processes.



OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Total Revenue: $4,464 Million

Health System and Other Clinical Activities $1,990M

Other Auxiliary Units  $190M

Other  $109M

Distributions from
Investments $226M

Private Gifts $90M

Non-Government
Sponsored Programs
$117M

Government Sponsored
Programs  $701M

State Appropriations $365M

Net Student Tuition and Fees $676M
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As we look ahead, the University is launching an
ambitious initiative to explore the utilization of
space and facilities in order to make the best use
of the physical resources that support its core
mission. Although we have managed to control
many of the operating costs of our space
through ongoing energy and water conservation
measures, it is time to think harder about how
we use the space more efficiently as well. With
increasing interdisciplinary research and teach-
ing, and as we continue to use new technology
to augment the learning process in ways never
before possible, this initiative will be an impor-
tant next step in identifying new ways to make
the most of our facilities. 

By focusing on a wide range of operational
opportunities, the University not only saves
money, but we also continue to instill a busi-
ness-like atmosphere across campus resulting 
in new ideas and opportunities each year.

The Physical Plant
The University continues to expand its state-of-
the-art clinical, teaching, and research facilities 
to meet growing academic, research, and clinical
needs. While there are major investments both
this year and in the near future for facilities related
to the clinical and research needs of the Health
System, important investments are also being
made in the academic and residential life facilities. 

Of great significance to the research mission 
of the Medical School was the completion of 
the Biomedical Science Research Building in 
FY 2006. The building’s unique design fosters
even greater multidisciplinary collaborations
and creates conditions for accelerated visionary
research and training that we hope will pro-
foundly impact science and clinical care. The
Cardiovascular Center project, under construc-
tion adjacent to the hospitals, addresses the
need for the focused treatment of cardiovascular
disease which is the number one cause of death
in the United States. Several major Health
System projects are also underway or in plan-
ning, including the C.S. Mott Children’s Hospital
and Women’s Hospital replacement project, and
the expansion of the Kellogg Eye Center, which
will add clinical space to meet rising demand for
services and better accommodate technology
enhancements. 

45%
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OPERATING ACTIVITIES EXCLUDING HEALTH SYSTEM
AND OTHER CLINICAL ACTIVITIES
Total Revenue: $2,400 Million

Net Student Tuition and Fees $676M

Other Auxiliary Units  $190M

Other  $109M

Distributions from
Investments $152M

Private Gifts $90M

Non-Government
Sponsored Programs
$117M

Government Sponsored
Programs  $701M

State Appropriations $365M
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We continue to invest in important facilities
which support both teaching and research
efforts. Construction nears completion on the
School of Public Health’s Crossroads and Tower
Building renovation and expansion project
which provides needed modernization of build-
ing systems and additional space to provide a
crossroads of intellectual activity for research,
teaching, academe and community. The Joan
and Sanford Weill Hall, new home of the Gerald
R. Ford School of Public Policy which opened
this fall, enables the consolidation of three Ford
School campus locations into a single facility
with classrooms, a library, research centers, a
computer laboratory, faculty offices and public
spaces for conferences and lectures. With its
new space, the Ford School is adding an under-
graduate major, growing its faculty, and
expanding the scope of its educational pro-
gramming. Several major projects are also just
underway, including the Stephen M. Ross
School of Business Facilities Enhancement
Project and Museum of Art and Kelsey Museum
renovation and expansion projects. Many of
these projects have been made possible by
donors who support the Michigan Difference
fundraising campaign. 

President Coleman’s task force on integrating
student residential and academic life is provid-
ing guidance for major renovations and
enhancements within many of the 19 residence
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halls, which currently range in age from 40 
to 90 years old. In FY 2007, Mosher-Jordan Hall
becomes the first U-M residence hall ever to
undergo a comprehensive renewal and renova-
tion. The renovation of Mosher-Jordan seeks to
preserve the existing historic areas and details,
while creating new community environments
by reconfiguring current spaces and completing
significant infrastructure upgrades. Taking place
along with this renovation is the creation of a
Hill Dining Center which will enable the
University to consolidate dining services for all
of the Hill area residence halls. This innovative
new dining center will be attached to Mosher-
Jordan on the rear of the building facing Palmer
Field and will feature a marketplace style facility
with seating for 700 as well as a food emporium
on the top floor with café style seating for 70. In
addition, the University is more than half-way
through a multi-year, $50 million program to
upgrade the fire and life safety systems in its
residence halls.

Investing meaningful amounts in the existing
physical infrastructure, regardless of the eco-
nomic environment, is one of our core financial
principles. This practice leads to a manageable
deferred-maintenance program and helps avoid
major system failures. Over the last decade, U-M
has invested an average of $288 million per year
for renovation and replacement of buildings and
related infrastructure. This year was no excep-
tion as the University completed more than 335
projects across campus, an investment of more
than $424 million.

Financial Controls
Even before the national spotlight was turned
on corporate financial scandals, the University
began an effort to ensure that all employees are
aware of their role in the fiscal well-being of the
University. Building on our efforts to more
clearly define financial and stewardship respon-
sibilities, we also began implementing recom-
mendations from our comprehensive study of
Sarbanes-Oxley Act best practices with respect
to internal controls, financial integrity and
transparency, and business ethics. Our recent
efforts have focused on conducting comprehen-
sive internal control reviews of key financial
business processes and creating practical tools
and resources to emphasize accountability for
fiscal responsibility at all levels of the University. 
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Conclusion
As a testament to our outstanding fiscal steward-
ship, the University maintains the highest credit
ratings of both Standard & Poor’s (AAA) and
Moody’s Investors Services (Aaa) even as we
continue to face a challenging state economy.
These ratings are important indicators of the
University’s strong financial health and outlook.
In fact, the University is one of only three public
universities in the country to maintain these
highest possible ratings.

The continued financial health and resilience 
of the University is due in large part to the
University’s 32,000 dedicated and innovative
faculty and staff, who have kept their focus on
the University’s core missions and continued 
to build on U-M’s strong foundation and long
tradition of excellence, regardless of the chal-
lenges facing them.

Once again, it is satisfying to receive an un-
qualified opinion from the University’s external 
financial auditors. This opinion, found on page
45, signifies that the financial statements pres-
ent fairly the financial position of the University.
Included on page 44 is my certification of 
management’s responsibility for the preparation,
integrity, and fair presentation of the University’s
financial statements.

With this letter as a backdrop, I want to encour-
age you to read Management’s Discussion and
Analysis starting on page 46. It tells a story of
financial strength, prudent financial policy, and
the ability to sustain the highest level of excel-
lence in continuing to fulfill the University’s mis-
sion for many decades to come.

Timothy P. Slottow
Executive Vice President and 
Chief Financial Officer
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Report from the Vice President for Development

Our Michigan donors have made
this another record fiscal year. They
have stepped forward, individuals,
corporations, foundations, and
organizations, almost 118,000 of
them, with gifts and pledge pay-
ments totaling  $257 million. This is
truly a gratifying vote of confidence
in the University.

This year is particularly significant
because we are nearing the halfway
point on the timeline of the public
phase of the Michigan Difference
campaign that has a goal of raising

$2.5 billion by its close in December 2008. This 
fiscal year, donors made commitments, including
bequest intentions, multiple-year pledges, as 
well as outright gifts of cash, totaling more than
$352 million toward the Michigan Difference cam-
paign. Because of this strong support, we have
reached a number of landmarks in the campaign. 

The Campaign continues to strengthen the aca-
demic quality of U-M through giving to support
the faculty. To date, donors have made gifts to
create more than 125 new endowed professor-
ships. Other significant landmarks have been
reached in building priorities.

The Museum of Art, faced with raising $35.4 mil-
lion including a $1.5 million fundraising chal-
lenge from the Kresge Foundation, reached both
goals because of the outstanding generosity of
donors who understand the value of ensuring
that the University of Michigan has a museum of
this caliber for students, faculty, alumni and the
thousands of community members who use it
each year. Groundbreaking for the addition took
place September 14, 2006.

The Stephen M. Ross School of Business met its
fundraising goal of $145 million. Fundraising
will continue, however, for a number of priori-
ties within the new facility. Groundbreaking took
place October 5, 2006.

The Student Publications Building renovation
project had a goal of $4 million, met in large part
through the generosity of a $3 million gift from

former Michigan Daily photographer and veter-
an newspaper publisher Stanford Lipsey (AB ’48)
of Buffalo. In recognition of his leadership the
Regents approved the naming of the building
the Stanford Lipsey Student Publications
Building. Regent Emeritus Phillip H. (AB ’60) and
Kathy Power of Ann Arbor made a generous gift
of $500,000 toward the renovation.

The Knight-Wallace Fellows, the distinguished
journalism program that brings mid-career 
journalists to campus for a year of study, had
received a $5 million challenge from the John S.
and James L. Knight Foundation to raise $1 mil-
lion per year. Donors stepped forward this year
to complete the challenge, including Honorary
Campaign Co-Chair Mike Wallace (AB ’39, HLLD
’87), and Bert Askwith (AB ’31) of New York, who
is serving as Vice Chair of the campaign.

For the first time, the University has undertaken
a comprehensive fundraising campaign among
its faculty and staff. Associate Dean of Students
Dr. Stephanie Pinder-Amaker and former Provost
and Professor of Economics Paul Courant agreed
to lead this campaign under the theme of
“Faculty and Staff are the Heart of the Michigan
Difference.” They urged faculty and staff to par-
ticipate by making gifts of any amount for any
purpose throughout the University. The goal is
participation. To date, 31 percent of faculty and
staff members have made gifts to the campaign,
and more than 12,000 pins with the campaign’s
slogan have been sent to donors.

To focus attention on the importance of need-
based financial aid in the state, Basketball Coach
Tommy Amaker, Alumni Association Executive
Director Steve Grafton, Campaign Chair Rich
Rogel (BBA ’70) and a group of students who are
receiving scholarship support took this message
on the road in April to Holland, St. Joseph,
Kalamazoo and Battle Creek. They met with
alumni to tell them that many of our students
could not have come to U-M without financial
aid, and that increasingly financial aid packages
are made up of loans, as opposed to grants,
because the University lacks resources to pro-
vide more grants. They also explained the
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importance of M-PACT, the program that helps
in-state students with the greatest financial
need. We will continue to urge donors to support
students who have the academic potential to
belong at Michigan, but who do not have the
financial resources.

The response this year, as last, has been most
outstanding. We have accomplished much
thanks to the generosity and commitment of so
many. We have much left to do. The focus will
turn increasingly to raising funds for student
financial aid and for endowed professorships. 

The Campaign Update that follows makes clear
how donors are making a tremendous difference
in the life of our University, community, state
and world. 

Jerry A. May
Vice President for Development

The University is grateful to the following individuals
for serving as leaders of the Michigan Difference 
campaign:

National Campaign 
Leadership Cabinet
Chair
Richard Rogel, Vail

Co-Chairs
Maxine Frankel, Detroit
Michael Jandernoa, Grand Rapids
William Pickard, Detroit
Sanford Robertson, San Francisco
Stephen M. Ross, New York
Penny Stamps, Miami

Honorary Chairs
President Gerald R. and Betty Ford, Palm Springs

Honorary Co-Chairs
William Davidson, Detroit
Allan Gilmour, Detroit
Ingrid and Donald Graham, York, PA
Nicki and J. Ira Harris, Palm Beach
Ann Lurie, Chicago
Margaret Ann (Ranny) and John E. Riecker, Midland
Bo Schembechler, Ann Arbor
Joan and the late Preston R. Tisch, New York
Mike Wallace, New York
Helen and Sam Zell, Chicago

Vice Chairs
Bert Askwith, Harrison, NY
Robert M. Brown, Kalamazoo
Stanley Frankel, Detroit
David Frey, Grand Rapids
Doreen Hermelin, Detroit
Barrie Loeks, New York
Waltraud Prechter, Detroit
Joel Tauber, Detroit
Marshall M.Weinberg, New York
Robert Wood, Middlebury, CT
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Campaign Update

Building projects that have reached their
fundraising goals:

■ Stephen M. Ross Academic Center

■ J. Ira and Nicki Harris and Harris Family
Locker Room

■ Joan and Sanford Weill Hall, Gerald R. Ford
School of Public Policy

■ Kelsey Museum of Archaeology

■ The Rachel Upjohn Building-Ambulatory
Psychiatry and the Depression Center

■ The University of Michigan Museum of Art

■ The School of Public Health Crossroads and
Tower Building

■ The Stanford Lipsey Student Publications
Building

■ Ray Fisher Baseball Stadium

■ Ann and Robert H. Lurie Biomedical
Engineering Building

■ Stephen M. Ross School of Business

Thousands of donors have stepped forward to
support the Michigan Difference campaign.
Below are the stories of a few of these extraordi-
nary people and the difference they are making
in the life of the University of Michigan.

Ross Academic Center  
On November 18, 2005 the Stephen M. Ross
Academic Center was dedicated. Stephen Ross
and his wife, Kara, of New York City, provided
leadership support with a gift of $5 million. The
Harry A. and Margaret D. Towsley Foundation
made a $2 million commitment; Honorary
Campaign Co-Chairs Donald (BSE IE ’55, MSE
’56) and Ingrid (BSDES ’57) Graham of  York, PA
made a gift of $1 million;
Campaign Co-Chair
Penny (BSDES ’66,
CERTT ED ’66) and 
Roe Stamps of Miami
committed $500,000 as
did Randall and Mary
Pittman of La Jolla, CA.

Museum of Art
Reaching the Museum of Art campaign goal 
and Kresge Challenge goal was made possible 
by a number of lead gifts from donors this year
whose gifts built on the tremendous $10 million
lead gift provided by The Maxine (AB ’66) and
Stuart (BBA ’61) Frankel Foundation. Gifts
include: $1.2 million from Robert and Lillian
Montalto Bohlen of Brighton, MI; $4 million from
A. Alfred Taubman (HLLD ’91) of Bloomfield
Hills, MI; $1 million from Irving Stenn, Jr. (AB ’52,
JD ’55) of Chicago; $500,000 from Woon-Hyung
Lee (MBA ’74) of Seoul, S. Korea, matching a
$500,000 pledge from the Korea Foundation;
$150,000 from Lisa Applebaum Haddad (AB ’84)
of New York City; $100,000 from Dede (CERT ED
’51) and Oscar (AB’43, MBA ’47) Feldman of
Bloomfield Hills, MI; Campaign Vice-Chair
Robert (BSEIE ’63) and Susan Crumpacker (AB
’63) Brown of Kalamazoo and the Monroe-Brown
Foundation have made campaign gifts totaling
$450,000; and $100,000 from Dr. Amnon and
Prudence L. Rosenthal of Ann Arbor. 

The Michigan Difference Campaign
Progress through June 2006 by Purpose of Gift 

(in Millions)

Goal Progress % of Goal

Faculty Support $425 $215 51%

Student Support $400 $336 84%

Programmatic $775 $924 119%

Buildings $500 $369 74%

Total - Cash & Pledges $2,100 $1,844 88%

New Bequests $400 $338 85%

Total - All Gifts $2,500 $2,182 87%

The Michigan Difference Campaign
Progress through June 2006 by Type of Funds

(in Millions)

Goal Progress % of Goal

Endowment $800 $613 77%

Expendable $800 $862 108%

Buildings $500 $369 74%

Total - Cash & Pledges $2,100 $1,844 88%

New Bequests $400 $338 85%

Total - All Gifts $2,500 $2,182 87%
Stephen M. Ross Academic Center



Weill Deanship 
Joan and Sanford Weill of New York City have
made a generous commitment to endow the
deanship of the Gerald R. Ford School of Public
Policy in honor of their longtime friendship with
President Gerald R. Ford. Rebecca Blank, the
Ford School’s dean and the Henry Carter Adams
Collegiate Professor of Public Policy, will hold
the title of Joan and Sanford Weill Dean of 
Public Policy. 

Steven M. Ross School of Business 
Jeff Blau (BBA ’90) of New York City has made a 
$4 million gift to the project that will be recog-
nized in the naming of the Jeff T. Blau Auditorium.
Blau, president of Related Companies, was
inspired to make his gift by Stephen Ross, chair-
man, chief executive officer and founder of the
company who made a gift of $100 million result-
ing in the Business School being named for him.

Graham Environmental Sustainability Institute

With a commitment of $5.25 million, Donald
(BSE IE ’55, MSE ’56) and Ingrid (BSDES ’57)
Graham of York, PA, Honorary Co-Chairs of the
campaign, have
launched the Graham
Environmental
Sustainability Institute,
advancing the
University’s position as
a global leader in this
critical area of teaching
and research. The
Grahams determined
that the U-M had the
infrastructure already in
place to make such an
undertaking successful. The University’s current
work in sustainability comprises more than 300
faculty spread across 25 centers and initiatives
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School of Public Health

Bob Lane (MHSA ’76) has made the lead gift 
of $2.1 million for the School of Public Health
building initiative, as part of his overall cam-
paign gift to the school of $5.3 million. Lane 
is founder and chairman of Specialty Health
Services Management. The remainder of his gift
will help fund:  the Robert F. Lane Conference
Center, named for his father, a former vice-
president of Oakwood Hospital in Dearborn; 
the Center for Managing Chronic Disease head-
ed by former Dean Noreen Clark, the Marshall
H. Becker Professor of Public Health; and the
John R. Griffith Leadership Center for Health
Management and Policy.

C. S. Mott Children’s Hospital and 
Women’s Hospital
Dr. Ernest J. and Kelly Sorini of Ann Arbor, have
made a $7 million commitment to support med-
ical care at Michigan. Their gift includes $5 mil-
lion to create a children’s emergency medicine
center at the C. S. Mott Children’s Hospital and
Women’s Hospital. In recognition, the Center
will be named for the Sorini Family; Dr. Sorini is
an emergency medicine practitioner. It will open
as one of only two dedicated pediatric emer-
gency medicine and urgent care centers in the
state. The remaining $2 million will establish the
Ernest John Sorini, M.D. Professorship in
Emergency Medicine, the U-M’s first endowed
professorship in emergency medicine. 

(from left) Betty Ford (HLLD ’76), Sanford and Joan Weill, President
Gerald R. Ford (AB ’35, HLLD ’74), and Rebecca Blank, dean of the
Gerald R. Ford School of Public Policy

Donald (BSE IE ’55, MSE ’56) and
Ingrid (BSDES ’57) Graham

Edwin (AB ’33) and Mary Meader (both at right) of Kalamazoo led the
ceremonial groundbreaking for the new wing of the Kelsey Museum
of Archaeology at a May 11 celebration. The Meaders gave $8.5 mil-
lion for the construction of the William E. Upjohn Exhibit Hall, named
for Mary Meader’s father. Joining the Meaders in the dig were (from
left) Christopher Light, grandson of William E. Upjohn; Robert Meader,
nephew of Edwin Meader; Timothy Light, Upjohn’s grandson; LSA
Dean Terrence McDonald; President Coleman; and Museum Director
Sharon Herbert.
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and seven schools. The Graham Institute will take
this leadership to an even higher level by creating
a coordinated effort that inspires new collabora-
tions and programs. 

This gift for sustainability from the Grahams
builds on the tremendous foundation created
earlier in the campaign by Barbara and
Frederick (BBA ’47) Erb of Birmingham, MI
whose gifts have created and sustained the
Frederick A. and Barbara M. Erb Institute for
Global Sustainable Enterprise. To date the Erbs
have provided $20 million to the Institute for
scholarships, research and faculty support.

Alcoa Funds Work on Sustainability
The U-M was the sole North American recipient
of an $844,000 grant from the Alcoa Foundation,
through its new Conservation and Sustainability
Fellowship Program. The grant will support six
two-year postdoctoral fellows doing research on
sustainable energy technology. Michigan is one
of five academic partners in the Foundation’s
$8.6 million global research program. The pro-
gram will draw on the U-M’s interdisciplinary
approach to address scientific, technological and
social issues in sustainable energy development.

The Heart of the
Michigan Difference
U-M Flint Chancellor
Juan Mestas, a long-
time scholarship
donor, boosted his 
giving with a bequest
intention of $500,000
and a commitment of
$50,000 to UM-Flint
for the Juan E. Mestas
Scholarship Fund. 

Emeritus Professor
and former Dean
James (BSPHA ’55,
MBA ’57)  Richards

and his wife, Helen (AB ’55, AMLS ’56) have
made a $55,000 commitment through two chari-
table gift annuities to support the James W.
Richards Scholarship Endowment Fund. The
scholarship has been awarded annually since
2003 to a third or fourth year student in the
PharmD Program.

The estate of Joseph M. Geisinger (BSE ME ’36)
made a $6.7 million gift to the College of
Engineering to provide scholarships for under-
graduate study. This is the largest scholarship
gift ever made to the College and the third
largest in the University’s history.

Four Schools Benefit from Caldwell
Generosity
Will (AB ’48, MBA ’49) and Jeanne Caldwell
of Bloomfield Hills, MI have made a gift of 
$4 million to equally benefit four areas of the
University. At the Stephen M. Ross School of
Business, funds will support undergraduate
business education. At the Comprehensive
Cancer Center, their gift will help research and
patient support. The Caldwells established
endowments at the College of Literature,
Science, and the Arts  and the Ross School hon-
oring the memory of Richard Dennis Teall
Hollister, former professor of speech and drama
whom Will Caldwell credits with teaching him
communication skills he used as chief financial
officer of Ford Motor Company. Funding for the
School of Music, Theatre & Dance will go
towards construction of the Walgreen Drama
Center and Arthur Miller Theatre, career devel-
opment, and discretionary support for the dean. 

Stamps Scholars Program
Campaign Co-Chairs Penny (BS DES ’66,
CERTT ED ’66) and Roe Stamps of Miami have
made a $4.4 million gift designating $1.4 million
for the North Campus Auditorium currently
under construction and $3 million to establish
the new  Stamps Scholars Program. The gift will

Campaign Update

Spokespersons for the Heart of the Michigan
Difference faculty-staff campaign Stephanie
Pinder-Amaker, associate dean of students, and
Paul Courant, former provost and professor of
public policy and economics

U-M men’s Basketball Coach Tommy Amaker, third from right, and
Campaign Chair Rich Rogel (BBA ’70), second from right, spoke to
alumni groups in four Michigan cities about need-based scholarships.
Campaign Vice Chair Robert Brown (BSE IE ’63), third from left, hosted
the luncheon in Kalamazoo, his home city. Student speakers included
(from left) Kaitlyn Cheesbro of Portage, MI, Joshua Kersey of Otsego,
MI, and (at far right) Delia Alvarez of Paw Paw, MI.



funding can be used for a variety of needs
including need-based financial aid for under-
graduates; the Summer Engineering Academy, a
program for middle school, high school and early
college students; and recruitment.

Funds for Talented Students
Two devoted friends of the School of Music,
Theatre and Dance have remembered the school
in their bequests. Professor Emerita Rosemary
Russell (MMUS ’67), who taught voice, left the
School nearly $889,000 to establish the Rosemary
Russell Endowed Scholarship Fund to support
talented voice majors. Mary Virginia Stevenson
(AM EDUC ’48), left the School just over $1.37
million to establish the M. Virginia Stevenson
Friends of Opera Scholarship Fund for promising
students in the voice/opera program. 

The Depression
Center
The Eli Lilly
Foundation of
Indianapolis, IN has
pledged $1 million
annually for three years to benefit the Depression
Center, the Cardiovascular Center and the Great
Lakes Research in Practice Network. In part the
gift will work to remove the stigma from depres-
sion, with a program aimed particularly at stu-
dents, men, athletes, and the workplace. The gift
will also support a program to link the informa-
tion technology of the Depression Center, the
Cardiovascular Center, and the Great Lakes
Research in Practice Network, a primary care,
practice-based research network in Michigan.
The Depression Center is committed to forming a
large network of depression care programs, simi-
lar to the Comprehensive Cancer Centers’ nation-
wide network. 

Student Support
Herbert H. and Grace A. Dow Foundation of
Midland, MI has made a $1.5 million commit-
ment to establish the Herbert H. and Grace A.
Dow Foundation Fellows, a Law School scholar-
ship program supporting students with scientific
training who plan to combine science and law.
The Foundation is also contributing $600,000 to
the Gerald R. Ford School of Public Policy to
support postdoctoral fellows within the School’s
Science, Technology and Public Policy program.

provide $10,000 scholarships to high-achieving
undergraduates for up to four years in the
School of Nursing; the School of Art & Design;
the Division of  Kinesiology; the College of
Engineering; the College of Literature, Science,
and the Arts; and the School of Music, Theatre &
Dance. In recognition for their longtime philan-
thropic work at the University, the auditorium
will be named Stamps Auditorium.

Latricia (Trish) Turner (AB ’77) and Thomas
McConnell of Atherton, CA made a $200,000 
gift to endow a scholarship in the College of
Literature, Science, and the Arts. The Latricia
Turner Fund will benefit transfer students from
community and junior colleges in Michigan.
Turner was just such a student who entered the
U-M as a junior. She explained that she felt a
responsibility to give back because the University
had not only admitted her, but had also provided
assistance to make her education possible.

Vivian Carpenter (BSE IE ENG ’75, MBA ’75,
PhD ’85) of Birmingham, MI has made a gift 
of  $500,000 for the College of Engineering’s
Minority Engineering Program. The discretionary
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Latricia (Trish) Turner and Thomas McConnell

Vivian Carpenter
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Good Partners Build Great Neighborhoods
The Skillman Foundation of Detroit is partner-
ing with the School of Social Work in a Good
Neighborhoods Initiative. Skillman has provided
the School with a $900,000 grant to work closely
with city residents to cultivate child-friendly
communities. Skillman chose six Detroit neigh-
borhoods as participants based on their large
numbers of children, needs and community
readiness to address problems.

A Maize and Blue Family
The Henry B. and Jessie W. Keiser Foundation of
Washington, D.C. is made up of true blue family
members. Its founder, Henry (AB ’44), was an
alum, son Matthew (AB ’84, MBA ’86) is married 
to Lee Rucker (AB ’80). Daughter Betsy Keiser
(BGS ’84) married Dr. Patrick Smith (DDS ’84)
whose siblings are Michigan grads. This amazing
Michigan family, through their foundation, has
created the Henry B. and Jessie W. Keiser
Scholarship Endowment in the Office of Financial
Aid. The fund benefits out-of-state students for
whom financial aid makes a significant difference.
Most recently, they have added to the original
fund bringing their campaign total to $350,000.

Flint Benefits from Local Foundation
The Ruth Mott Foundation of Flint has made its
biggest gift to the U-M to date with a pledge of
$570,000 reaffirming its commitment to service
to people in the Flint area. The funds will benefit
the Ann Arbor Campus School of Public Health’s
construction project, Community Crossroads, by
purchasing artwork by Flint artists to be dis-
played in the new building. In addition, funds
will support the School’s Explorer Program, a
youth outreach program that encourages Flint
youth to pursue public health careers. At the 
UM-Flint, funding will help future nurses and
support other outreach activities. 

Dentistry’s Most Generous Donor
The Dr. Roy and Natalie Roberts Family
Foundation of Grosse Pointe, MI has made a gift
of $800,000 to be divided evenly between the
School of Dentistry and the Medical School. 
At the Dental School the gift will support 
scholarships and the James Harris Collegiate
Professorship. The Medical School portion will
provide endowed and expendable financial aid
for students. The late Dr. Roy Roberts (DDS ’32)
is the Dental School’s largest individual donor.

Campaign Update

John Deere Supports Students
The School of Information has received a por-
tion of a $100,000 gift from John Deere, to sup-
port student projects at the annual ExpoSItion.
At this event, students present projects from
areas throughout the school including topics on
library information, human-computer interac-
tion and internship reports. The funding will
include support for the projects as well as for an
annual award. The gift was also directed toward
student support at the Stephen M. Ross School
of Business and the College of Engineering. 

UM-Dearborn
Backed by $500,000 in donor support, the
Richard E. Czarnecki Collegiate Professorship
was created in the School of Management at the
University of Michigan-Dearborn in honor of
Czarnecki’s 30-year service as a professor of
accounting and finance. The fundraising initia-
tive began with the highly-regarded educator’s
retirement in 1997 and included commitments
from alumni, corporations and foundations.
Approved by the Regents on January 20, 2006,
the professorship is the UM-Dearborn’s first-
ever endowed chair. In addition to his teaching
and service on campus, Czarnecki has been
enormously influential in the accounting profes-
sion in Michigan and at the national level. He
received the Educator of the Year Award from 
the Michigan Association of Certified Public
Accountants an unprecedented four times, 
and received the Lifetime Achievement in
Accounting Education Award from the group 
in 1997.

Teaching by Example
Pasqualina Miller (AM EDUC ’54), of Bloomfield
Hills, MI, who taught everything from kinder-
garten to high school social studies for 40 years 
in metropolitan Detroit schools, has provided 
the School of Education with a $100,000 charitable
gift annuity to support scholarships at her alma
mater. In addition, she has made a multi-million
dollar bequest intention that will deepen her 
commitment to students by creating an endowed
scholarship fund and professorship for the School.
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New Appointments

Regents Praise Coleman For 
‘Outstanding Accomplishments’
Citing her “exemplary” leadership, the University
of Michigan Board of Regents reappointed
President Mary Sue Coleman to a second five-
year term when her contract expires in July 2007.

The Regents were
unanimous in their
praise of Coleman,
which followed an
extensive performance
review that included
input from faculty,
staff, students and
others engaged with
the University.

“The results were over-
whelmingly positive.

In fact, I think someone might challenge that
words like ‘overwhelmingly positive’ might be an
understatement,” said Regent S. Martin Taylor,
chair of the Board’s Personnel, Compensation
and Governance Committee.  “President Coleman
has been exemplary.  She has established a track
record of outstanding accomplishments.”

As president, Coleman has enhanced the
University’s international reputation as an insti-
tution dedicated to exemplary teaching, path-
breaking research, and public service that
changes lives.

She has been a champion for critical areas of 
U-M research, such as nanotechnologies and
stem cell biology, which have the potential to
transform both personal well-being and the
economy of Michigan through new discoveries.

She has been the driving force behind the 
$2.5 billion Michigan Difference campaign that
will increase support for students at all levels,
endow professorships for faculty, and construct
and renovate classrooms and laboratories across
the campus.

Her dedication to U-M’s role in advancing the
state’s economy was a key element of the deci-
sion by Google to establish a corporate office,
with 1,000 jobs, in Ann Arbor.  The Google pres-
ence complements the partnership between the
University and the Internet giant to digitize
some seven million volumes of the University
Library and make them accessible to the public.

Coleman has been a tireless advocate of widening
access to the University for students of all back-
grounds.  She has traveled throughout the state 
to meet with high school students and share her
enthusiasm for higher education, while also
increasing financial aid and establishing the 
M-PACT program that provides additional sup-
port for those students with the greatest needs.

Her commitment to access and excellence is an
extension of the valuable leadership she provid-
ed in U-M’s successful defense of affirmative
action before the U.S. Supreme Court, a ruling
that established Coleman as a national spokes-
person on the educational value of diverse 
perspectives in the classroom.

“Being president of this great University is a
complex and difficult undertaking,” said Taylor,
“and we have been fortunate to have Mary Sue
Coleman.”

Coleman joined the University in the fall of 2002
after serving as president of the University of
Iowa for seven years.
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Stephen R. Forrest was
named vice president
for research at the
University of Michigan
(effective January 1,
2006). He serves as an
executive officer and
oversees a research
enterprise with nearly
$800 million of
research expenditures
this past year, one of
the largest university
research programs in the country. 

Forrest was the James S. McDonnell
Distinguished University Professor of Electrical
Engineering at Princeton where he led the
Optoelectronic Component and Materials
Laboratories, acted as chair of the Princeton
Electrical Engineering Department, and 
directed Princeton's Center for Photonics and
Optoelectronic Materials. While on the faculty 
of the University of Southern California, he
directed the National Center for Integrated
Photonic Technology. 

Forrest has authored 371 scholarly papers and
has been awarded 134 patents. He is a member
of the National Academy of Engineering and a
Fellow of the IEEE and the Optical Society of
America. He earned his BA from the University
of California and received his MSc and PhD in
physics from U-M.

Teresa A. Sullivan, the
former executive vice
chancellor for aca-
demic affairs of the
University of Texas
System (U-T), was
selected as provost
and executive vice
president for academic
affairs of the
University of Michigan
(effective June 1, 2006).
As chief academic and

budgetary officer, she is responsible for sustain-
ing and enhancing academic excellence in the
teaching, research and creative endeavors of 
U-M's 19 schools and colleges as well as numer-
ous interdisciplinary institutes and centers. She
is also a tenured professor of sociology in the
College of Literature, Science, and the Arts. 

While at U-T Austin, Sullivan was a professor 
of sociology and professor and Cox & Smith Inc.
Faculty Fellow in law. She also held several
administrative positions.

Sullivan, who specializes in labor force demo-
graphics, has authored or co-authored six books
and more than 50 scholarly articles. She served
as past secretary of the American Sociological
Association, a fellow of the American Associ-
ation for the Advancement of Science, and past
chair of the U.S. Census Advisory Committee.
She earned her BA from James Madison College
at Michigan State University and received her
PhD in sociology from the University of Chicago.

New Appointments
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Douglas L. Strong was named
director and chief executive officer
of the U-M Hospitals and Health
Centers (UMHHC) after serving in
the post on an interim basis since
October 2005. He joined U-M in
1998 from the University of
Chicago, where he had served as
chief financial officer and associate
dean of the Pritzker School of
Medicine and the Biological
Sciences Division. He was named
interim CFO of UMHHC in 2002 and
appointed to the permanent posi-
tion in 2004. 

Jack Kay was named provost and
vice chancellor for academic affairs,
and professor of communication,
with tenure, at UM-Flint. He previ-
ously served as associate provost for
student services, interim dean of
the College of Urban, Labor and
Metropolitan Affairs, and professor
of communication at Wayne State
University. 

Susan W. Martin, former executive
associate vice president for aca-
demic affairs at Grand Valley State
University, was named provost and
vice chancellor for academic affairs
at UM-Dearborn. She will also act
as a professor of accounting in 
the UM-Dearborn School of
Management.

Deborah Loewenberg Ball, 
the William H. Payne Collegiate
Professor of Education, was
named dean of the School of
Education. She joined the facul-
ty in 1996 as professor in the
Educational Studies Program
and was an Arthur F. Thurnau
Professor from 2000-03, the
highest honor U-M bestows 
on faculty for contributions 
to undergraduate education. 

C. Olivia Frost, professor and
associate dean for academic
affairs, was named interim
dean of the School of
Information (SI). A U-M faculty
member since 1977, she was
part of the creation of the new
SI and has worked with the
school to realize its vision of
bringing together multidiscipli-
nary faculty and students to
provide leadership in profes-
sional education and research
related to information. 

David C. Munson, Jr., was
appointed as the Robert J.
Vlasic Dean of Engineering. 
Dr. Munson has been chair 
and professor in the
Department of Electrical
Engineering and Computer
Science at the University of
Michigan since 2003. 

Kathleen M. Potempa was
named dean for the School of
Nursing. She previously served
as vice president and dean of
the School of Nursing at Oregon
Health and Science University
(OHSU) in Portland since 1996.
She provided leadership in the
OHSU health system, including
oversight of the professional
development of nursing and all
educational outreach programs
in the state of Oregon.
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The U-M-Google Connection
In 2004, the University and Google formed a 
partnership in an unprecedented effort to digitize
and index the U-M Library’s collection of seven
million bound print volumes and make them 
discoverable through Google’s search engine. 

U-M alumnus, Larry Page, president and 
co-founder of Google, is credited with making
this initial connection out of which new oppor-
tunities continue to grow. In 2004, the University
of Michigan and Google formed a partnership to
digitize seven million U-M Library bound vol-
umes and make them accessible through
Google’s search engine. Through this six-year
project, the University Library will also receive a
high quality digital copy of the collection for its
own purposes. As the sixth largest library in the
U.S., U-M’s digital collection of roughly 22,000
volumes had been one of the most ambitious in
the country. But at its rate of digital production
before the Google partnership, it would have
taken U-M more than a thousand years to digi-
tize its collection. With Google’s help, the job will
be complete in a matter of years. 

On July 11, 2006 Google announced plans to
locate Google’s advertising unit, AdWords, in
Ann Arbor, bringing 1,000 new jobs in the area.
Economic development leaders, lawmakers and
others have declared the move a much-needed
boost for Michigan’s economy.

Michigan Universities Partner to
Increase Minorities in Science,
Math
U-M announced its participation in the
Michigan–Louis Stokes Alliance for Minority
Participation (MI-LSAMP) program, along with
three other Michigan universities, in January
2006. Designed to attract and retain underrepre-
sented minorities to science, technology, engi-
neering and math, MI-LSAMP, is a five-year, 
$5 million program funded by
the National Science Foundation.
The MI-LSAMP partners: U-M,
Michigan State University, Wayne
State University and Western
Michigan University have all
committed to providing 100 per-
cent matching funds in an effort
to meet state and national needs
for a trained science, technology,
engineering and math (STEM)
workforce.

U-M’s effort is led by Levi Thonpson, professor
of chemical engineering and director of U-M’s
new Hydrogen Research Center.

The four universities hope to increase the num-
ber of underrepresented minorities earning
bachelor’s degrees in STEM areas by 50 percent
in five years.

Campus Initiatives
The past year was marked by promising partnerships 
and innovation.

“Google’s arrival in Washtenaw County will be measured in terms of

jobs, tax revenues, spinoff businesses and increased home sales.”

-U-M President Mary Sue Coleman,

in the Detroit Free Press
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� A new recording label, Block M Records, was launched by U-M to enable School of Music faculty, staff and 
students to retain copyright of their musical compositions and performances while making them available worldwide.
Block M Records content became available through the iTunes Music Store in March 2006.

� U-M began participating in iTunes U, a partnership between Apple and schools for hosting and distributing audio 
and video lectures, podcasts and vodcasts. The free service allows instructors to upload podcasts for distribution 
to students. The School of Dentistry and the Ross School of Business are the first at U-M to offer the application.

� U-M launched a National Center for Institutional Diversity to convene scholars, activists and practitioners from 
a variety of social institutions to develop the models, networks and tools needed for exploring the challenges and
opportunities of diversity.

� A new presidential initiative, Ethics in Public Life, enhances deliberation on issues of ethics. The program launched
a forum series on ethical issues and a course in applied ethics. The U-M Center for Research on Learning and
Teaching developed a project to encourage inclusion of ethical discussions in courses. The program also initiated 
discussions with student organizations on how to provide academic integrity resources for students. Visit
www.umich.edu/pres/ethics.

� In another presidential initiative, U-M plans to invest $2.5 million for Multidisciplinary Learning and Team
Teaching over the next five years. The program will develop three multidisciplinary degree programs and three 
large-scale interdisciplinary courses. Currently, there are five multidisciplinary degree programs at U-M: American
Culture, Global Change, Industrial Design, Urban and Regional Planning, and Women’s Studies.

� ADVANCE, a project started in 2001 to improve recruitment and retention of women faculty in science and engineer-
ing, has been so successful that U-M officials have decided to make it permanent with funding commitments
approved through 2011. The number of women hired annually for science and engineering faculty positions has
increased three-fold since U-M first began the project with National Science Foundation funding.

� The University of Michigan Library launched a new Deep Blue service that provides free online access to more 
than 24,000 items provided by U-M faculty, staff and students—a database that will continue to grow as
researchers, scholars and artists add their work. Its fully searchable results can be accessed by the general 
public at http://deepblue.lib.umich.edu.

THE MICHIGAN DIFFERENCE

Noticias en Español
Building on the success of its Spanish language website, Portal en Español, U-M launched 
what is believed to be the most comprehensive university-based Spanish language news 
service in the United States in fall 2005. Noticias en Español distributes stories on 
groundbreaking scientific findings, consumer-oriented health and other subjects. 

Its news releases are sent out nationally and internationally in
Spanish with English translation to more than 200 Hispanic-
serving media, from flagship publications and wire services to
community-based weeklies. In its five-month pilot phase,
Noticias en Español helped place more than 650 stories in 
publications and on radio and television.

�www.umich.edu/news/Es/
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The Promise of Research
As one of the top three research institutions in the nation, 
the University of Michigan had nearly $800 million of research
expenditures this year. We also continued to transfer innovative
ideas into the marketplace with $20 million in licensing revenues
and 287 new invention disclosures. 

NIH Renews $70 Million ISR
Health and Retirement Study
The Institute for Social Research (ISR) received
$70 million to continue the Health and
Retirement Study, the nation’s leading data
resource on the health and economic condi-
tions for Americans over age 50. The award from
the National Institute on Aging (NIA), part of
the National Institutes of Health (NIH), is the
largest single research award in U-M’s history. 

The Health and Retirement Study, co-directed
by ISR researchers Robert J. Willis and David R.
Weir, gathers data every two years from more
than 20,000 people ranging from pre-retirement
to advanced age. The survey results are then
used to provide a detailed profile over time of
older Americans’ physical and mental health,
insurance coverage, financial well-being, labor
market status, retirement planning, social sup-
port systems, intergenerational transfers of time
and money, and living arrangements. 

Since the study began in 1990, the University
has received $96.6 million for the nationwide
survey; this amount includes primary funding
from the NIH, and also includes support from
other federal agencies, including the Social
Security Administration.

Center for Stem Cell Biology 
In September 2005, U-M announced a significant
expansion of its efforts in stem cell science with
the creation of a new interdisciplinary center for
research to be based at the Life Sciences Institute
(LSI). The Center for Stem Cell Biology has been
established with $10.5 million in funding provid-
ed by the Medical School, LSI, and the Molecular
and Behavioral Neuroscience Institute (MBNI).

Under the leadership of stem cell scientist Sean
Morrison, the Center will recruit up to seven fac-
ulty members whose laboratories will be located
in LSI, the Medical School, or MBNI. The Center
emphasizes using stem cell science to answer the
most pressing questions of fundamental human
biology, such as how specific tissues in the body
are formed and how cells communicate with one
another. In looking at the fundamental biology of
stem cells, scientists at the Center examine such
phenomena as the ability of stem cells to repli-
cate themselves indefinitely, which could provide
insight into how cancer cells do the same thing.

U-M scientists have made notable advances in
many areas of stem cell science, especially involv-
ing tissue-specific and cancer stem cells. The
Medical School is home to one of only three
National Institutes of Health-funded human
embryonic stem cell research centers in the
United States.

Research Efforts Invest 
in Michigan
Innovative ideas are explored on campuses
every day. Scientists at U-M have discovered 
the genes for cystic fibrosis and Huntington’s
disease, and alumni launched the iPod and
Google. Michigan’s comprehensive research 
universities—Michigan State University, the
University of Michigan and Wayne State

2 0 0 6  H I G H L I G H T S  Research
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University—not only provide programs and 
faculty in fields critical for the health and well-
being of society including the economy.

Research and development at state universities
has brought in more than $1.3 billion in expendi-
tures this year. It also attracts top faculty and
graduate students to Michigan from around the
country and the world. In addition, all three uni-
versities have made sure that the gains they make
in research and development also make their way
into the marketplace to better society. In the past
five years, university researchers have filed inven-
tion disclosures at the rate of one every day and
have launched 79 new companies—essentially
four start-up companies every economic quarter.

Recently, NanoBio Corporation,
an Ann Arbor company founded
by Dr. James R. Baker, Jr., the Ruth
Dow Doan Professor of Biologic
Nano-technology at U-M, secured
$30 million in funding from
Perseus, L.L.C., a leading private
equity fund management compa-
ny headquartered in Washington,
D.C. The investment is one of the
largest single institutional invest-
ments in a biotechnology compa-
ny in the state of Michigan.

NanoBio Corporation develops therapies and
vaccines against infections ranging from cold
sores to nail fungus and influenza using a novel
nanoemulsion technology developed at U-M.

Life Sciences
The life sciences continue to expand and thrive
at U-M, as researchers from many disciplines
solve complex problems of genetics, and molec-
ular and cellular structure and behavior. 

This year, the Life Sciences Institute (LSI)
recruited five outstanding faculty members
bringing the total faculty count in the Institute
to 25. The new LSI hires include the first two fac-
ulty members of the U-M Center for Stem Cell
Biology, two chemists and a geneticist, with joint
appointments in the Colleges of LSA and
Pharmacy and in the Medical School. In the
three years since the Institute has opened, its
researchers have generated more than $20 mil-
lion in grants and have published more than 200
papers in peer-reviewed journals.

The collaborative approach to life sciences at 
U-M is especially evident in its stem cell research
efforts. OncoMed Pharmaceuticals, a spinoff of
U-M research, patented a process for isolating
cancer stem cells from solid tumors, such as
breast, pancreas, lung and colon cancers. Sean
Morrison, director of the Center for Stem Cell
Biology, learned to separate cancer stem cells
from normal stem cells in the blood-forming 
system and to kill them selectively. Morrison’s
team also established that stem cells don’t just
wear out, they actively shut themselves down as
they age, perhaps to prevent cancerous growth
(see story, page 26). Further, Douglas Engel, chair 
of cell and developmental biology, captured
unprecedented images of a solitary stem cell 
in the bone marrow of a living animal. 

Tech Transfer Update 
U-M Tech Transfer continued its success in
transferring University research discoveries 
to the market, creating quality of life enhance-
ments and economic opportunity. In fiscal year
2006 U-M Tech Transfer achieved a record num-
ber of technology agreements, 97, and launched
9 new business startups, most located and 
creating job opportunities in Michigan.

The impact of technology transfer can be seen in
the stories of the products, services and relation-
ships created with U-M innovations.

A new U-M startup, Zattoo, is developing a
global virtual cable network to bring live TV via
the Internet. Known as peer-to-peer Internet
protocol television, the live video streaming pro-
vides high-quality video with less skipping and
fewer breaks. Zattoo is headquartered in Ann
Arbor with corporate offices in San Francisco
and Zurich.

A life-threatening blood disorder called TTP
(thrombotic thrombocytopenic purpura) that
affects newborn babies and otherwise healthy
people in their twenties and thirties may soon
be a thing of the past. Howard Hughes Medical
researcher and U-M Medical Professor David
Ginsburg and his research team have mapped a
mutant gene, known as ADAMTS13, that allows
the production of a recombinant protein. This
discovery, which holds promise as both a diag-
nostic and a therapeutic, has been licensed to
Baxter Pharmaceuticals.



THE MICHIGAN DIFFERENCE

Sean Morrison
Sean Morrison is director of U-M’s Center for Stem Cell Biology at the Life Sciences Institute and an
associate professor of Molecular Medicine and Genetics in the Medical School. He’s also one of the
world’s foremost experts in the field of stem cell research. Recently, Dr.
Morrison and colleagues from other universities discovered a crucial
stem cell mechanism that helps explain why our tissues heal more
slowly as we age. It turns out that as people age, their stem cells actually
shut themselves down. The result: the older we get, the less our bodies
replenish themselves. 

Dr. Morrison offers a fascinating hypothesis: Cancer is the unchecked
growth of cells with dangerous mutations. The older we get, the more
mutations accumulate in long-lived cells like stem cells. To protect itself
from cancer, the body gradually closes its own factories—the stem cells.
“The good news is that the mechanism we discovered allows us to get
older before we get cancer,” says Dr. Morrison. “The bad news is that it
makes us get older.”
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� A U-M Tech Transfer startup, Sensicore, is refining technology to safeguard our municipal water supplies. Sensicore
is shipping products that allow municipal water to be tested for contamination in one-tenth of the time previously
required. A handheld analyzer screens water for 18 critical measurements in just four minutes, providing the means
to extend real-time protection to an entire water system.

� A study by the U-M Transportation Research Institute found that drivers
who have conversations with passengers exhibit similar driving perform-
ance as those who use cell phones. No statistical difference was found
between people talking on a cell phone or those conversing with a pas-
senger in terms of keeping in the correct lane or using proper steering
behavior. All forms of “non-driving” behavior including conversation with
passengers, grooming, cell phone use, and eating and drinking were
found to result in some form of degraded driving performance.

� More than a third of this year’s awards from the state of Michigan’s 21st Century Jobs Fund have been given to
the University of Michigan’s academic research, spinout companies and research collaborations. U-M faculty were
awarded $5.8 million for five projects on the Ann Arbor campus and one at UM-Dearborn. Another $16.4 million
went to companies founded by U-M faculty, or using licensed U-M technology. Several other projects, totaling 
$8.4 million, include some collaboration with U-M researchers. Two statewide, multiuniversity programs adminis-
tered by U-M were awarded an additional $7.75 million from the fund.

2 0 0 6  H I G H L I G H T S  Research
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Creating An Environment 
of Growth
Providing an environment in which students of
all backgrounds can take advantage of a wide
range of opportunities to interact with one
another, with faculty and with resources for
intellectual and personal growth is central to 
U-M’s mission. The University’s Residential Life
Initiatives (RLI) project is a planned approach
for the renewal, revitalization and moderniza-
tion of campus residential facilities that com-
prise such an important part of the student
experience. Currently, we are in the midst of a
major expansion of student housing and dining
facilities that will help transform campus life
and enhance U-M’s ability to continue to attract
the best and the brightest students. 

The centerpiece of the RLI will be the North
Quad Residential and Academic Complex.
Located on the corner of Huron and State
Streets, this new facility will include approxi-

mately 500 suite-style living spaces, dining
facilities and about 190,000 square feet of
academic and support space for class-
rooms, labs, collaborative spaces, rehears-
al rooms and performance venues. It will
house the School of Information,
Communication Studies, Screen Arts and
Cultures, the Language Resource Center
and the Sweetland Writing Center. The
complex will be a landmark building, serv-
ing as a gateway to campus.

The Global Classroom
Since 2002, the Global Intercultural
Experience for Undergraduates Program
(GIEU) has sent small groups of under-
graduates and faculty members to exciting
locations in the U.S. and around the world
for three to four weeks of engaging inter-
cultural academic studies. Affiliated with
the National Center for Institutional
Diversity, GIEU provides new and innova-
tive approaches to teaching and learning
that place a U-M education in a vibrant
global context in Ann Arbor and around
the world.

Each intercultural endeavor is selected
from proposals submitted by U-M instruc-
tors in the fall of each year. The 2006 field
sites were located in China, the
Dominican Republic, Ghana, Hawaii,
Hungary, Spain and Vietnam. Participants
explored topics such as business, sports
management, health care, recycling, 
cultural history and writing.

Michigan Student Experience

2005 FALL TERM 
ENROLLMENT

Ann Arbor
Undergraduate 25,467
Graduate 14,526
Total 39,993

Dearborn
Undergraduate 6,571
Graduate 2,042
Total 8,613

Flint
Undergraduate 5,671
Graduate 751
Total 6,422

All Campuses
Undergraduate 37,709
Graduate 17,319
Total 55,028

2005-06 DEGREES
GRANTED

Ann Arbor
Undergraduate 5,614
Graduate 4,809
Total 10,423

Dearborn
Undergraduate 1,151
Graduate 620
Total 1,771

Flint
Undergraduate 905
Graduate 224
Total 1,129

All Campuses
Undergraduate 7,670
Graduate 5,653
Total 13,323

New Student Profile
The students who enrolled in September 2005 came from all
50 states and 45 countries: 5,500 students selected from a
group of 23,000, and one of the most well-qualified applicant
pools in the University’s history.

ACADEMICS

59% had 3.8 or higher GPAs

26% had a perfect 4.0 high school GPA

90% ranked in the top 10% of their graduating class

33% had an ACT composite score between 30 and 36

42% were members of a high school academic honor society

ACTIVITIES

55% play a musical instrument

28% were elected to at least one student government office

20% had writing published or were editors of high school 
publications

30% have won awards for community service

10% have started their own businesses

20% have won all-city, regional, state, or national athletic
awards
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� Twenty-nine U-M students were awarded Fulbright fellowships in 2005-06, more than any other university in
the nation. Harvard University finished second with 24 winners, while Yale University had 23. Fulbright fellows under-
take self-designed study or research programs abroad in disciplines ranging from social sciences, business, commu-
nication and performing arts, to physical sciences, engineering and education.

� Theme semesters, sponsored by the College of Literature, Science, and the Arts, continue to be a popular and
effective method of exploring complex topics across a variety of academic disciplines. They encourage faculty and
students to examine challenging issues through special courses, guest speakers, performances and other public
events. In the fall of 2005, “100 Years Beyond Einstein” was sponsored by the Departments of Physics and
Chemistry, and in the winter semester, students had the opportunity to “Explore Evolution,” a theme semester 
sponsored by several museums and departments.

� In September 2005, more than 400 students turned out for “Stormin’ the
Stadium,” an educational event organized by Atmospheric, Oceanic, and Space
Sciences Professor Perry Samson, to measure wind flow and temperature inside
Michigan Stadium. Participating students contributed more than $1,300 to sup-
port the training of meteorologists at Jackson State University in Mississippi,
where Hurricane Katrina affected many students.

� The University is working to increase the enrollment of low- and moderate-income community college transfer
students over the next four years with a $1 million grant from the Jack Kent Cooke Foundation and an additional
$3.79 million from its own resources. U-M is one of eight top colleges and universities chosen for the foundation’s
program to increase opportunities for high-achieving, low-income community college students to earn bachelor’s
degrees from selective four-year institutions.

� Team Momentum, U-M’s eighth-generation solar car, finished first in the 2005
North American Solar Challenge in July 2005 earning its fourth national champi-
onship—the most of any university—since the competition began in 1990. The
team also went on to finish third in the 2005 World Solar Challenge in Adelaide,
Australia, in fall 2005.

� In October 2005, the historic 1931 Student Publications Building was named
in honor of Buffalo News Publisher Stanford Lipsey, who started his career 60
years ago working for U-M’s yearbook and student newspaper. The Stanford
Lipsey Student Publications Building recognizes Lipsey’s distinguished
career and $3 million commitment toward restoring and upgrading the 74-
year-old landmark.

� Spring 2006 marked the beginning of construction of a new dining
center and the renovation of Mosher-Jordan Residence Hall. The
dining center, connected to Mosher-Jordan on the first floor, will offer
marketplace style food options. The $65.1 million renovation project
is focused on creating a multi-level lobby that will provide a single
point of entry and centralized services for residents and visitors.
Upgrades will include new plumbing, elevators, heating, ventilation,
fire detection and suppression systems, wireless network access,
bath facilities and accessibility improvements. Construction is sched-
uled to be complete by August 2008.

2 0 0 6  H I G H L I G H T S  Students
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Campus Happenings
U-M Names Walgreen Center, Miller Theatre
In October 2005, the University honored two alumni, Charles R.
Walgreen, Jr. and Arthur Miller, playwright, with a ceremony in
Rackham Auditorium acknowledging the official naming of the
Charles R. Walgreen, Jr., Drama Center and the Arthur Miller
Theatre.

The ceremony included a remarkable blend of
memory and performance. Special guests from
the Walgreen family spoke about their dedica-
tion to Michigan. Musical performances includ-
ed Pulitzer Prize-winning composer William
Bolcom performing “New York Lights” from his
score to the operatic adaptation of Miller’s 

A View from the Bridge sung by George Shirley,
the Joseph Edgar Maddy Distinguished
University Professor of Music. A video reminis-
cence of Miller’s time in Ann Arbor was followed
by readings from Miller’s sister, actress Joan
Copeland, and son, producer Robert Miller.
Enoch Brater, English and theater professor and
Miller scholar, spoke about Miller’s work, and
Laurence Goldstein, editor of the Michigan
Quarterly Review, read from Miller’s letters.

The 97,500-square-foot Walgreen Drama Center
will house the departments of theatre and
drama, and musical theatre. It will replace the

THE MICHIGAN DIFFERENCE

Katrina Spring Break 
The U-M community responded in many ways to the plight of those affected by Hurricane Katrina,
admitting students in the fall, visiting disaster-stricken sites, and offering health and welfare solutions. 
In one effort, the School of Information quickly created a housing database for displaced residents.
Fundraising efforts took place across campus, and students from every school and college assisted in
relief efforts. Many U-M students used their spring break to assist with ongoing recovery.

The Edward Ginsberg Center for Community Service and Learning Alternative Spring Break pro-
gram provided $5,100 to fund a variety of student projects. In Mississippi, a group of students
helped with rebuilding efforts while School of Social Work graduate students (pictured) helped 
provide medical/mental health services, food, clothing
and other supplies. In Louisiana, student archivists
assisted in the salvage, storage and restoration of recov-
ered materials; international students helped with
cleanup, construction and clothing/food distribution;
graduate students researched the effects of an oil spill
on St. Bernard Parish; and a third-year law student
helped victims navigate through government benefits,
unemployment and housing issues.
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Frieze Building as the home for performing arts
students. The $42.8 million facility will include
the 250-seat Arthur Miller Theatre, as well as
rehearsal rooms, specialized studios and class-
rooms designed for teaching and rehearsing
voice; acting for the camera; and design of
scenery, lighting and costumes. It will also house
faculty offices.

Hopwood Awards 75th
Anniversary
During winter term 2006, many alumni who are
part of the Hopwood legacy celebrated the pro-
gram’s 75th anniversary with a series of events
showcasing their work and honoring Avery
Hopwood. The Avery and Jule Hopwood Awards
Program is the nation’s oldest and largest for cre-
ative writing. Since 1931, the program has award-
ed 3,039 prizes totaling more than $2.1 million. 

The anniversary celebration included readings by
former Hopwood winners who have gone on to
successful literary careers: novelists Elizabeth
Kostova, Elwood Reid and Porter Shreve; an
exhibit of photos, books and papers by Hopwood
Award-winning authors at the Hatcher Graduate
Library; a Hopwood film festival; a reading by
MacArthur Award-winning poet Alice Fulton; a
lecture by author and former U-M faculty Charles
Baxter; and the 2006 undergraduate and graduate
awards ceremonies where 21 U-M students
received $21,750 in writing prizes. 

Hopwood, a 1905 U-M
graduate and popular
1920s playwright, want-
ed to create a contest at
his alma mater that
would develop and
encourage young writ-
ers. While his own work
was successful enough
to have had four shows
on Broadway simulta-
neously, he never felt
that he had been able
to create truly memo-
rable writing. Under
the terms of his will,
one-fifth of his estate, 
a $313,836 endowment,

was given to the Regents of the University to
encourage creative work in writing. 

Notable Hopwood winners include: Max Apple,
John Ciardi, Mary Gaitskill, Robert Hayden,
Lawrence Kasdan, Laura Kasischke, Jane
Kenyon, Arthur Miller, Howard Moss, Frank
O’Hara, Marge Piercy, Ronald Wallace and 
Nancy Willard.

125 Years of
Music
In 2006, the
University of
Michigan’s School 
of Music marked its
125th Anniversary
with a season of concerts and events that cele-
brated the School’s rich history and even
brighter future to come.

Highlights included a 125th Anniversary
Inaugural Concert with the Michigan Chamber
players and a welcome by the School’s new
dean, Christopher Kendall. Longtime members
of the School’s faculty shared “Tales of the
School of Music: Thoughts and Ideas from 125
Years of Music at Michigan.” Throughout the
year, recitals, workshops and concerts by U-M
students, faculty and guests were featured to
represent 125 years of tradition and to provide 
a glimpse into the future of artistry through 
current and coming artists. 

In partnership with the Institute for the
Humanities, the School also hosted a confer-
ence, “Opera in the Americas—American
Opera,” that assembled a rich cast of scholars,
singers, directors, impresarios, critics and con-
ductors in a wide-ranging discussion of the cul-
ture of opera on the continents of North and
South America. 

To top off the eventful year, in spring 2006 the
School of Music was renamed the School of
Music, Theatre & Dance to encompass all three
essential disciplines of the school.

2 0 0 6  H I G H L I G H T S  Campus Happenings
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� “A time to break silence,” was the theme of U-M’s 2006 Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Symposium. Spirited 
spoken word shows, lectures and other presentations highlighted the annual event in its 19th year. The keynote
speaker was author, actress and playwright Anna Deavere Smith. Other events included the MLK Day of Service,
a student/community poetry slam featuring Saul Williams, and New Orleans jazz band Hot 8 at the Michigan 
Theater. Rosa Parks, who passed away on Oct. 25, 2005, at age 92, was also honored during the symposium.

� The Royal Shakespeare Company (RSC) returns to the University of Michigan campus for a three-week residency 
in October and November 2006, featuring performances of Antony and Cleopatra, Julius Caesar and The Tempest,
with film and television star Patrick Stewart in leading roles. This is its third residency since 2001, when U-M became
the first American university to partner with the RSC.

� Each year the Center for Sustainable Systems based at the U-M School of Natural Resources and Environment 
invites an internationally recognized expert to deliver the Peter M. Wege Lecture on Sustainability. In October 2005,
former Vice President Al Gore, a dedicated proponent of international environmental issues, presented the 5th annu-
al lecture on “Global Climate Change” at the Power Center for the Performing Arts.

� Microsoft Chairman and Chief Software Architect Bill Gates was awarded the College of Engineering’s (CoE) prestigious
Goff Smith Prize in October 2005. Gates addressed students about the promise of innovation and the excitement of
careers in computer science in a lecture titled, “The Impact and Opportunity of Technology: Why Computer Science?
Why Now?” He also discussed his vision for the future and answered questions from students.

� In January 2006, the College of Engineering opened a new Computer Science and Engineering Building, a $40
million, 100,000-square-foot facility that provides space for 56 faculty, 11 new laboratories, and a single home for
the Computer Science and Engineering department that had been spread across three buildings on campus.

� U-M’s new Biomedical Science Research Building (pictured on the cover) opened with fanfare in February
2006. The $220 million facility features a five-story atrium, faculty offices, seminar rooms, a large auditorium
and lab space organized around research themes such as molecular imaging, nanotechnology, regenerative
medicine and gerontology. A visit by Governor Jennifer Granholm, who called the building “a gift to the state,”
emphasized the importance of this large research facility and resource.

� The new Frankel Institute for Advanced Judaic Studies was launched in November 2005 through a $20 million gift
from the Samuel and Jean Frankel Jewish Heritage Foundation—the largest gift dedicated to Judaic Studies at any
American university and a record for the College of Literature, Science, and the Arts. The Institute, located within the exist-
ing Frankel Center for Judaic Studies, brings 14 leading scholars to U-M each year to collaborate on the research of
Jewish history, culture, literature and religion.

� The Gerald R. Ford School of Public Policy moved into its new world-class academic facility in fall 2006. The 
80,000-square-foot Joan and Sanford Weill Hall features classrooms, a library, research centers, a computer
laboratory, faculty offices, and public spaces for conferences and lectures. The new $35 million facility houses
the entire Ford School faculty, staff and students in one location instead of three separate buildings.

� Construction started in June 2006 on the Stephen M. Ross School of Business complex. The heart of the
270,000-square-foot building will feature a glass-enclosed academic “town square” surrounded by programmatic
components, including an auditorium and classrooms that encourage interaction among teachers and students, facul-
ty offices and student services. More than half of the project’s $145 million costs are funded by a gift from Stephen
M. Ross, a 1962 business school alumnus, whose $100 million donation in 2004 was the largest in U-M history. The
school was renamed in his honor.

� In June 2006, the University of Michigan Museum of Art (UMMA) reached its $35.4 million fundraising goal
for its expansion and restoration project. UMMA’s home—Alumni Memorial Hall—closed to the public on June
25, 2006, to prepare for construction. Until fall 2008, the museum will be operating a temporary exhibition
space called UMMA Off/Site that will present exhibitions devoted to photography, film and video.
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Eye Center
Expansion
The U-M Kellogg Eye
Center is undergoing a
$121 million expansion
that will nearly double
the University’s space
for eye care, education
and research when it
opens adjacent to the

current Kellogg Eye Center research tower in
2010. The 222,000-square-foot facility will be a
model for other vision centers, allowing the U-M
Health System to serve the growing needs of an
aging population—cataracts, glaucoma, age-
related macular degeneration (AMD) and other
conditions of the aging eye. 

The two upper floors of the new eight-floor
building will house advanced laboratories for
Type 1 diabetes research, and facilities for com-
munication and data sharing among diabetes
researchers throughout U-M and beyond. Made
possible by part of the $44 million gift given to
U-M by Delores and William Brehm in 2004, the
floors will also house the Brehm Center for Type
1 Diabetes Research and Analysis, which seeks
to accelerate the search for a cure for the dis-
ease that Mrs. Brehm has battled for more than
55 years and affects approximately three million
Americans of all ages.

Kellogg scientists have already made significant
progress in genetic research identifying genes
and creating models of diseases like AMD. Space
allotted for genetic testing in the new building
will allow patients with serious eye disorders to
learn whether their children or other family
members are likely to carry disease genes. 

Lasting Relief for Irregular
Heartbeats 
University of Michigan and Italian researchers
have developed a treatment that gives patients
lasting relief from irregular heartbeat symptoms.
The procedure, catheter ablation for chronic
atrial fibrillation, takes less than two hours and
was found to return approximately three out of
four patients back to a normal rhythm.

In all, 74 percent of study participants who had
the procedure were free of their irregular heart-
beat a year afterward and did not need rhythm-
regulating drugs. They reported a steep drop in
the severity of symptoms, and their hearts’ left
upper chambers returned to normal size. No
side effects were reported, though some of the
patients needed a second procedure to fully
treat their heart rhythm disturbance.

Catheter ablation delivers tiny bursts of intense
radiofrequency waves that stop irregular electrical
impulses in areas of disorganized and rapid elec-
trical activity in the heart muscle. 

Although the treatment has shown promise for
several years in research by U-M and others,
this new study gives conclusive evidence of
catheter ablation’s positive effects on heart
rhythm, symptoms, quality of life and heart
function—even in the most difficult-to-treat
patients. More than 2.3 million Americans live
with atrial fibrillation, which causes weakness
and other debilitating symptoms, and encour-
ages the formation of clots, putting patients at
much higher risk of stroke.

Health Developments
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Healthy Numbers 
The University of Michigan Health System’s stories are rich, touching the lives of patients 
and their families with an impact that can’t always be measured. But the facts and figures are
impressive. They represent the large number of people who depend on U-M for care and 
wellness, in southeast Michigan and beyond. In the past fiscal year (approximate numbers):

� 44,000 patients were admitted to U-M Hospitals
� 74,000 patients visited the Emergency Room 
� 60,000 operations were performed
� 4,000 babies were born
� 1.6 million people visited an outpatient clinic

——————— B R I E F S ———————

� U-M employees and their dependents who have any form of diabetes can now receive some of their medications for
free through an innovative new pilot program called MHealthy: Focus on Diabetes. Participants also receive educa-
tional materials to help them improve their health and reduce their chance of diabetes complications. This program is
the first in the nation designed to evaluate the impact of targeted co-pay reduction for preventive medications.

� University of Michigan scientists have found a common genetic variation in an immune system gene that makes
people much more likely to develop psoriasis—a disfiguring inflammatory skin disease. Named PSORS1 (SORE-
ESS-1), for psoriasis susceptibility 1, the gene is the first genetic determinant of psoriasis to be definitively identified
in a large clinical study. Its discovery could lead to new, more effective treatments for psoriasis without the risks and
side-effects of current therapies.

� Researchers at the U-M Comprehensive Cancer Center identified a panel of 22 biomarkers that provide a more
accurate screening for prostate cancer than the current prostate specific antigen, or PSA, test. Researchers looked
at blood samples taken from 331 prostate cancer patients prior to surgery, and from 159 control males with no histo-
ry of cancer. They tested the samples against 2,300 bacteriophage, organisms that express proteins on their surface,
and narrowed the field to 22 biomarkers that most often pinpoint the cancerous blood samples.

� The Michigan Healthy Community initiative, a campus-wide effort to encourage healthier living through increased
activity, attention to physical safety in the workplace and other wellness efforts, launched three new programs in
2006: Active U!, Enhanced Ergonomics Awareness and MHealthy: Focus on Diabetes, which provides free and
reduced-price drugs to employees with diabetes.

� In spring 2007, the doors will open to the new University of Michigan Cardiovascular Center. At six stories and
350,000 square feet, the $215 million center will house 48 inpatient beds, 36 outpatient clinic areas, 12 suites for
minimally-invasive procedures and eight operating rooms. The new center will also provide 465 parking spaces and
three sky bridges that connect it to the rest of the medical campus.

� Maintaining its leadership role in research and care, the future C.S. Mott Children’s Hospital and
Women’s Hospital will be a state-of-the-art facility with private pediatric patient rooms and family areas,
a dedicated pediatric emergency and urgent care center, space to accommodate an estimated 4,500
births each year and an outdoor garden park. The new $523 million, 1.1 million-square-foot facility,
breaks ground in October 2006, and is scheduled to open in spring 2011.
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A Greener Maize and Blue

U-M Dials Down
An EnergyStar program participant since 1997, 
U-M has been working hard at energy and
resource conservation, and our efforts have been
recognized over the years. In 2004, U-M was
named the EnergyStar Partner of the Year, which
recognizes institutions for their energy-saving
efforts. To date, participation in the EnergyStar
resource conservation program has resulted in
upgrades in 32 percent of campus facilities, which
translates into a savings of 25 million kilowatt-
hours of electricity annually—enough to power
1,600 homes with 2,000 square feet in Ann Arbor
every year.

One important part of U-M’s utilities reduction
campaign has been a marketing effort focused
on getting the word out to the faculty, students
and staff. Flyers and stickers have been used
over the past year to highlight different aspects
of energy conservation. Posters in dorms, offices

and classrooms have helped bring a high level of
compliance to the University’s energy-saving
strategy. To date, designs have included: “We’re
Green with Pride!” announcing the EnergyStar
partner award given to U-M and “Turn off the
juice when not in use!” a reminder to power
down computers, printers, TVs and other electri-
cal appliances to keep costs down and energy
reserves up.

——————— B R I E F S ———————

� In January 2006, U-M was recognized as part of a Combined Heat and Power Partnership by the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency and the U.S. Department of Energy for success in reducing greenhouse gas emissions through the
use of combined heat and power or cogeneration. U-M’s use of a Central Power Plant to produce most of the electricity
for central campus resulted in a reduction of annual emissions equivalent to planting 39,763 acres of forest or remov-
ing the emissions of 26,509 automobiles.

� In September 2005, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and the U.S. Department of Transportation recognized 
the University of Michigan for reaching the “gold level” status as one of the Best Workplaces for Commuters. One 
of the main factors that earned U-M the gold standard was its implementation of the new MRide program providing 
free bus passes for students, faculty and staff and several other alternative transportation programs. By offering a 
comprehensive commuter benefits program, U-M has saved nearly $17 million in new parking construction expenses.

� In spring 2005, the vice president for research formed the Michigan Energy Research Council (MERC) to study how the
University could best support a broad range of energy-related research. With strengths in science, engineering and poli-
cy, U-M recently established the Michigan Memorial Phoenix Energy Institute, and is poised to take a leadership role
in the field of energy research.

2 0 0 6  H I G H L I G H T S  Environment
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New Environmental
Sustainability Institute Opens
The Graham Environmental Sustainability Institute (GESI)
was launched in November 2005 with a $5.25 million 
expendable gift from the Graham Foundation, a philan-
thropic organization established by Donald Graham and his
wife Ingrid. The Office of the Provost provided an additional
$5.25 million to augment U-M’s ongoing work in the field.

U-M is home to top-ranked schools in virtually all of the critical disciplines important to the
development of sustainability approaches. GESI will leverage the University’s position as a
global academic leader in this critical area of research and teaching by encouraging additional
synergies and supporting new, high-impact programs. Its current activities involve more than
300 U-M faculty members, spread across seven schools, with extensive efforts in the College of
Engineering, the School of Natural Resources and the Environment, the School of Public
Health, the Stephen M. Ross School of Business, and the College of Literature, Science, and the
Arts. Also involved are the A. Alfred Taubman School of Architecture and Urban Planning and
the Gerald R. Ford School of Public Policy. Collaborations occur in more than 25 centers and
initiatives. Together these activities account for about $30 million annually in sponsored
research on sustainability.

Ross School’s Future Preserves
the Past
As demolition crews clear the grounds for the
new Stephen M. Ross School of Business facility,
gathering recycled materials from the old facility
is a big part of the endeavor. 

There are three components of this recycling
effort. The first is to recycle material from the
demolition itself, and as of June 1, 2006, 84 per-
cent of the demolition debris—more than 2,250
tons of material—had been recycled. The debris
includes structural steel beams and columns,
steel concrete reinforcing, steel framing, metal
piping, concrete and brick. 

U-M and its contractors also plan to use recy-
cled materials in the construction of the new
building. Five percent of the new building will
be recycled material, mostly structural steel. 

A third component of the recycling effort uses
debris generated during the actual construction,
and 50 percent of the debris during the building
of the new Ross School will be recycled. 

A goal of the project is to build a “green” build-
ing that adheres to LEED (Leadership in Energy
and Environmental Design) standards. LEED
points are awarded to projects based on how
green they are: the more recycled materials used
in the building and the more material that is
recycled during construction, the better the
LEED rating. Other green measures planned for
the new building include green roofs that will
reduce storm water runoff and reduce heat gain.
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� In November 2005, Stephen M. Ross (BBA ’62) joined in cutting a maize and
blue ribbon at the entrance of the new Stephen M. Ross Academic Center.
Ross and his wife, Kara, provided a $5 million gift toward the $12 million,
38,000-square-foot building that provides individual and group study areas,
computer labs, meeting rooms and tutorial areas for student-athletes and
other U-M students.

� The new Champions Event Center was renamed the Junge Family Champions Center to honor the $2 million gift 
the family has committed to the $4.5 million state-of-the-art facility. Opened in November 2005, the 11,000-square-
foot center is primarily used as a gathering point for prospective student-athletes on game days.

� Both U-M’s baseball and softball stadiums will be getting new grandstand seating, including barrier-free areas,
expanded restrooms, indoor hitting facilities, and concession and press areas as part of the renovation plans for
Alumni Field, the Donald R. Shepherd Softball Building, and the Ray Fisher Baseball Stadium. The budget 
for the Alumni Field renovation is $5.5 million and the estimated cost of the Ray Fisher Stadium renovations and 
addition is $9 million.

� Former University of Michigan football player and current Cleveland Browns
wide receiver Braylon Edwards (’04) made history in April 2006 by creating 
a $500,000 scholarship endowment for the Athletic Department—the largest
gift pledged by a current professional athlete. The scholarship will be awarded
to the player who wears the No. 1 jersey. If no one currently wears that 
number, it will be granted to a team member who exhibits exceptional 
off-field behavior.

� Two former Wolverines ice hockey players competed at the 2006 Winter Olympics in Torino, Italy. Mike Knuble (’98)
skated for Team USA, while Marty Turco (’98) laced up his skates for Team Canada. Knuble is currently a right wing 
for the Philadelphia Flyers. He is tied for seventh on Michigan’s career goals list with 103. Turco, a goalie for the 
Dallas Stars, helped lead Michigan to national championships in 1996 and 1998 and won 127 games in his college
career, an NCAA record.

THE MICHIGAN DIFFERENCE

Vanderkaay Named Big Ten 
Male Athlete of the Year
University of Michigan swimmer and team tri-captain Peter Vanderkaay
(’06) was named the 2006 Big Ten Conference Jesse Owens Male Athlete
of the Year. A five-time NCAA national champion and 16-time All-
American, Vanderkaay repeated as the 500-yard freestyle NCAA champi-
on and earned four All-America honors in 2006. In winning the 500, he
broke an 11-year-old NCAA, American and U.S. Open record, previously
held by U-M’s Tom Dolan. Vanderkaay is the seventh U-M student-
athlete to be named the Big Ten Male Athlete of the Year and is the third
U-M swimmer, joining a pair of fellow Olympic gold medalists Mike
Barrowman (’92) and Tom Dolan (’97). Both are members of the
International Swimming Hall of Fame. 

2 0 0 6  H I G H L I G H T S  Athletics
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U-M’s Plant Operations received the Association
of Higher Education Facilities Officers’ (APPA)
Award for Excellence in Facilities Management.
The award is APPA’s highest institutional honor
and provides national and international recogni-
tion for educational institutions with outstand-
ing achievements in facilities management. 

Barry Rabe, a professor at the U-M Gerald R.
Ford School of Public Policy and the School of
Natural Resources and Environment, was award-
ed the Environmental Protection Agency’s pres-
tigious Climate Protection Award for his work
documenting and analyzing how and why U.S.
states are taking the lead on climate protection. 

Henry M. Wellman, research professor in the
Center for Human Growth and Development and
developmental psychologist, received a National
Institutes of Health Merit Award from the
National Institute of Child Health and Human
Development to support his ongoing research of
children’s cognitive development for five years.

The academic title Distinguished University
Professor, the highest honor conferred upon a
faculty member at the University of Michigan,
has been awarded to C. K. Prahalad, the Paul
and Ruth McCracken Distinguished University
Professor of Corporate Strategy at the Stephen
M. Ross School of Business.

Three U-M professors have been elected fellows
by the American Academy of Arts and Sciences:
Judith T. Irvine, professor of anthropology;
Richard Janko, the Gerald F. Else Collegiate
Professor of Classical Studies, and professor and
chair of the Department of Classical Studies; and
Robert K. Lazarsfeld, professor of mathematics.

Two U-M alumni and adjunct faculty members
were named MacArthur Fellows by the John D.
and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation for their
creativity, originality and potential. Aaron P.
Dworkin, who holds an appointment at the
School of Music, Theatre & Dance, and Steven
M. Goodman, an adjunct research investigator
in the Museum of Zoology, will each receive
$500,000 during the next five years to supple-
ment current activities or to take their work in
new directions.

Life Sciences Institute Director Alan R. Saltiel, 
the John Jacob Abel Collegiate Professor in Life
Sciences and professor of internal medicine and
physiology, was elected to the prestigious Institute
of Medicine of the National Academy of Sciences.
Saltiel researches the molecular and cellular biolo-
gy of the actions of insulin and growth factors. His
lab staff uncovered the importance of spatial com-
partmentalization in signal transduction, cloned
and characterized the first molecular scaffolding
proteins and identified key pathways in the regu-
lation of glucose metabolism. Saltiel also discov-
ered a molecule that became a template for a new
anti-cancer drug.

University of Michigan Professor of English
Language and Literature William “Buzz”
Alexander was honored by the Council for
Advancement and Support of Education (CASE)
and the Carnegie Foundation for The
Advancement of Teaching for his commitment
to undergraduate education with a $5,000 prize.
He was selected as one of four national winners
from a pool of more than 300 nominees.

U-M English Professor Eric S. Rabkin received
the 16th annual Golden Apple teaching award,
which designates professors who “teach every 
lecture as if it were their last,” by the Students
Honoring Outstanding University Teaching group.

Five University of Michigan faculty members
were awarded prestigious Guggenheim
Fellowships for distinguished service and “excep-
tional promise” for future accomplishments in
research:  Gillian Feeley-Harnik, the Kathleen
Gough Collegiate Professor of Anthropology;
Dena Goodman, professor of history and
women’s studies; Donald S. Lopez, Jr., the Arthur
E. Link Distinguished University Professor of
Buddhist and Tibetan Studies; Jonathan M.
Metzl, associate professor of women’s studies
and psychiatry, and director, Program in Culture,
Health, and Medicine; and Andrew J. Shryock,
associate professor of anthropology.

Awards and Accomplishments
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Six University of Michigan faculty members were
honored with Arthur F. Thurnau professorships
for outstanding contributions to undergraduate
education and will retain the title throughout
their University careers: Alec Gallimore, professor
of aerospace engineering, College of Engineering
(CoE), and associate dean for academic programs
and initiatives, Horace H. Rackham School of
Graduate Studies; Annemarie Sullivan Palincsar,
the Jean and Charles R. Walgreen, Jr. Professor of
Reading and Literature and professor of educa-
tion; Thad A. Polk, associate professor of psychol-
ogy, LSA, and associate professor of electrical
engineering and computer science, CoE; Peter D.
Sparling, professor of dance, School of Music,
Theatre & Dance; Steven J.Wright, professor of
civil and environmental engineering, CoE; and
Georgette M. Zirbes, professor of art, School of
Art & Design.

Awards and Accomplishments

Kathleen Wade, assistant dean of hospital social
work services in the School of Social Work, was
named the 2006 Social Work Leader of the Year
from the Society of Social Work Leadership in
Health Care.

University of Michigan professor and composer
William Bolcom’s epic “Songs of Innocence and
Experience” was awarded four Grammy Awards,
including Best Classical Album, Best Choral
Performance, Best Classical Contemporary
Composition, and Producer of the Year, Classical. 

The University Photographers’ Association of
America (UPAA) named U-M Photos Services’
photographer Martin A. Vloet University
Photographer of the Year. Two other U-M 
photographers Scott R. Galvin and Lin Jones
also received awards from UPAA.
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Projects in Planning, in Progress, and Completed

Projects in Planning
� Alumni Field Renovation

� Central Campus Area Utility Tunnel
Replacement

� Central Power Plant Replacement Steam
Turbine

� Dental Building and W.K. Kellogg Institute
Upgrade Fire Alarm and Fire Suppression

� Electrical Engineering and Computer
Science Building Renovation

� Ray Fisher Baseball Stadium Renovation

� Flint—David M. French Hall Renovations

� Marie Dorothy Hartwig Administration
Building Renovation

� Intramural Sports Building Install Fire
Suppression System

� Edward Henry Kraus Building Laboratory
Renovation

� Law School Addition and Renovation

� Stanford Lipsey Student Publications
Building Infrastructure Improvements  

� Medical Science Unit I Pathology Research
Laboratory Renovations

� Medical Science Unit I Research Laboratory
Renovations

� Medical Science Units I and II Renovations

� Michigan Stadium Renovation and
Expansion Project

� Michigan Memorial Phoenix Laboratory
Renovation

� Mosher-Jordan Hall Renovation and Hill
Dining Center

� Museum of Art Addition

� North Quad Residential and Academic
Complex

� Newberry Hall—Kelsey Museum Addition
and Renovation

� Observatory Lodge Renovation

� Student Activities Building Renovation

� University of Michigan Transportation
Research Institute Install Fire Alarm and
Fire Suppression

� University of Michigan Hospitals and Health
Centers Programs

• Cancer and Geriatrics Centers Building 
Cancer Center Infusion Expansion

• Chilled Water Loop Replacement Phase I

• Kellogg Eye Center Expansion

• Med Inn Electrical Substation 
Replacement

• Med Inn Sleep Disorders Laboratory 
Relocation Renovations

• C. S. Mott Children’s Hospital and 
Women’s Hospital Replacement 
Project

• North Ingalls Building Café 
Renovations

• University Hospital Clinical Laboratory 
Renovation

• University Hospital Magnetic 
Resonance Imaging Support Space 
Renovations

• University Hospital Nuclear Medicine 
Pharmacy Renovation

• University Hospital Pharmacy Services 
Renovation

• University Hospital Renovations for 
Blood Bank Laboratory Clean Room
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Projects in Progress
Advanced Technology Laboratories Biomedical
Engineering. Work started January 2004 with an
estimated completion date of September 2006.
Financing is from College of Engineering and
Whitaker Foundation grant.

Ann Street Parking Structure. Work started
March 2005 with an estimated completion date
of September 2006. Financing is from parking
resources.

Biomedical Science Research Building Animal
Imaging Facility. Work started December 2005
with an estimated completion date of December
2006. Financing is from Medical School.

Bursley Residence Hall Infrastructure Updates
and Dining Improvements. Work started
December 2005 with an estimated completion
date of March 2007. Financing is from University
Housing and investment proceeds.

Cancer and Geriatrics Center and Medical
Science Unit I Chiller Replacement. Work start-
ed February 2006 with an estimated completion
date of September 2006. Financing is from cen-
tral administration.

Central Power Plant Two Replacement Steam
Turbines. Work started March 2005 with an 
estimated completion date of January 2007.
Financing is from utilities reserves.

Dearborn-Engineering Laboratory Building
Expansion and Renovation. Work started March
2005 with an estimated completion date of
December 2006. Financing is from State
Appropriation and UM-Dearborn.

Electrical Engineering and Computer Science
Solid State Electronics Laboratory Addition.
Work started April 2005 with an estimated com-
pletion date of December 2007. Financing is
from College of Engineering, gifts and invest-
ment proceeds.

Engineering Research Buildings I & II Optics
Group Laboratory Renovation. Work started
February 2006 with an estimated completion
date of December 2006. Financing is from
College of Engineering.

Engineering Research Buildings I & II,
Gerstacker Building, and School of
Information North Building Boiler
Replacement. Work started April 2005 with 
an estimated completion date of July 2006.
Financing is from utilities reserves.

Fletcher Street Parking Structure Structural
Repairs. Work started March 2006 with an esti-
mated completion date of December 2007.
Financing is from parking resources.

Ford Nuclear Reactor Decommissioning. Work
started December 2005 with an estimated com-
pletion date of March 2008. Financing is from
investment proceeds.

Harlan Hatcher Graduate Library—Emergency
Power Upgrade. Work started October 2005 with
an estimated completion date of September
2006. Financing is from utilities reserves.

Hoover Avenue Heating Plant Boiler
Replacement. Work started January 2006 with
an estimated completion date of September
2006. Financing is from utilities reserves.

Hutchins Hall Classroom and Administrative
Office Space Renovation. Work started May 2006
with an estimated completion date of March
2007. Financing is from Law School.

Medical Sciences Research Building I Mass
Spectrometer Laboratory. Work started March
2006 with an estimated completion date of
October 2006. Financing is from Medical School.

Medical Science Unit I Anechoic Chamber
Relocation Renovations. Work started
December 2005 with an estimated completion
date of September 2006. Financing is from
Medical School.

Michigan Stadium 2006 Concrete Repairs. Work
started November 2005 with an estimated com-
pletion date of August 2006. Financing is from
Athletic Department.

Moore, Earl V. Building Corridor Ceiling and
Lighting Upgrades. Work started May 2006 with
an estimated completion date of December
2006. Financing is from central administration.
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Oxford Housing Fire Alarm System Upgrade and
Fire Suppression System Installation. Work start-
ed December 2005 with an estimated completion
date of September 2006. Financing is from
University Housing and investment proceeds.

College of Pharmacy Second and Fourth Floor
Laboratory Renovations. Work started
December 2004 with an estimated completion
date of October 2006. Financing is from NIH
grant, College of Pharmacy, gifts and central
administration.

College of Pharmacy Building Third Floor
Laboratory Renovations. Work started March
2006 with an estimated completion date of
December 2006. Financing is from College of
Pharmacy.

Stephen M. Ross School of Business Facilities
Enhancement Project. Work started April 2006
with an estimated completion date of December
2008. Financing is from Ross School of Business
and gifts.

School of Public Health Buildings Renovations.
Work started September 2003 with an estimated
completion date of December 2007. Financing is
from Investment proceeds, School of Public
Health and gifts.

South Quadrangle Elevator Controller
Replacement. Work started April 2006 with an
estimated completion date of December 2007.
Financing is from University Housing.

South State Commons II, LLC Data Center
Leasehold Improvements. Work started April 2006
with an estimated completion date of January
2007. Financing is from investment proceeds.

University of Michigan Hospitals and Health
Centers Programs. Financing is from Hospitals
and Health Centers.

• Arbor Lakes 2 Building Machine Room
Structural Support Project. Work started
June 2006 with an estimated completion
date of September 2006.

• Cardiovascular Center Phase I. Work started
July 2003 with an estimated completion date
of June 2007. Financing is from Hospitals
and Health Centers and parking resources.

• East Ann Arbor Computed Tomography and
Magnetic Resonance Imaging Expansion.
Work started August 2005 with an estimated
completion date of December 2006. 

• East Ann Arbor Health Center Geriatric
Clinic Renovations. Work started June 2006
with an estimated completion date of
December 2006.

• Hospitals and Health Centers Bulk Oxygen
System. Work started April 2006 with an esti-
mated completion date of December 2006.

• University Hospital and Mott Children’s
Hospital Food Service Equipment
Replacement and Galley Renovation. Work
started September 2005 with an estimated
completion date of October 2007.

• University Hospital Chiller Replacement.
Work started May 2006 with an estimated
completion date of June 2007.

• University Hospital Exterior
Weatherproofing. Work started June 2005
with an estimated completion date of
December 2006.

• University Hospital Linear Accelerator
Replacement. Work started February 2006
with an estimated completion date of
October 2006.

• University Hospital Observation Unit
Renovation. Work started April 2006 with 
an estimated completion date of December
2006.

• University Hospital Steam Sterilizer. Work
started December 2005 with an estimated
completion date of September 2006.

• Rachel Upjohn Building Depression Center
and Ambulatory Psychiatry. Work started
November 2004 with an estimated comple-
tion date of September 2006. Financing is
from Hospitals and Health Centers, gifts and
NIH grant.

Charles R. Walgreen, Jr. Drama Center. Work
started May 2005 with an estimated completion
date of September 2007. Financing is from gifts
and investment proceeds.
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Joan and Sanford Weill Hall. Work started
October 2004 with an estimated completion date
of October 2006. Financing is from investment
proceeds, gifts and President’s discretionary
resources.

Projects Completed 
202 South Thayer Building. Completed May
2006. Financed by College of Literature, Science
and the Arts, central administration and invest-
ment proceeds.

Advanced Technology Laboratories Biomedical
Engineering. Completed June 2006. Financed by
College of Engineering and Whitaker Foundation
grant.

Angell Hall Computing Center Heating,
Ventilation and Air Conditioning Upgrades.
Completed November 2005. Financed by College
of Literature, Science and the Arts and central
administration.

Angell Hall Office of Student Academic Affairs
Renovations. Completed May 2006. Financed by
College of Literature, Science and the Arts and
gifts. 

Biomedical Science Research Building (BSRB).
Completed January 2006. Financed by Medical
School and gifts.

• BSRB Chiller Plant. Completed December
2005. 

Biomedical Sciences Research Building Flow
Cytometry Core and Microscopy and Image-
Analysis Laboratory Relocation. Completed
June 2006. Financed by Medical School.

Central Campus and Medical Center Electrical
Substation and Underground Distribution
System. Completed December 2005. Financed
by Hospitals and Health Centers and utilities
reserves.

Central Campus South Steam Line. Completed
February 2006. Financed by utilities reserves.

Chemistry Building Area Tunnel and Chamber
Replacement. Completed March 2006. Financed
by utilities reserves.

Computer Science and Engineering Building.
Completed November 2005. Financed by College
of Engineering and gifts. 

Couzens Hall Fire Alarm System Upgrade.
Completed July 2005. Financed by University
Housing and investment proceeds.

Crisler Arena Replace Underground Steam and
Condensate Piping. Completed September
2005. Financed by utilities reserves.

Dearborn—Science Building Renovation and
Addition. Completed June 2006. Financed by
State Appropriation and UM-Dearborn.

Dental Building and W. K. Kellogg Institute
Elevator Replacement. Completed December
2005. Financed by central administration.

Dental Building and W. K. Kellogg Institute
Third Floor Renovations. Completed August
2005. Financed by Dental School and central
administration.

Electrical Engineering and Computer Science
Wireless Integrated Measurement Systems
Laboratory Renovation. Completed May 2006.
Financed by investment proceeds.

Harlan Hatcher Graduate Library Central
Chiller Plant and Substation Replacement.
Completed June 2006. Financed by utilities
reserves and central administration.

Junge Family Champions Center Events Center.
Completed November 2005. Financed by
Athletic Department and gifts.

Edward Henry Kraus Building Renovation
Rooms 1003, 1009 and 1012A. Completed
October 2005. Financed by College of Literature,
Science and the Arts.

Edward Henry Kraus Building Replacement
Elevators. Completed April 2006. Financed by
central administration.

LSA Building Renovations. Completed April
2006. Financed by State Appropriation, College
of Literature, Science and the Arts, and invest-
ment proceeds.
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Clarence Cook Little Building Renovation First
Floor Teaching Laboratories. Completed
September 2005. Financed by central adminis-
tration, College of Pharmacy and gifts.

Medical School Magnetic Resonance Imaging
Research Scanner. Completed October 2005.
Financed by Hospitals and Health Centers.

Michigan Stadium 2005 Concrete Repairs.
Completed August 2005. Financed by Athletic
Department.

Multiple Buildings Asbestos Abatement.
Completed May 2006. Financed by Ross School
of Business.

Perry Building Addition. Completed March
2006. Financed by Institute for Social Research.

Stephen M. Ross Academic Center. Completed
December 2005. Financed by Athletic
Department, gifts and investment proceeds.

School of Nursing Building Renovations to First
Floor of North Wing. Completed September
2005. Financed by School of Nursing and central
administration.

South Campus Power and Telecommunication
Duct Extensions. Completed October 2005.
Financed by ITCom and utilities reserves. 

Stockwell Residence Hall Replacement Elevator
in Five Hall. Completed September 2005.
Financed by University Housing.

Towsley Center for Continuing Medical
Education Fire Alarm System Upgrade and Fire
Suppression System Installation. Completed
May 2006. Financed by investment proceeds.

William Monroe Trotter House Infrastructure
Upgrades. Completed September 2005.
Financed by investment proceeds.

Undergraduate Science Building. Completed
November 2005. Financed by central administra-
tion and gifts.

University of Michigan Hospitals and Health
Centers Infrastructure. Financed by Hospitals
and Health Centers.

• East Medical Center Drive Road Widening.
Completed April 2006. 

University of Michigan Hospitals and Health
Centers Programs. Financed by Hospitals and
Health Centers.

• Arbor Lakes Medical Center Information
Technology Parallel Computing Center.
Completed February 2006.

• Canton Health Center Infusion Treatment
and Computed Tomography Services
Leasehold Improvements. Completed 
June 2006.

• East Ann Arbor Ambulatory Surgery and
Medical Procedures Center. Completed
March 2006. Financed by Hospitals and
Health Centers and Medical School.

• Family Medicine Relocation to Domino’s
Farms Leasehold Improvements.
Completed April 2006.

• Mott Children’s Hospital Operating
Room/PACU Expansion and Pediatric MRI.
Completed April 2006.

• Mott Children’s Hospital Pediatric
Cardiology Biplane Catheterization
Laboratory. Completed March 2006.

• Mott Children’s Hospital Pediatric
Cardiology Sedation and Recovery.
Completed March 2006.

• Vestibular Testing Center Equipment
Replacement and Expansion. Completed
December 2005.

Washington Street Utility Upgrade. Completed
December 2005. Financed by utilities reserves
and central administration.

West Quadrangle Residence Hall 2005
Infrastructure Updates. Completed September
2005. Financed by University Housing.

Wolverine Tower Electrical Substation
Replacement. Completed October 2005.
Financed by Facilities and Operations and 
central administration.
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Management Responsibility for 
Financial Statements

August 29, 2006

The management of the University of Michigan (the “University”) is responsible for the preparation,
integrity and fair presentation of the consolidated financial statements. The financial statements, 
presented on pages 64 to 88, have been prepared in conformity with accounting principles generally
accepted in the United States of America and, as such, include amounts based on judgments and 
estimates by management.

The consolidated financial statements have been audited by the independent accounting firm
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP, which was given unrestricted access to all financial records and related
data, including minutes of all meetings of the Board of Regents. The University believes that all 
representations made to the independent auditors during their audit were valid and appropriate.
PricewaterhouseCoopers’ audit opinion is presented on page 45. 

The University maintains a system of internal controls over financial reporting, which is designed 
to provide a reasonable assurance to the University’s management and Board of Regents regarding the
preparation of reliable published financial statements. Such controls are maintained by the establish-
ment and communication of accounting and financial policies and procedures, by the selection and
training of qualified personnel, and by an internal audit program designed to identify internal control
weakness in order to permit management to take appropriate corrective action on a timely basis. There
are, however, inherent limitations in the effectiveness of any system of internal control, including the
possibility of human error and the circumvention of controls. 

The Board of Regents, through its Finance, Audit, and Investment Committee, is responsible for 
engaging the independent auditors and meeting regularly with management, internal auditors 
and the independent auditors to ensure that each is carrying out their responsibilities and to 
discuss auditing, internal control and financial reporting matters. Both internal auditors and the 
independent auditors have full and free access to the Finance, Audit and Investment Committee.

Based on the above, I certify that the information contained in the accompanying financial 
statements fairly presents, in all material respects, the financial condition, changes in net assets 
and cash flows of the University.

Timothy P. Slottow
Executive Vice President 
and Chief Financial Officer

THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
OFFICE OF THE EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT AND CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER

3014 FLEMING ADMINISTRATION BUILDING
ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN 48109-1340
734 764-7272 FAX: 734 936-8730



The Regents of the University of Michigan

In our opinion, the accompanying consolidated statement of net assets and the related consoli-
dated statements of revenues, expenses and changes in net assets and cash flows present fairly,
in all material respects, the financial position of the University of Michigan (the “University”) at
June 30, 2006 and 2005, and its consolidated revenues, expenses and changes in its net assets and
its cash flows for the years then ended, in conformity with accounting principles generally
accepted in the United States of America.  These financial statements are the responsibility of the
University’s management.  Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial state-
ments based on our audits.  We conducted our audits of these statements in accordance with
auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of America.  Those standards require
that we plan and perform the audits to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial
statements are free of material misstatement.  An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evi-
dence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements, assessing the
accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, and evaluating the
overall financial statement presentation.  We believe that our audits provide a reasonable basis
for our opinion.

The Management’s Discussion and Analysis (“MD&A”) on pages 46 through 63 is not a required
part of the financial statements but is supplementary information required by the Governmental
Accounting Standards Board.  We have applied certain limited procedures, which consisted prin-
cipally of inquiries of management regarding the methods of measurement and presentation of
the MD&A.  However, we did not audit the information and express no opinion on it.

August 29, 2006
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PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP
1900 St. Antoine Street
Detroit MI 48226-2263
Telephone (313) 394-6000
Facsimile (313) 394-6555
www.pwc.com



Introduction

The following discussion and analysis provides an overview of the financial position of the University
of Michigan (the “University”) at June 30, 2006 and 2005 and its activities for the three fiscal years ended
June 30, 2006.  This discussion has been prepared by management and should be read in conjunction
with the financial statements and the notes thereto, which follow this section.  

The University is a comprehensive public institution of higher learning with approximately 55,000 stu-
dents and 6,200 faculty members on three campuses in southeast Michigan.  The University offers a
diverse range of degree programs from baccalaureate to post-doctoral levels through 19 schools, col-
leges and divisions, and contributes to the state and nation through related research and public serv-
ice programs.  The University, in total, employs more than 47,000 permanent and temporary staff.  The
University also maintains one of the largest health care complexes in the world through its Hospitals
and Health Centers (the “HHC”).  HHC consists of three hospitals, 30 health centers and more than 120
outpatient clinics.  HHC is an integral part of the University’s Health System which also includes the
University’s Medical School; Michigan Health Corporation, a wholly-owned corporation created to
pursue joint venture and managed care initiatives; and M-CARE, a wholly-owned health maintenance
organization.  

The University consistently ranks among the nation’s top universities by various measures of quality,
both in general academic terms, and in terms of strength of offerings in specific academic disciplines
and professional subjects.  Excellence in research is another crucial element in the University’s high
ranking among educational institutions.  Research is central to the University’s mission and permeates
its schools and colleges.  In addition to the large volume of research conducted within the academic
schools, colleges, and departments, the University has more than a dozen large-scale research insti-
tutes outside the academic units that conduct, in collaboration with those units, full-time research
focused on long-term interdisciplinary matters.  The University’s Health System also has a tradition of
excellence in teaching, advancement of medical science and patient care, consistently ranking among
the best health care systems in the nation.  

Financial Highlights

The University’s financial position remains strong, with assets of $12.0 billion and liabilities of $2.1 bil-
lion at June 30, 2006, compared to assets of $10.8 billion and liabilities of $2.0 billion at June 30, 2005.
Net assets, which represent the residual interest in the University’s assets after liabilities are deducted,
increased $1.1 billion in fiscal 2006, to $9.9 billion at June 30, 2006.  Changes in net assets represent the
University’s results of operations and are summarized for the years ended June 30, 2006 and 2005
as follows:

Management’s Discussion and Analysis (Unaudited)
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2006 2005
(in millions)

Operating revenues and state educational appropriations $ 4,147.9 $ 3,935.6

Total expenses 4,283.1 4,047.8

(135.2) (112.2)

Net investment income 959.8 874.6

Gifts and other nonoperating revenues 249.2 318.0

Increase in net assets $ 1,073.8 $ 1,080.4



2006 2005
(in millions)

Current assets $   2,330 $   2,239

Noncurrent assets:

Endowment, life income and other investments 5,963 5,196

Capital assets, net 3,453 3,105

Other 244 235

Total assets 11,990 10,775

Current liabilities 906 745

Noncurrent liabilities 1,200 1,220

Total liabilities 2,106 1,965

Net assets $   9,884 $   8,810

Net assets increased approximately $1.1 billion in 2006 and 2005 primarily due to investment earnings
of $960 million and $875 million in 2006 and 2005, respectively.  The results of operations also reflect
the University’s continued focus on cost containment, while addressing rising health care and energy
costs and a competitive recruitment environment for faculty.  Operating revenues and state educational
appropriations increased 5.4 percent, or $212 million, while total expenses increased 5.8 percent, or
$235 million.  

The University invests its financial assets to maximize total return with an appropriate level of risk.
While the University’s working capital is invested in relatively short duration assets, the University
invests its endowment with a strategy that seeks to maximize total return over the long term.  The suc-
cess of this long-term investment strategy is evidenced by strong returns over sustained periods of time
and the University’s ability to limit losses in the face of challenging markets.  

Using the Financial Statements

The University’s financial report includes three financial statements:  the Statement of Net Assets; the
Statement of Revenues, Expenses and Changes in Net Assets; and the Statement of Cash Flows.  These
financial statements are prepared in accordance with Governmental Accounting Standards Board
(“GASB”) principles, which establish standards for external financial reporting for public colleges and
universities and require that financial statements be presented on a consolidated basis to focus on the
University as a whole.

Statement of Net Assets

The statement of net assets presents the financial position of the University at the end of the fiscal year
and includes all assets and liabilities of the University.  The difference between total assets and total lia-
bilities ––net assets–– is one indicator of the current financial condition of the University, while the
change in net assets is an indicator of whether the overall financial condition has improved or wors-
ened during the year.  Assets and liabilities are generally measured using current values.  One notable
exception is capital assets, which are stated at historical cost less an allowance for depreciation.  A com-
parison of the University’s assets, liabilities and net assets at June 30, 2006 and 2005 is summarized as
follows:
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2006 2005
(in millions)

Endowment investments $ 5,652 $ 4,931

Life income investments 101 87

Noncurrent portion of insurance and benefits  

obligations and managed care investments 210 178

$ 5,963 $ 5,196

The University continues to maintain and protect its strong financial foundation. This financial health,
as reflected in the statement of net assets at June 30, 2006 and 2005, results from the prudent utiliza-
tion of financial resources including careful cost controls, preservation of endowment funds, conser-
vative utilization of debt, and adherence to a long-range capital plan for the maintenance and
replacement of the physical plant.

Current assets consist primarily of cash and cash equivalents, operating and capital investments, and
accounts receivable.  Total current assets increased $91 million, to $2.3 billion at June 30, 2006.  Cash
and cash equivalents and operating investments totaled $1.1 billion at June 30, 2006, which represents
approximately three months of total expenses excluding depreciation.  

Current liabilities consist primarily of accrued compensation, accounts payable, deferred revenue,
commercial paper and the current portion of bonds payable. Total current liabilities increased $161
million, to $906 million at June 30, 2006.  This increase is due primarily to a $66 million increase in com-
mercial paper, a $16 million increase in the current portion of bonds payable, a $46 million increase in
investment trade settlements payable, and a $25 million increase in accrued compensation and
accounts payable.  

Endowment, Life Income and Other Investments

The University’s endowment, life income and other investments increased $767 million, to $6.0 billion
at June 30, 2006.  This increase primarily resulted from favorable investment performance and the
receipt of new endowment funds through gifts and transfers, offset by endowment distributions to
beneficiary units for operations.  The composition of the University’s endowment, life income and
other investments at June 30, 2006 and 2005 is summarized as follows:

Management’s Discussion and Analysis (Unaudited)
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The University’s endowment funds consist of both permanent endowments and funds functioning as
endowment.  Permanent endowments are those funds received from donors with the stipulation that
the principal remain inviolate and be invested in perpetuity to produce income that is to be expended
for the purposes specified by the donors.  Funds functioning as endowment consist of amounts
(restricted gifts or unrestricted funds) that have been allocated by the University for long-term invest-
ment purposes, but are not limited by donor stipulations requiring the University to preserve principal
in perpetuity.  Programs supported by endowment funds include scholarships, fellowships, professor-
ships, research efforts, and other important programs and activities.

The University uses its endowment funds to support operations in a way that strikes a balance between
generating a predictable stream of annual support for current needs and preserving the purchasing
power of the endowment funds for future periods.  The major portion of the endowment is maintained



in the University Endowment Fund, which is invested in the University’s Long Term Portfolio, a single
diversified investment pool.  The University’s endowment spending rate policy provides for an annual
distribution of 5 percent of the one-quarter lagged, three-year moving average fair market value of
University Endowment Fund assets, with distributions limited to 5.3 percent of current market value.
Any capital gains or income generated above the spending rate are reinvested so that in lean times
funds will be available.  Because the spending rate is based on a three-year moving average fair market
value, the percent distributed for operating purposes is different when stated in the context of current
fair market value.  Actual distributions were 4.1 percent, 4.2 percent and 4.7 percent of the market value
of the endowment at June 30, 2006, 2005 and 2004, respectively.

In June 2006, the Board of Regents approved a change to the University’s endowment spending rate
policy and extended the moving average period from three years to seven years, with implementation
to be phased in over the next three years.  Effective July 1, 2006, the spending rate moving average peri-
od will increase to four years and then increase by one quarter each subsequent quarter until the mov-
ing average period reaches seven years.  This change is expected to reduce distribution volatility, as well
as better preserve and grow the endowment corpus over time.

Capital and Debt Activities

One of the critical factors in continuing the quality of the University’s academic, research and clinical
programs is the development and renewal of capital assets.  The University continues to implement its
long-range plan to modernize its complement of older teaching, research and clinical facilities, along
with balanced investment in new construction.

Capital asset additions totaled $616 million in 2006, as compared to $524 million in 2005.  Capital asset
additions primarily represent replacement, renovation and new construction of academic, research
and clinical facilities, as well as significant investments in equipment, including information technol-
ogy.  Current year capital asset additions were primarily funded with gifts and net assets designated for
capital purposes of $497 million, as well as debt proceeds of $99 million and state capital appropria-
tions of $20 million.  Construction in process, which totaled $557 million at June 30, 2006 as compared
to $648 million at June 30, 2005, includes important new facilities for life sciences and medical
research, instruction and patient care.  

Construction projects completed in 2006 include new buildings for biomedical science research,
undergraduate science, and computer science and engineering.  The Biomedical Science Research
Building houses faculty and scientists in a flexible environment whose architectural integrity fosters
multidisciplinary collaborations and interaction between students, faculty and scientists to profound-
ly impact science and clinical care.  This state-of-the-art facility, whose construction commenced in
2002, is located across from the Palmer Drive Life Sciences Development and serves as an entry to the
Medical Campus from the Central Campus.  

The Undergraduate Science Building houses teaching laboratories and instructional space for under-
graduate students.  The innovative design of this facility and its location, as part of the Palmer Drive Life
Sciences Development, are intended to encourage greater interaction between undergraduate stu-
dents and the University’s researchers.  

The Computer Science and Engineering Building, whose construction commenced in 2004, provides
learning spaces for students and supports computer science and information technology.  This new
facility also houses the College of Engineering’s computer science and engineering faculty, as well as
accompanying technical and support staff.
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Renovation projects completed in 2006 include the Literature, Science and Arts (“LSA”) and Advanced
Technology Laboratories buildings.  The LSA Building, which was constructed in 1948, needed signifi-
cant infrastructure improvements and this renovation project provided a complete upgrade of
mechanical, plumbing, electrical and life safety systems, and improved accessibility throughout the
building. The Advanced Technology Laboratories Building was renovated and expanded to accommo-
date growth in cellular and molecular biotechnology engineering activities and to provide space for
new undergraduate degree programs in biomedical engineering.  The renovated facility and its new
wing have been renamed the Ann and Robert H. Lurie Biomedical Engineering Building.  

At June 30, 2006, construction continues on the Cardiovascular Center, which will be one of the nation’s
first fully comprehensive cardiovascular treatment centers, with operating rooms, patient rooms, clin-
ics, classrooms and laboratories.  In addition to giving cardiovascular patients an all-in-one location for
their care, this new clinical building will help meet the surging demand for cardiovascular services and
bring together specialized services and facilities that are now located throughout the University’s
Health System.  The University expects this facility, whose construction commenced in 2004, to be
completed in 2007.  To provide parking for patients and staff, a 465-space parking structure is also being
constructed as part of this project.   

Construction also continues on the Joan and Sanford Weill Hall, which will house the Gerald R. Ford
School of Public Policy and serve as a southern gateway to the Central Campus.  Located at State and
Hill streets, this new building will enable the consolidation of three Ford School campus locations into
a single facility with classrooms, a library, research centers, a computer laboratory, faculty offices and
public spaces for conferences and lectures.  The University expects this facility, whose construction
commenced in 2004, to be completed in Fall 2006.

Significant renovation projects in process at June 30, 2006 include the School of Public Health build-
ings.  The School of Public Health renovation project will provide modernization of building systems
and additional space, through replacement of the east-west wing of the Henry F. Vaughan Public Health
Building with modern laboratories, classrooms, conference rooms and community focused research
space.  The addition will also connect to the Thomas Francis Jr. Building to form one public health com-
plex.  Overall, the project aims to better equip public health for newly emerging priorities such as
bioterrorism preparedness, understanding new genetic technologies and the globalization of health, as
well as to provide needed laboratory space.  The University expects this project to be completed
in 2007.

The University takes seriously its financial stewardship responsibility and works hard to manage its
financial resources effectively, including the prudent use of debt to finance capital projects.  A strong
debt rating is an important indicator of the University’s success in this area.  During 2006, Moody’s
Investors Service affirmed its highest credit rating (Aaa) for bonds backed by a broad revenue pledge
based on the University’s extremely strong credit fundamentals, including significant financial
resources, strong market position and consistent operating performance derived from a well diversi-
fied revenue base.  Standard & Poor’s Ratings Services also affirmed its highest credit rating (AAA) based
on the University’s national reputation for excellence, strong financial performance and manageable
debt burden and capital plan.  Only two other public universities have received the highest credit
ratings from both Moody’s and Standard & Poor’s. 

Management’s Discussion and Analysis (Unaudited)
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Beginning Ending
Balance Additions Reductions Balance

(in millions)

Commercial Paper:

General revenues $   31 $   99 $ 33 $ 97

Bonds and Notes:

General revenues 275 9 266

Hospital revenues 451 9 442

Faculty Group Practice revenues 98 1 3 96

Student residences revenues 15 1 14

Student fee revenues 5 2 3

$ 875 $ 100 $ 57 $ 918

Long-term debt activity for the year ended June 30, 2006, and the type of revenue it is supported by, is
summarized as follows:
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The University maintains a combination of fixed and variable rate debt with effective interest rates that
averaged 3.75 percent in 2006 and 3.17 percent in 2005.  Consistent with the University’s capital and
debt financing plans, total outstanding debt increased $43 million, or 5 percent, to $918 million at June
30, 2006, while interest expense increased 25 percent, to $27 million.

The University utilizes commercial paper, backed by a general revenue pledge, to provide interim
financing for its capital improvement program.  Outstanding commercial paper is converted to long-
term debt financing, as appropriate, within the normal course of business.  At June 30, 2006 and 2005,
commercial paper totaled $97 million and $31 million, respectively, and is included in current
liabilities.  

In March 2005, the University issued $86 million in fixed and variable rate general revenue bonds, with
a net original issue premium of $4 million.  Proceeds from this bond issue were used to convert $30 mil-
lion of commercial paper to long-term debt, refund $29 million of student fee bonds and provide $20
million of funds for renovations of the LSA Building and new construction of various capital projects
on the Ann Arbor and Dearborn campuses.  Proceeds from this bond issue will also be used to refund
$11 million of housing revenue bonds in November 2006.  As a result of the debt refunding portion of
this bond issue, the University will reduce its aggregate debt service payments over the next 13 years by
approximately $5 million to obtain an economic gain (present value savings) of $4 million.  Of the total
bond issue, $38 million (Series 2005A) is fixed rate debt and $48 million (Series 2005B) is variable
rate debt.

In June 2005, the University issued $150 million in variable rate hospital revenue bonds to provide $94
million of funds for new construction of the Cardiovascular Center and improvements to the electrical
substation and underground distribution system, as well as convert $56 million of commercial paper
to long-term debt.  Of the total bond issue, $69 million (Series 2005A) is variable rate debt and $81 mil-
lion (Series 2005B) is variable rate debt with a corresponding swap to fixed rate.



2006 2005
(in millions)

Invested in capital assets, net of related debt $ 2,615 $ 2,342

Restricted:

Nonexpendable:

Permanent endowment corpus 884 818

Expendable:

Net appreciation of permanent endowments 1,022 804

Funds functioning as endowment 1,190 1,062

Restricted for operations and other 563 504

Unrestricted 3,610 3,280

$ 9,884 $ 8,810

Net Assets

Net assets represent the residual interest in the University’s assets after liabilities are deducted.  The
composition of the University’s net assets at June 30, 2006 and 2005 is summarized as follows:

Management’s Discussion and Analysis (Unaudited)
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Net assets invested in capital assets represent the University’s capital assets net of accumulated depre-
ciation and outstanding principal balances of debt attributable to the acquisition, construction or
improvement of those assets.  The $273 million net increase reflects the University’s continued devel-
opment and renewal of its capital assets in accordance with its long-range capital plan.

Restricted nonexpendable net assets represent the historical value (corpus) of gifts to the University’s
permanent endowment funds.  The $66 million increase primarily represents new gifts.  Restricted
expendable net assets are subject to externally imposed stipulations governing their use.  This catego-
ry of net assets includes net appreciation of permanent endowments, funds functioning as endowment
and net assets restricted for operations, facilities and student loan programs.  Restricted expendable
net assets totaled $2.8 billion at June 30, 2006, as compared to $2.4 billion at June 30, 2005.  

Although unrestricted net assets are not subject to externally imposed stipulations, all of the
University’s unrestricted net assets have been designated for various academic and research programs
and initiatives, as well as capital projects.  In addition, unrestricted net assets include funds function-
ing as endowment of $2.4 billion and $2.1 billion at June 30, 2006 and 2005, respectively.



2006 2005 2004
(in millions)

Operating revenues:

Student tuition and fees, net of 

scholarship allowances $    675.7 $    619.0 $    599.4

Sponsored programs 818.4 808.3 792.7

Patient care revenues and managed care premiums 1,990.5 1,841.2 1,712.3

Other 298.4 292.2 279.4

3,783.0 3,560.7 3,383.8

Operating expenses 4,256.0 4,026.1 3,882.7

Operating loss (473.0) (465.4) (498.9)

Nonoperating and other revenues (expenses):

State educational appropriations 364.9 374.9 356.9

Private gifts 90.0 107.2 71.8

Net investment income 959.8 874.6 714.6

Interest expense (27.1) (21.7) (19.4)

State capital appropriations 20.1 7.0 31.9

Endowment and capital gifts and grants 151.0 197.2 121.6

Other (11.9) 6.6 (8.8)

Nonoperating and other revenues, net 1,546.8 1,545.8 1,268.6

Increase in net assets 1,073.8 1,080.4 769.7

Net assets, beginning of year 8,810.3 7,729.9 6,960.2

Net assets, end of year $ 9,884.1 $ 8,810.3 $ 7,729.9

Statement of Revenues, Expenses and Changes in Net Assets

The statement of revenues, expenses and changes in net assets presents the University’s results of
operations.  In accordance with GASB reporting principles, revenues and expenses are classified as
either operating or nonoperating.  A comparison of the University’s revenues, expenses and changes in
net assets for the three years ended June 30, 2006 is summarized as follows:
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One of the University’s greatest strengths is the diverse streams of revenue that supplement its student
tuition and fees, including voluntary private support from individuals, foundations and corporations,
along with government and other sponsored programs, state appropriations and investment income.
The University continues to aggressively seek funding from all possible sources consistent with its mis-
sion in order to supplement student tuition and prudently manage the financial resources realized
from these efforts to fund its operating activities.  
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The University measures its performance both for the University as a whole and for the University with-
out its hospitals, health centers and similar activities.  The exclusion of the University’s Health System
allows a clearer view of the operations of the schools and colleges, as well as the central administration.
The following is a graphic illustration of University revenues by source, both operating and nonoperat-
ing, which are used to fund operating activities other than the hospitals, health centers and similar
activities, for the year ended June 30, 2006 (amounts are presented in thousands of dollars). 

The following is a graphic illustration of revenues by source, both operating and nonoperating, which
are used to fund the University’s operating activities for the year ended June 30, 2006 (amounts are pre-
sented in thousands of dollars).  Significant recurring sources of the University’s revenues are consid-
ered nonoperating, as defined by GASB, such as state appropriations, private gifts and distributions
from investments. 



2006 2005 2004
(in millions)

Student tuition and fees $ 834.4 $ 765.2 $ 731.2

Scholarship allowances (158.7) (146.2) (131.8)

$ 675.7 $ 619.0 $ 599.4

2006 2005 2004
(in millions)

Base appropriations $ 362.0 $ 366.6 $ 374.1

Net restoration (rescission) 2.9 8.3 (17.2)

$ 364.9 $ 374.9 $ 356.9

Tuition and state appropriations are the primary sources of funding for the University’s academic pro-
grams.  There is a direct relationship between the growth or reduction in state support and the
University’s ability to restrain tuition fee increases.  Together, net student tuition and fees and state
appropriations increased 5 percent, or $47 million, to $1.0 billion in 2006 and increased 4 percent, or
$38 million, to $994 million in 2005.  Despite declines in base state appropriations over the past four
years, the University’s tuition increases have been among the lowest in the state and in the Big Ten,
which reflects a commitment to affordable higher education for Michigan families.  At the same time,
the University has also increased scholarship allowances to benefit students in financial need.  

Net revenues from state educational appropriations increased $8 million, or 2 percent, to $365 million
in 2006 from 2004.  For the three years ended June 30, 2006, state educational appropriations revenue
consisted of the following components:
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Downturns in state tax revenues continue to put pressure on the state budget.  Consequently, base
appropriations have declined 3 percent, or $12 million, over the past two years to $362 million in 2006.
Due to volatility in the state budget, the University’s base appropriations have also been subject to mid-
year rescission and restoration.  The net restoration in 2006 of $2.9 million represents the return of a
2005 net mid-year rescission.  The net restoration in 2005 primarily represents the return of a portion
of the 2004 mid-year rescission of $11.2 million, which was received because the University limited its
2005 resident undergraduate tuition increases to inflation, offset by a net mid-year rescission of 2005
base appropriations of $2.9 million.  Limiting 2005 tuition increases to inflation also enabled the
University to experience a more moderate cut of two percent, or $7.5 million in base appropriations
in 2005.  

To offset the decrease in base state appropriations, net student tuition and fees revenue has increased
13 percent, or $76 million, over the past two years to $676 million in 2006.  For the three years ended
June 30, 2006, net student tuition and fees revenue consisted of the following components:



In 2006, net student tuition and fees revenue increased 9 percent, or $57 million, to $676 million, which
reflects a 9 percent, or $69 million, increase in gross tuition and fee revenues offset by a 9 percent, or
$12 million, increase in scholarship allowances.  Tuition rate increases in 2006 were 12.3 percent for res-
ident undergraduate students on the Ann Arbor campus, with an 11.9 percent tuition rate increase for
the Dearborn and Flint campuses and a 6 percent increase in most other tuition rates including those
for nonresidents.  The University also experienced a modest growth in the number of students.

In 2005, net student tuition and fees revenue increased 3 percent, or $20 million, to $619 million, which
reflects a 5 percent, or $34 million, increase in gross tuition and fee revenues offset by an 11 percent, or
$14 million, increase in scholarship allowances.  Tuition rate increases in 2005 were 2.8 percent for res-
ident undergraduate students, with a 5 percent increase in most other tuition rates including those for
nonresidents.  The University also experienced a modest growth in the number of students.

While tuition and state appropriations fund a large percentage of University costs, private support is
becoming increasingly essential to the University’s academic distinction.  Private gifts for other than
capital and endowment purposes totaled $90 million in 2006, as compared to $107 million in 2005, and
$72 million in 2004.  

The University receives revenues for sponsored programs from various government agencies and pri-
vate sources, which normally provide for both direct and indirect costs to perform these sponsored
activities.  Revenues for sponsored programs increased 1 percent, or $10 million, to $818 million in
2006.  For 2005, revenues for sponsored programs increased 2 percent, or $16 million, to $808 million.
A significant portion of the University’s sponsored programs revenues relate to federal research and its
growth is consistent with the national trend of stabilized federal research activity, offset by reduced
state and local grant activity.  

Patient care revenues and managed care premiums increased 8 percent, or $149 million, to $2.0 billion
in 2006, as compared to an increase of 7.5 percent, or $129 million, to $1.8 billion in 2005.  The major-
ity of these revenues relate to patient care services, which are principally generated within the
University’s hospitals and ambulatory care facilities under contractual arrangements with governmen-
tal payers and private insurers.  Increased revenues for both years primarily resulted from a growth in
both outpatient and inpatient volume, as well as increased reimbursement rates from third party payers. 

Net investment income for the three years ended June 30, 2006 is summarized as follows:

Management’s Discussion and Analysis (Unaudited)
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2006 2005 2004
(in millions)

Interest and dividends, net $ 214.3 $ 195.9 $ 142.4

Increase in fair value of investments 745.5 678.7 572.2

Net investment income $ 959.8 $ 874.6 $ 714.6

Net investment income totaled $960 million in 2006, as compared to $875 million in 2005 and $715 mil-
lion in 2004.  The improvement in net investment income is primarily due to improved market condi-
tions resulting in increased realized and unrealized gains for both equity and alternative investments.
As discussed previously, the University’s endowment investment policies are designed to maximize
long-term total return, while its income distribution policy is designed to preserve the value of the
endowment and generate a predictable stream of spendable income.



With the Michigan Difference capital campaign well underway, gifts and grants for endowment and
capital purposes continue to be a significant part of sustaining the University’s excellence.  Private gifts
for endowment purposes totaled $86 million in 2006, as compared to $78 million in 2005 and $72 mil-
lion in 2004.  Capital gifts and grants totaled $65 million in 2006, as compared to $119 million in 2005
and $50 million in 2004.  Over the past three years, major capital gifts have been received in support of
the University’s wide-ranging building initiatives which include Stephen M. Ross School of Business,
Health System, Intercollegiate Athletics and College of Engineering capital projects.

In addition to revenue diversification, the University continues to make cost containment an ongoing
priority.  This is necessary as the University continues to face significant financial pressure, particular-
ly in the areas of compensation and benefits, which represent 64 percent of total expenses, as well as in
the areas of energy, technology and ongoing maintenance of facilities and infrastructure.

A comparative summary of the University’s expenses for the three years ended June 30, 2006 is as fol-
lows (amounts in millions):

The University is committed to recruiting and retaining outstanding faculty and staff and the compen-
sation package is one way to successfully compete with peer institutions and nonacademic employers.
The resources expended for compensation and benefits increased 6 percent, or $166 million, to $2.8
billion in 2006.  Of this increase, compensation expense increased 6 percent, to $2.14 billion, and
employee benefits increased 8 percent, to $618 million.  For 2005, compensation expense increased 5
percent, to $2.02 billion, and employee benefits increased 1 percent, to $570 million.   

The majority of the compensation expense increase occurred in the Health System, where nursing and
other health professionals were added to support higher patient volume levels.  Increases in wage rates
also accounted for a significant portion of the expense growth, a reflection of the high demand for nurs-
es and other health professionals, and an industry-wide shortage of personnel in these fields. In addi-
tion, staffing levels were increased in many administrative and support areas, to further strengthen
these areas and in response to an increasing regulatory burden borne by hospitals.

2006 2005 2004
Operating:

Compensation and benefits $ 2,757.9 64% $ 2,592.1 64% $ 2,484.7 64%

Supplies and services 1,150.2 27 1,104.9 27 1,070.9 27

Depreciation 264.0 6 253.7 6 245.8 6

Scholarships and fellowships 83.9 2 75.4 2 81.3 2

4,256.0 99 4,026.1 99 3,882.7 99

Nonoperating:

Interest 27.1 1 21.7 1 19.4 1

$ 4,283.1 100% $ 4,047.8 100% $ 3,902.1 100%
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In 2006, the Health System had a growth in compensation expense of 9 percent, which includes a
growth in employees of 4 percent, while the rest of the University had a growth in compensation
expense of 4 percent, with a minimal change in employees. In 2005, the Health System had a growth in
compensation expense of 8 percent, which includes a growth in employees of 4 percent, while the rest
of the University had a growth in compensation expense of 3 percent, with a minimal change in
employees.

Total benefits expense grew 9 percent over the past two years.  In 2005, total benefits expense grew at a
slower rate than compensation primarily as a result of favorable experience in self-insured benefit pro-
grams as well as proactive management of benefit programs.

Health care benefits are one of the most significant employee benefits and the University has imple-
mented several initiatives to better control its rate of increase over the past several years.  Following the
implementation of a 5 percent co-premium in January 2004 for most employees and retirees, the
University moved to a more comprehensive premium sharing model. Prior to this, approximately 70
percent of employees and retirees did not contribute toward their health insurance premiums.
Commencing in January 2005, the University began to pay 95 percent of the average health insurance
single coverage premiums of the two lowest-cost comprehensive plans, and 85 percent of the total
aggregate premium for employees, retirees and covered dependents.  At this time, the University also
moved from a three-tier to a four-tier structure of coverage to reflect the lower health care costs of chil-
dren.  In addition, the University offered two new preferred provider organization (“PPO”) health plans
to provide lower cost health coverage options to participants residing outside the health maintenance
organization (“HMO”) service areas.  These changes are designed to encourage employees to choose
the lowest cost insurance plan that meets their needs and to share with employees a small portion of
health insurance cost increases.  

The University utilizes a single pharmacy benefit administrator to manage all pharmacy benefits with
University oversight.  With this prescription drug “carve-out” structure, which commenced in January
2003, the University has reduced administrative costs, increased discounts on drug prices and become
less reliant on rebates from pharmaceutical manufacturers.  The University also actively promotes and
manages generic drug utilization and has achieved a 57 percent generic dispensing rate in 2006, as
compared to a 53 percent in 2005 and 49 percent in 2004. In January 2006, the University unbundled
pharmacy benefit claim processing and mail order services and selected separate vendors for each
service to achieve better discounts for retail and mail order pricing arrangements and additional
rebates, as part of a more transparent service arrangement where fees for services are charged on a per
transaction basis.    

Compared to most employers, the University is in a unique position to utilize internal experts to advise
and guide its health care and drug plans.  For example, the College of Pharmacy conducted a study
which was the foundation for a cost saving pill-splitting program with select cholesterol lowering drugs
which began in January 2006.  The University also benefits from a Pharmacy Benefits Advisory
Committee which consists of internal experts such as the University’s Health System physicians, phar-
macy faculty and our on-staff pharmacist.  

These initiatives reflect the reality of the national landscape, while remaining true to the commitment
we make to our employees for a robust benefits package, which is essential for recruiting and retaining
faculty and staff.

Management’s Discussion and Analysis (Unaudited)
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2006 2005 2004
Operating:

Instruction $ 683.0 16% $    669.6 17% $    655.9 17%

Research 519.7 12 522.8 13 506.4 13

Public service 104.9 2 102.5 2 97.6 2

Institutional and academic support 380.5 9 352.3 9 330.6 9

Auxiliary enterprises:

Patient and managed care 1,843.6 43 1,719.3 42 1,605.7 41

Other 127.7 3 117.7 3 146.2 4

Operations and maintenance of plant 248.8 6 212.7 5 213.2 5

Depreciation 264.0 6 253.8 6 245.8 6

Scholarships and fellowships 83.8 2 75.4 2 81.3 2

4,256.0 99 4,026.1 99 3,882.7 99

Nonoperating:

Interest 27.1 1 21.7 1 19.4 1

$ 4,283.1 100% $ 4,047.8 100% $ 3,902.1 100%

Supplies and services expenses increased 4 percent, or $45 million, to $1.2 billion in 2006, as compared
to a 3 percent, or $34 million, increase in 2005.  The University continued cost containment efforts,
including sustained focus on reducing the cost of supplies and their related transaction costs, and
energy management programs.  Similar to other entities, the University experienced substantial
increases in utilities expenses in 2006 due to rising prices.

In addition to their natural (object) classification, it is also informative to review operating expenses by
function.  A comparative summary of the University’s expenses by functional classification for the
three years ended June 30, 2006 is as follows (amounts in millions):
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Instruction and public service expenses increased 2 percent, or $16 million, to $788 million in 2006, as
compared to a 2 percent, or $19 million, increase in 2005.  These increases are consistent with the level
of growth in the related revenue sources.  

To measure its total volume of research expenditures, the University considers research expenses,
included in the above table, as well as research related facilities and administrative expenses, research
initiative and start-up expenses, and research equipment purchases.  These amounts aggregated $797
million in 2006, as compared to $778 million in 2005 and $753 million in 2004.  This represents an
increase of 6 percent, or $44 million, from 2004 to 2006.  

Patient and managed care expenses increased 7 percent, or $124 million, to $1.8 billion in 2006, as com-
pared to a 7 percent, or $114 million increase in 2005.  The growth in this area is consistent with the
growth in related revenues.

Operations and maintenance of plant expenses totaled $249 million in 2006, as compared to $213 mil-
lion in 2005 and 2004.  The increase in 2006 of 17 percent, or $36 million, primarily resulted from rising
energy prices. 



2006 2005 2004
(in millions)

Paid directly to students $   83.8 $   75.4 $   81.3

Applied to tuition and fees 158.7 146.2 131.8

Applied to University Housing 15.7 14.8 14.1

$ 258.2 $ 236.4 $ 227.2

The following graphic illustrations present total expenses by function, with and without the
University’s hospitals, health centers and similar activities:

Management’s Discussion and Analysis (Unaudited)
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Total scholarships and fellowships provided to students aggregated $258 million in 2006, as compared
to $236 million in 2005 and $227 million in 2004, an increase of 14 percent over the past two years.
Tuition, housing and fees revenues are reported net of aid applied to students’ accounts, while
amounts paid directly to students are reported as scholarship and fellowship expense.  Scholarships
and fellowships for the three years ended June 30, 2006 are summarized as follows:



2006 2005
(in millions)

Cash received from operations $   3,780.7 $   3,593.1

Cash expended for operations (4,016.9) (3,783.8)

Net cash used in operating activities (236.2) (190.7)

Net cash provided by (used in) investing activities 260.4 (24.9)

Net cash used in capital and related financing activities (514.9) (322.2)

Net cash provided by noncapital financing activities 535.1 546.6

Net increase in cash and cash equivalents 44.4 8.8

Cash and cash equivalents, beginning of year 369.2 360.4

Cash and cash equivalents, end of year $ 413.6 $ 369.2

Cash received from operations primarily consists of student tuition, sponsored programs grants and
contracts, and patient care revenues.  Significant sources of cash provided by noncapital financing
activities, as defined by GASB, include state appropriations and private gifts used to fund operating
activities.  Cash and cash equivalents increased $44 million in 2006, as compared to an increase of $9
million in 2005.  

Economic Factors That Will Affect the Future 

Over the last four years, the University has successfully faced significant financial challenges to its aca-
demic programs, stemming from unprecedented cuts in state appropriations.  Given the continuation
of this difficult state environment, it is especially impressive that the University maintains the highest
credit ratings of Moody’s (Aaa) and Standard & Poor’s (AAA).  This reflects the University’s strong fiscal
stewardship and its level of excellence in service to students, patients, the research community, the
state and the nation.  Achieving and maintaining the highest credit ratings provides the University a
high degree of flexibility in securing capital funds on the most competitive terms.  This flexibility, along
with ongoing efforts toward revenue diversification and cost containment, will enable the University
to provide the necessary resources to support this level of excellence. 
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Statement of Cash Flows

The statement of cash flows provides additional information about the University’s financial results by
reporting the major sources and uses of cash.  A comparative summary of the statement of cash flows
for the years ended June 30, 2006 and 2005 is as follows:



A crucial element to the University’s future continues to be our strong relationship with the State of
Michigan.  Historically, there has been a direct relationship between the growth or reduction of state
support and the University’s ability to control tuition increases, as reduced growth in state appropria-
tions generally necessitates increased tuition levels.  The anticipated increase in state educational
appropriations of 3 percent in 2007 will provide the University with some relief from the deep cuts of
the past four years.  To support the University’s commitment to both academic excellence and accessi-
bility, the University’s budget for 2007 includes a moderate increase in tuition rates along with an
increased investment in financial aid. 

Private gifts are an increasingly important supplement to the fundamental support provided by state
appropriations and student tuition to maintain academic quality and support future initiatives.  The
University launched the public phase of a major fundraising campaign in May 2004, with the
announcement of an ambitious goal of $2.5 billion.  The campaign, titled “The Michigan Difference”,
will provide support for student scholarships and fellowships, endowed professorships, facilities, aca-
demic programs, research and other projects.  Since launching the quiet phase of the campaign in
2000, the University has raised $1.8 billion in cash and pledges and $338 million in bequests, a total of
$2.18 billion, or 87 percent of the goal.  The campaign will continue through December 2008.  

The University continues to execute its long-range plan to modernize and expand its complement of
older teaching and research facilities, while adding key new facilities for life sciences and medical
research.  This strategy addresses the University’s growth and the continuing effects of technology on
teaching and research methodologies.  Authorized costs to complete construction and other projects
totaled $863 million at June 30, 2006.  Funding for these projects is anticipated to include $776 million
from gifts and net assets designated for capital purposes as well as possible future borrowings, $80 mil-
lion from the utilization of unexpended debt proceeds and $7 million from the State Building Authority.
While the State of Michigan’s Building Authority continues to support the University’s systematic
renewal of core academic facilities, economic pressures affecting the State may also affect the State’s
future support.

The University will continue to employ its long-term investment strategy to maximize total returns, at
an appropriate level of risk, while utilizing a spending rate policy to preserve endowment capital and
insulate the University’s operations from temporary market volatility.  

While the University’s Hospitals and Health Centers are also well positioned to maintain a strong finan-
cial position in the near term, ongoing constraints on revenue are expected due to fiscal pressures from
employers and federal and state governments.  Management believes that much of the payment pres-
sure can be offset by growth in patient volume and continued efforts to contain certain costs.

As a labor-intensive organization, the University faces competitive pressures related to attracting and
retaining faculty and staff.  Moreover, the cost of the University’s health benefits for its active employ-
ees and retirees has increased dramatically over the past several years, with the increasing cost of med-
ical care and prescription drugs of particular concern.

To address these challenges, the University has successfully taken and continues to take proactive steps
to slow the rate of increase in health benefits expenses.  The University’s health benefit initiatives over
the last several years, such as plan changes and the prescription drug “carve-out” structure, have had a
favorable impact on the University’s active and retiree health insurance benefit plans.

Management’s Discussion and Analysis (Unaudited)
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This year, after careful review, the University changed eligibility practices for reimbursing retirees and
spouses a portion of the amount that the Social Security Administration charges individuals for
Medicare Part B coverage to be more consistent with common practice in general industry, health care
and higher education.  Employees who retire after March 31, 2006 will not be eligible for Medicare Part
B reimbursement.  Employees who retired before April 1, 2006, and their spouses, will continue to
receive quarterly reimbursement at the 2005 rate of $48.05 per month per person. 

The University continually evaluates its benefits program to respond to the challenges of rising costs
while protecting the quality of the overall benefit package.   In 2007, the University will discontinue its
traditional fee for service health plan due to declining enrollment, as its members have migrated to
lower cost health plan options with the successful addition of two new PPO health plans in 2005. 

Certain organizations are currently required to record the estimated present value of postretirement
benefits as a liability in their financial statements.  Although the University is not presently required to
record this liability, GASB Statement No. 45, Accounting and Financial Reporting by Employers for
Postemployment Benefits Other Than Pensions, issued in June 2004, calls for the measurement and
recognition of the cost of other postemployment benefits (“OPEB”) during the periods when employ-
ees render their services.  The University is required to implement this statement in fiscal 2008, which
will result in an increase in liabilities and a decrease in net assets to reflect the actuarially determined
liability for OPEB.  Using current actuarial assumptions, and presuming a continuation of the current
level of benefits, the value of those benefits is estimated to total $1.2 billion at June 30, 2006, which is
net of expected Medicare Part D subsidies of $200 million.  Implementing the initiatives described
above has resulted in a $570 million favorable impact to this estimate.

The University announced subsequent to the fiscal year end that, after careful consideration and using
its long-term strategic direction as a guide, it is proposing to sell M-CARE to Blue Cross Blue Shield of
Michigan and its subsidiary, Blue Care Network of Michigan.  The proposed transaction is subject to
Board of Regents and regulatory approval.

While it is not possible to predict the ultimate results, management believes that the University’s finan-
cial condition will remain strong.
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June 30,
2006 2005

(in thousands)

ASSETS

Current Assets:

Cash and cash equivalents $     413,605 $     369,226

Operating investments 707,101 751,435

Investments for capital activities 649,176 631,174

Investments for student loan activities 30,084 24,976

Investment trade settlements receivable 24,109 821

Accounts receivable, net 380,542 355,866

Current portion of notes and pledges receivable, net 64,516 52,916

Current portion of prepaid expenses and other assets 60,447 52,377

Total Current Assets 2,329,580 2,238,791

Noncurrent Assets:

Endowment, life income and other investments 5,963,424 5,196,486

Notes and pledges receivable, net 226,879 219,277

Prepaid expenses and other assets 17,052 15,394

Capital assets, net 3,453,441 3,105,468

Total Noncurrent Assets 9,660,796 8,536,625

TOTAL ASSETS $ 11,990,376 $ 10,775,416
LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS
Current Liabilities:

Accrued compensation and other $     249,590   $     234,541

Accounts payable 236,904 227,161

Investment trade settlements payable 46,581 736

Deferred revenue 158,537 158,122

Current portion of insurance and benefits obligations 55,986 56,890

Commercial paper and current portion of bonds payable 136,851 54,871

Deposits of affiliates and others 21,288 12,843

Total Current Liabilities 905,737 745,164

Noncurrent Liabilities:

Deposits of affiliates and other 125,789 110,035

Insurance and benefits obligations 156,113 166,120

Obligations under life income agreements 51,399 38,409

Government loan advances 85,672 84,886

Bonds payable 781,521 820,453

Total Noncurrent Liabilities 1,200,494 1,219,903

Total Liabilities 2,106,231 1,965,067

Net Assets:

Invested in capital assets, net of related debt 2,615,289 2,342,031

Restricted:

Nonexpendable 884,209 818,074

Expendable 2,774,719 2,369,729

Unrestricted (see Note 8) 3,609,928 3,280,515

Total Net Assets 9,884,145 8,810,349

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS $ 11,990,376 $ 10,775,416

The accompanying notes are an integral part of the consolidated financial statements.

Financial Statements
Consolidated Statement of Net Assets 
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Year Ended June 30,
2006 2005

(in thousands)

OPERATING REVENUES
Student tuition and fees $    834,365 $    765,201

Less scholarship allowances 158,659 146,226

Net student tuition and fees 675,706 618,975

Federal grants and contracts 691,934 674,033

State and local grants and contracts 9,282 13,843

Nongovernmental sponsored programs 117,213 120,433

Sales and services of educational departments 107,025 110,089

Auxiliary enterprises:

Patient care revenues and managed care premiums 1,990,453 1,841,240

Student residence fees (net of scholarship allowances

of $15,689,000 in 2006 and $14,801,000 in 2005) 70,229 66,254

Other revenues 119,740 113,977

Student loan interest income and fees 1,368 1,831

TOTAL OPERATING REVENUES 3,782,950 3,560,675

OPERATING EXPENSES
Compensation and benefits 2,757,920 2,592,098

Supplies and services 1,150,214 1,104,824

Depreciation 264,028 253,733

Scholarships and fellowships 83,839 75,398

TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES 4,256,001 4,026,053

Operating loss (473,051) (465,378)

NONOPERATING REVENUES (EXPENSES)
State educational appropriations 364,908 374,905

Private gifts for other than capital and endowment purposes 90,042 107,181

Net investment income 959,841 874,611

Interest expense (27,128) (21,738)

TOTAL NONOPERATING REVENUES, NET 1,387,663 1,334,959

Income before other revenues (expenses) 914,612 869,581

OTHER REVENUES (EXPENSES)
State capital appropriations 20,126 7,023

Capital gifts and grants 64,787 118,962

Private gifts for endowment purposes 86,228 78,272

Other (11,957) 6,568

TOTAL OTHER REVENUES, NET 159,184 210,825

Increase in net assets 1,073,796 1,080,406

Net Assets, Beginning of Year 8,810,349 7,729,943

NET ASSETS, END OF YEAR $ 9,884,145 $ 8,810,349

Consolidated Statement of Revenues, Expenses and Changes in Net Assets

The accompanying notes are an integral part of the consolidated financial statements.
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The accompanying notes are an integral part of the consolidated financial statements.

Year Ended June 30,
2006 2005

(in thousands)

CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Student tuition and fees $    681,896   $ 616,174
Federal, state and local grants and contracts 697,866 691,057
Nongovernmental sponsored programs 118,452 116,403
Sales and services of educational and other departmental activities 232,955 226,905
Patient care revenues and managed care premiums 1,954,602 1,851,351
Student residence fees 70,761 66,316
Payments to employees (2,135,420) (2,001,381)
Payments for benefits (615,940) (554,343)
Payments to suppliers (1,160,187) (1,125,085)
Payments for scholarships and fellowships (83,839) (75,398)
Student loans issued (21,506) (27,567)
Student loans collected 22,792 23,047
Student loan interest and fees collected 1,368 1,831

NET CASH USED IN OPERATING ACTIVITIES (236,200) (190,690)

CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES
Interest and dividends on investments, net 157,624 165,296
Proceeds from sales and maturities of investments 4,922,366 3,839,630
Purchases of investments (4,843,118) (4,066,483)
Net (increase) decrease in cash equivalents from noncurrent investments (685) 23,707
Increase in deposits of affiliates and others, net 24,228 12,898

NET CASH PROVIDED BY (USED IN) INVESTING ACTIVITIES 260,415 (24,952)

CASH FLOWS FROM CAPITAL AND RELATED FINANCING ACTIVITIES
State capital appropriations 21,712 3,432
Private gifts and other receipts 51,284 40,750
Proceeds from issuance of capital debt 98,835 362,200
Principal payments on capital debt (55,787) (215,747)
Interest payments on capital debt (25,778) (22,879)
Purchases of capital assets (607,333) (489,624)
Proceeds from sales of capital assets 2,176 372
Payments for bond issuance costs (685)

NET CASH USED IN CAPITAL AND RELATED FINANCING ACTIVITIES (514,891) (322,181)

CASH FLOWS FROM NONCAPITAL FINANCING ACTIVITIES
State educational appropriations 362,036 374,486
Private gifts and other receipts 176,406 175,647
Student direct lending receipts 204,390 195,656
Student direct lending disbursements (202,117) (193,955)
Amounts received for annuity and life income funds 12,990 2,551
Amounts paid to annuitants and life beneficiaries and related expenses (18,650) (7,759)

NET CASH PROVIDED BY NONCAPITAL FINANCING ACTIVITIES 535,055 546,626

Net increase in cash and cash equivalents 44,379 8,803
Cash and Cash Equivalents, Beginning of Year 369,226 360,423

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS, END OF YEAR $  413,605 $     369,226

Financial Statements
Consolidated Statement of Cash Flows
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Consolidated Statement of Cash Flows –– Continued

The accompanying notes are an integral part of the consolidated financial statements.

Year Ended June 30,
2006 2005

(in thousands)

Reconciliation of operating loss to net cash used in

operating activities:

Operating loss $ (473,051) $ (465,378)

Adjustments to reconcile operating loss to net cash used in 

operating activities:

Depreciation expense 264,028 253,733

Changes in assets and liabilities:

Accounts receivable, net (24,377) 8,271

Prepaid expenses and other assets (9,498) (2,714)

Accrued compensation and other 13,896 30,585

Accounts payable 2,555 7,180

Deferred revenue 613 (1,564)

Insurance and benefits obligations (10,366) (20,803)

Net cash used in operating activities $ (236,200) $ (190,690)



Note 1 –– Organization and Summary of Significant Accounting Policies

Organization and Basis of Presentation:
The University of Michigan (“the University”) is a state-supported institution with an enrollment of
approximately 55,000 students on its three campuses.  The financial statements include the individual
schools, colleges and departments, the University of Michigan Hospitals and Health Centers, Michigan
Health Corporation (a wholly-owned corporation created to pursue joint venture and managed care
initiatives), Veritas Insurance Corporation (a wholly-owned captive insurance company) and M-CARE
(a wholly-owned health maintenance organization).  While the University is a political subdivision of
the State of Michigan, it is not a component unit of the State in accordance with the provisions of
Governmental Accounting Standards Board (“GASB”) Statement No. 14, The Financial Reporting Entity.
The University is classified as a state instrumentality under Internal Revenue Code Section 115, and is
also classified as a charitable organization under Internal Revenue Code Section 501(c)(3), and is there-
fore exempt from federal income taxes.  Certain activities of the University may be subject to taxation
as unrelated business income under Internal Revenue Code Sections 511 to 514.

The financial statements have been prepared in accordance with accounting principles generally
accepted in the United States of America, as prescribed by the GASB, and the American Institute of
Certified Public Accountants’ Audit and Accounting Guide, Audits of State and Local Governments. The
statements of net assets, revenues, expenses, and changes in net assets, and cash flows are reported on
a consolidated basis, and all intra-University transactions are eliminated as required by GASB
Statement No. 35, Basic Financial Statements––and Management’s Discussion and Analysis––for Public
Colleges and Universities. The University has the option of applying pronouncements issued by the
Financial Accounting Standards Board (“FASB”) after November 30, 1989, provided that such pro-
nouncements do not conflict or contradict GASB pronouncements.  The University has elected not to
apply any FASB pronouncements issued after the applicable date.  

During 2005, the University implemented GASB Statement No. 40, Deposit and Investment Risk
Disclosures, which requires more comprehensive disclosures related to credit risk, concentration of
credit risk, interest rate risk and foreign currency risk.  Implementation of this statement had no effect
on the University’s net assets at June 30, 2005.

The financial statements of all controlled organizations are included in the University’s financial state-
ments; affiliated organizations that are not controlled by the University, such as booster and alumni
organizations, are not included.

Net assets are categorized as:
• Invested in capital assets, net of related debt: Capital assets, net of accumulated depreciation and

outstanding principal balances of debt attributable to the acquisition, construction or improvement
of those assets.

• Restricted:
Nonexpendable––Net assets subject to externally imposed stipulations that they be main-
tained permanently.  Such net assets include the corpus portion (historical value) of gifts to the
University’s permanent endowment funds.
Expendable––Net assets whose use by the University is subject to externally imposed stipula-
tions that can be fulfilled by actions of the University pursuant to those stipulations or that
expire by the passage of time.  Such net assets include net appreciation of the University’s per-
manent endowment funds.
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• Unrestricted: Net assets that are not subject to externally imposed stipulations.  Unrestricted net
assets may be designated for specific purposes by action of management or the Board of Regents or
may otherwise be limited by contractual agreements with outside parties.  Substantially all unre-
stricted net assets are designated for academic and research programs and initiatives, and capital
programs.

Summary of Significant Accounting Policies:
The accompanying financial statements have been prepared on the accrual basis.  The University
reports as a special purpose government entity engaged primarily in business type activities, as
defined by GASB Statement No. 35.  Business type activities are those that are financed in whole or in
part by fees charged to external parties for goods or services.

For purposes of the statement of cash flows, the University considers all highly liquid investments pur-
chased with an original maturity of three months or less to be cash equivalents.  Cash equivalents rep-
resenting assets of the University’s endowment, life income and other investments are included in
noncurrent investments as these funds are not used for operating purposes.

Investments are reported in four categories in the statement of net assets.  Investments reported as
endowment, life income and other investments are those funds invested in portfolios that are consid-
ered by management to be of a long duration.  Investments for student loan and capital activities are
those funds that are intended to be used for these specific activities.  All other investments are report-
ed as operating investments.

Investment trade settlements receivable and payable relate to investment transactions occurring on or
before June 30, which settle after such date.

Investments in marketable securities are carried at fair value, as established by the major securities
markets.  Purchases and sales of investments are accounted for on the trade date basis.  Investment
income is recorded on the accrual basis.  Realized and unrealized gains and losses are reported in
investment income.

Investments in nonmarketable limited partnerships are generally carried at fair value provided by the
management of the investment partnerships as of March 31, 2006 and 2005, as adjusted by cash
receipts, cash disbursements, and securities distributions through June 30, 2006 and 2005.  The
University believes that the carrying amount of these investments is a reasonable estimate of fair value
as of June 30, 2006 and 2005.  Because these investments are not readily marketable, the estimated
value is subject to uncertainty and, therefore, may differ from the value that would have been used had
a ready market for the investments existed and such differences could be material.

Derivative instruments, such as financial futures, forward foreign exchange contracts and interest rate
swaps held in investment portfolios, are recorded on the contract date and are carried at fair value
using listed price quotations or amounts that approximate fair value.  To facilitate trading in financial
futures, the University is required to post cash or securities to satisfy margin requirements of the
exchange where such futures contracts are listed.  The University monitors the required amount of
cash and securities on deposit for financial futures transactions and withdraws or deposits cash or
securities as necessary.
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Investments denominated in foreign currencies are translated into U.S. dollar equivalents using year-
end spot foreign currency exchange rates.  Purchases and sales of investments denominated in foreign
currencies and related income are translated at spot exchange rates on the transaction dates. 

The University receives pledges and bequests of financial support from corporations, foundations and
individuals.  Revenue is recognized when a pledge representing an unconditional promise to pay is
received and all eligibility requirements, including time requirements, have been met.  In the absence
of such a promise, revenue is recognized when the gift is received.  Endowment pledges do not meet
eligibility requirements, as defined by GASB Statement No. 33, Accounting and Financial Reporting for
Nonexchange Transactions, and are not recorded as assets until the related gift is received.

Unconditional promises to give that are expected to be collected in future years are recorded at the
present value of the estimated future cash flows.  The discounts on these amounts are computed using
risk-free interest rates applicable to the years in which the promises are made, commensurate with
expected future payments.  An allowance for uncollectible pledges receivable is provided based on
management’s judgment of potential uncollectible amounts.  The determination includes such factors
as prior collection history, type of gift and nature of fundraising.

Capital assets are recorded at cost or, if donated, at appraised value at the date of donation.
Depreciation of capital assets is provided on a straight-line basis over the estimated useful lives of the
respective assets, which range from three to forty years.  The University does not capitalize works of art
or historical treasures that are held for exhibition, education, research or public service.  These collec-
tions are neither disposed of for financial gain nor encumbered in any means.  Accordingly, such col-
lections are not recognized or capitalized for financial statement purposes.  

Deferred revenue consists primarily of cash received from grant and contract sponsors which has not
yet been earned under the terms of the agreement.  Deferred revenue also includes amounts received
in advance of an event, such as student tuition and advance ticket sales related to future fiscal years.

Deposits of affiliates and others represent cash and invested funds held by the University as a result of
agency relationships with various groups.  Noncurrent deposits of affiliates represent the portion of
endowment and similar funds held by the University on behalf of others.

The University holds life income funds for beneficiaries of the pooled income fund, charitable remain-
der trusts and the gift annuity program.  These funds generally pay lifetime income to beneficiaries,
after which the principal is made available to the University in accordance with donor intentions.  All
life income fund assets, including those held in trust, are recorded at fair value, net of related liabilities
for the present value of estimated future payments due to beneficiaries.

For donor restricted endowments, the Uniform Management of Institutional Funds Act, as adopted in
Michigan, permits the Board of Regents to appropriate an amount of realized and unrealized endow-
ment appreciation as determined to be prudent.  The University’s policy is to retain net realized and
unrealized appreciation with the endowment after spending rule distributions.  Net appreciation of
permanent endowment funds, which totaled $1,022,000,000 and $804,000,000 at June 30, 2006 and
2005, respectively, is available to meet spending rate distributions and is recorded in restricted expend-
able net assets.  The University’s endowment spending rule is further discussed in Note 2. 
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Student tuition and residence fees are presented net of scholarships and fellowships applied to student
accounts, while stipends and other payments made directly to students are presented as scholarship
and fellowship expenses.  

Patient care revenues are reported net of contractual allowances.  Patient care services are primarily
provided through the University of Michigan Health System, which includes the Hospitals and Health
Centers, the Faculty Group Practice of the University of Michigan Medical School and the Michigan
Health Corporation.  Patient care services are also provided through University Health Services, which
provides health care services to students, faculty and staff, and Dental Faculty Associates, which pro-
vides dental care services performed by faculty dentists.  Managed care premiums relate to M-CARE, a
wholly-owned health maintenance organization.  Other auxiliary enterprise revenues primarily repre-
sent revenues generated by intercollegiate athletics, parking, student unions, university press and stu-
dent publications.

The University’s policy for defining operating activities as reported on the statement of revenues,
expenses and changes in net assets are those that generally result from exchange transactions such as
payments received for providing services and payments made for services or goods received.  Nearly
all of the University’s expenses are from exchange transactions.  Certain significant revenue streams
relied upon for operations are recorded as nonoperating revenues, as defined by GASB Statement No.
35, including state appropriations, gifts and investment income.

The preparation of financial statements in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted
in the United States of America requires management to make estimates and assumptions that affect
amounts reported in the financial statements and accompanying notes.  Actual results could differ
from those estimates.  The most significant areas that require management estimates relate to self-
insurance and benefits obligations.

Reclassifications:
Certain prior year amounts have been reclassified to conform with current year presentations.  

Note 2 –– Cash and Investments

Summary:
The University maintains centralized management for substantially all of its cash and investments.  

With the exception of certain insurance and benefit reserves, life income funds and other funds whose
terms require separate management, the University invests its cash reserves and relatively short dura-
tion assets in the University Investment Pool.  The University Investment Pool is invested with a por-
tion of the University’s insurance and benefit reserves in the Daily and Monthly Portfolios, which are
principally invested in investment-grade money market securities, U.S. Government and other fixed
income securities and commingled funds.  Balances in the University Investment Pool are primarily for
operating expenses and capital projects.  The funding for capital projects remains in current operating
investments until amounts for specific capital projects are transferred for capital activities.
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The University invests substantially all of the assets of its endowment funds (University Endowment
Fund) together with a portion of its insurance and benefits reserves and gift annuity program in the
Long Term Portfolio.  The longer investment horizon of the Long Term Portfolio allows for an equity-
oriented strategy to achieve higher expected returns over time, and permits the use of less liquid alter-
native investments, providing for equity diversification beyond the stock markets.  The Long Term
Portfolio includes investments in domestic and non-U.S. stocks and bonds, absolute return funds and
limited partnerships consisting of venture capital, private equity, real estate, energy and distressed debt
investments.

Authorizations:
The University’s investment policies are governed and authorized by University Bylaws and the Board
of Regents.  The approved asset allocation policy for the Long Term Portfolio sets a general target of 80
percent equities and 20 percent fixed income securities, within a permitted range of 65 to 90 percent
for equities and 10 to 35 percent for fixed income securities.  The permitted range was broadened in
February 2006 from 65 to 85 percent for equities and 15 to 35 percent for fixed income securities. Since
diversification is a fundamental risk management strategy, the Long Term Portfolio is more broadly
diversified within these general categories.

Distributions are made from the University Endowment Fund to the University entities that benefit
from the endowment fund.  The endowment spending rule provides for an annual distribution of 5 per-
cent of the one-quarter lagged, three year moving average fair value of fund units, limited to 5.3 per-
cent of the current fair market value to protect endowment principal in the event of a prolonged market
downturn.  Similarly, distributions are made from the University Investment Pool to University entities
based on the 90-day U.S. Treasury Bill rate.

In June 2006, the Board of Regents approved a change in the endowment spending rule to extend the
moving average period from three years to seven years, with implementation to be phased in over the
next three years.  Effective July 1, 2006, the moving average period will increase to four years and then
increase by one quarter each subsequent quarter until the moving average period reaches seven years.  

Cash and Cash Equivalents:
Cash and cash equivalents, which totaled $413,605,000 and $369,226,000 at June 30, 2006 and 2005,
respectively, represent short-term money market investments in overnight collective funds managed
by the University’s custodian or short-term highly liquid investments registered as securities and held
by the University or its agents in the University’s name.  The University had actual cash balances in its
bank accounts in excess of Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation limits in the amount of $16,227,000
and $9,094,000 at June 30, 2006 and 2005, respectively.  The University does not require deposits to be
collateralized or insured.
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Investments:
At June 30, 2006 and 2005, the University’s investments, which are held by the University or its agents
in the University’s name, are summarized as follows:
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2006 2005
(in thousands)

Cash equivalents, noncurrent $    225,117 $    224,432

Fixed income securities 1,747,694 1,989,137

Commingled funds 1,885,846 1,615,803

Equity securities 1,440,474 1,471,982

Nonmarketable alternative investments 2,044,666 1,296,763

Other investments 5,988 5,954

$ 7,349,785 $ 6,604,071

The University’s investment strategy, like that of most other institutions, incorporates certain financial
instruments that involve, to varying degrees, elements of market risk and credit risk in excess of
amounts recorded in the financial statements.  Market risk is the potential for changes in the value of
financial instruments due to market changes, including interest and foreign exchange rate movements
and fluctuations embodied in forwards, futures, and commodity or security prices.  Market risk is
directly impacted by the volatility and liquidity of the markets in which the underlying assets are trad-
ed.  Credit risk is the possibility that a loss may occur due to the failure of a counterparty to perform
according to the terms of the contract.  The University’s risk of loss in the event of a counterparty
default is typically limited to the amounts recognized in the statement of net assets and is not repre-
sented by the contract or notional amounts of the instruments.

Fixed income securities have inherent financial risks, including credit risk and interest rate risk.  Credit
risk for fixed income securities is the risk that the issuer will not fulfill its obligations.  Nationally recog-
nized statistical rating organizations (“NSRO”), such as Moody’s Investor Services and Standard &
Poor’s Ratings Services, assign credit ratings to security issuers and issues that indicate a measure of
potential credit risk to investors.  Fixed income securities considered investment grade are those rated
at least Baa by Moody’s and BBB by Standard & Poor’s.  To manage credit risk, the University specifies
minimum average and minimum absolute quality NSRO ratings for securities held pursuant to its
management agreements.  

The University minimizes concentration of credit risk, the risk of a large loss attributed to the magni-
tude of the investment in a single issuer of fixed income securities, by diversifying its fixed income
issues and issuers and holding U.S. Treasury securities which are considered to have no credit risk.  The
University also manages this risk at the account level by limiting each fixed income manager’s holding
of any non-U.S. government issuer to 5 percent of the value of the investment account.

Interest rate risk is the risk that changes in interest rates will adversely affect the fair market value of
fixed income securities.  Effective duration, a commonly used measure of interest rate risk, incorpo-
rates a security’s yield, coupon, final maturity, call features and other imbedded options into one num-
ber expressed in years that indicates how price-sensitive a security or portfolio of securities is to



changes in interest rates.  The effective duration of a security or portfolio indicates the approximate
percentage change in fair value expected for a one percent change in interest rates.  The longer the
duration, the more sensitive the security or portfolio is to changes in interest rates.  The weighted aver-
age effective duration of the University’s fixed income securities was 4.0 years at June 30, 2006, com-
pared to 4.5 years at June 30, 2005.  The University manages the effective duration of its fixed income
securities at the account level; fixed income managers generally may not deviate from the duration of
their respective benchmarks by more than 25 percent.

The composition of fixed income securities at June 30, 2006 and 2005, along with credit quality and
effective duration measures, is summarized as follows:
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2006
Non-

U.S. Investment Investment Not
Government Grade Grade Rated Total Duration

(in thousands) (in years)

U.S. Treasury $ 388,425 $ 388,425 8.2

U.S. Treasury Inflation

Protected 369,041 369,041 3.8

U.S. Government agency 215,074 215,074 1.9

Mortgage backed $ 165,565 $   1,239 166,804 1.7

Asset backed 82,034 2 82,036 0.8

Corporate and other 382,114 $  26,428 90,115 498,657 2.3

Municipal 24,927 2,730 27,657 15.7

$ 972,540 $ 654,640 $  26,428 $ 94,086 $ 1,747,694 4.0

2005
Non-

U.S. Investment Investment Not
Government Grade Grade Rated Total Duration

(in thousands) (in years)

U.S. Treasury $    547,672 $ 547,672 8.5

U.S. Treasury Inflation

Protected 433,436 433,436 2.9

U.S. Government agency 129,755 129,755 2.8

Mortgage backed $  181,885 $   5,482 187,367 1.1

Asset backed 187,982 2,857 190,839 0.6

Corporate and other 394,130 $ 30,759 6,143 431,032 3.1

Municipal 61,344 7,692 69,036 14.6

$ 1,110,863 $  825,341 $ 30,759 $ 22,174 $ 1,989,137 4.5

Of the University’s fixed income securities, 93 percent and 97 percent were rated investment grade or
better at June 30, 2006 and 2005, with 74 percent and 78 percent of these securities rated AAA/Aaa or
better at June 30, 2006 and 2005, respectively.



2006 2005
(in thousands)

U.S. equities $ 104,562 $ 92,427

Non-U.S./global equities 563,862 374,600

U.S. fixed income 88,395 132,780

Absolute return strategies 1,041,666 890,542

Distressed debt 27,853 80,796

Other 59,508 44,658

$ 1,885,846 $ 1,615,803

2006 2005
(in thousands)

Venture capital $ 262,774 $ 183,221

Private equity 528,695 331,343

Real estate 538,859 369,969

Energy 434,942 242,877

Distressed debt 279,396 169,353

$ 2,044,666 $ 1,296,763

Commingled (pooled) funds include SEC regulated mutual funds and externally managed funds, lim-
ited partnerships, and corporate structures which are generally unrated and unregulated.  The compo-
sition of commingled funds at June 30, 2006 and 2005 is summarized as follows:
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Certain commingled funds held in the Long Term Portfolio and the Daily and Monthly Portfolios may
use derivatives, short positions and leverage as part of their investment strategy.  These investments are
structured to limit the University’s risk exposure to the amount of invested capital.

Nonmarketable alternative investments consist of limited partnerships involving an advance commit-
ment of capital called by the general partner as needed and distributions of capital and return on
invested capital as underlying strategies are concluded during the life of the partnership.  The compo-
sition of these partnerships at June 30, 2006 and 2005 is summarized as follows:

The University’s committed but unpaid obligation to these limited partnerships is further discussed in
Note 12.



The University participates in non-U.S. developed and emerging markets through commingled funds
invested in non-U.S./global equities and absolute return strategies.  The University’s investments also
include non-U.S. dollar denominated securities, which must be settled in local (non-U.S.) currencies.
Forward foreign currency contracts are typically used to manage the risk related to fluctuations in cur-
rency exchange rates between the time of purchase or sale and the actual settlement of foreign securi-
ties.  Various investment managers acting for the University also use forward foreign exchange
contracts in risk-based transactions to carry out their portfolio strategies.

Foreign exchange risk is the risk that investments denominated in foreign currencies may lose value
due to adverse fluctuations in the value of the U.S. dollar relative to foreign currencies.  At June 30, 2006,
the University’s exposure to foreign currencies of $1,320,901,000, not including commingled funds
which are denominated in U.S. dollars, amounted to 18 percent of the University’s investments com-
pared to $1,078,264,000, or 16 percent of the University’s investments, at June 30, 2005.  The University
manages foreign exchange risk through manager agreements that provide minimum diversification
and maximum exposure limits by country and currency.

The Long Term Portfolio and the Daily and Monthly Portfolios hold positions in bond and stock index
futures contracts.  Bond futures are used to adjust the duration of cash equivalents and the fixed
income portion of the portfolios.  Stock index futures are used to overlay cash equivalents and more
closely align the portfolios’ asset class exposures with asset allocation targets.  To meet trading margin
requirements, the University has deposited U.S. Government securities and cash with a fair value of
$21,338,000 and $21,999,000 at June 30, 2006 and 2005, respectively, with its futures contract broker as
collateral.

The Long Term Portfolio and the Daily and Monthly Portfolios, together, had fully collateralized short-
term securities loans of $743,484,000 and $897,841,000 at June 30, 2006 and 2005, respectively, through
a securities lending program administered by the University’s master custodian.  At loan inception, an
approved borrower must deliver collateral of cash, securities or letters of credit to the University’s lend-
ing agent equal to 102 percent for domestic securities and 105 percent for foreign securities.  Collateral
positions are monitored daily to insure that borrowed securities are never less than 100 percent collat-
eralized.  The fair value of the collateral totaled $766,131,000, or 103 percent of the fair value of the
securities on loan, at June 30, 2006, as compared to $923,227,000, or 103 percent of the fair value of
securities on loan, at June 30, 2005.  Neither the University nor its securities lending agent has the abil-
ity to pledge or sell collateral securities unless a borrower defaults.  Securities loans may be terminat-
ed upon notice by either the University or the borrower.
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2006 2005
(in thousands)

Patient care $ 252,417 $ 228,892

Sponsored programs 70,647 65,951

State appropriations, educational and capital 69,642 68,356

Student accounts 14,600 16,446

Other 30,115 31,182

437,421 410,827

Less provision for uncollectible accounts receivable 56,879 54,961

$ 380,542 $ 355,866

2006 2005
(in thousands)

Notes:
Federal student loan programs $   95,482 $   97,642
University student loan funds 15,706 14,962
Other notes 882 754

112,070 113,358
Less allowance for doubtfully collectible notes 2,300 2,300

Total notes receivable, net 109,770 111,058

Gift pledges outstanding:
Capital 157,384 145,406
Operations 60,260 52,994

217,644 198,400
Less:

Allowance for doubtfully collectible pledges 15,905 17,030
Unamortized discount to present value 20,114 20,235

Total pledges receivable, net 181,625 161,135

Total notes and pledges receivable, net 291,395 272,193
Less current portion 64,516 52,916

$ 226,879 $ 219,277

The composition of accounts receivable at June 30, 2006 and 2005 is summarized as follows:
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The composition of notes and pledges receivable at June 30, 2006 and 2005 is summarized as follows:

Note 4 –– Notes and Pledges Receivable



The principal repayment and interest rate terms of federal and university loans vary considerably.  The
allowance for doubtfully collectible notes only applies to University funded notes and the University
portion of federal student loans, as the University is not obligated to fund the federal portion of uncol-
lected student loans.  Federal loan programs are funded principally with federal advances to the
University under the Perkins and various health professions loan programs.

Payments on pledges receivable at June 30, 2006 are expected to be received in the following years
ended June 30 (in thousands):
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As discussed in Note 1, pledges for permanent endowment do not meet eligibility requirements, as
defined by GASB Statement No. 33, until the related gift is received.  Accordingly, permanent endow-
ment pledges totaling approximately $67,606,000 and $59,428,000 at June 30, 2006 and 2005, respec-
tively, are not recognized as assets in the accompanying financial statements.  In addition, bequest
intentions and other conditional promises are not recognized as assets until the specified conditions
are met because of uncertainties with regard to their realizability and valuation.

2007 $   48,819

2008-2011 130,060

2012 and after 38,765

$ 217,644



Note 5 –– Capital Assets

Capital assets activity for the years ended June 30, 2006 and 2005 is summarized as follows:
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2006

Beginning Ending
Balance Additions Retirements Balance 

(in thousands)

Land $ 80,795 $ 493 $ 10 $ 81,278

Land improvements 89,596 1,856 91,452

Infrastructure 132,028 14,781 146,809

Buildings 3,424,929 543,457 10,908 3,957,478

Construction in progress 647,538 (90,502) 557,036

Equipment 1,087,249 127,354 35,945 1,178,658

Library materials 346,857 19,037 365,894

5,808,992 616,476 46,863 6,378,605

Less accumulated depreciation 2,703,524 264,028 42,388 2,925,164

$ 3,105,468 $ 352,448 $   4,475 $ 3,453,441

2005

Beginning Ending
Balance Additions Retirements Balance 

(in thousands)

Land $ 80,891 $ 96 $ 80,795

Land improvements 82,141 $ 7,507 52 89,596

Infrastructure 125,307 6,721 132,028

Buildings 3,297,700 129,356 2,127 3,424,929

Construction in progress 385,536 262,002 647,538

Equipment 1,042,472 97,227 52,450 1,087,249

Library materials 326,047 20,810 346,857

5,340,094 523,623 54,725 5,808,992

Less accumulated depreciation 2,501,315 253,733 51,524 2,703,524

$ 2,838,779 $ 269,890 $   3,201 $ 3,105,468

The decrease in construction in progress of $90,502,000 in 2006 represents the amount of capital
expenditures for new projects of $551,943,000 net of capital assets placed in service of $642,445,000.
The increase in construction in progress of $262,002,000 in 2005 represents the amount of capital
expenditures for new projects of $455,007,000 net of capital assets placed in service of $193,005,000.



Note 6 –– Long-term Debt 

Long-term debt at June 30, 2006 and 2005 is summarized as follows:
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2006 2005
(in thousands)

Commercial Paper:

Tax-exempt, variable rate (3.52%)* $   89,665 $   23,125

Taxable, variable rate (5.30%)* 7,375 7,660

General Revenue Bonds:

Series 2005A, 5.00% through 2018 37,745 37,745

unamortized premium 3,695 4,355

unamortized loss on extinguishment (484) (577)

Series 2005B, variable rate (3.95%)* through 2035 48,020 48,020

Series 2002, variable rate (3.96%)* through 2032 133,605 135,320

General Revenue Refunding Bonds:

Series 2003, 3.5% to 5.00% through 2015 40,855 47,105

unamortized premium 2,910 3,764

unamortized loss on extinguishment (541) (708)

Hospital Revenue Bonds:

Series 2005A, variable rate (3.95%)* through 2036 69,315 69,315

Series 2005B, variable rate fixed via swap (3.55%)* through 2026 81,000 81,000

Series 1995A, variable rate (3.96%)* through 2028 100,000 100,000

Hospital Revenue Refunding Bonds:

Series 2002A, 5.00% to 5.25% through 2022 75,500 83,475

unamortized premium 2,368 3,155

unamortized loss on extinguishment (3,105) (3,556)

Series 1998A-2, variable rate fixed via swap (4.69%)* through 2025 44,670 44,670

Series 1998A-1, 5.00% to 5.25% through 2011 16,540 16,540

unamortized premium  167 205

Series 1992A, variable rate (3.95%)* through 2020 56,000 56,000

Medical Service Plan Revenue Bonds:

Series 1998A-1, variable rate fixed via swap (4.67%)* through 2022 35,655 35,945

Series 1995A, variable rate (3.96%)* through 2028 49,800 50,300

Series 1991, 6.80% to 7.05% capital appreciation through 2012 10,801 12,214

Housing Revenue Bonds:

Series 1996A, 5.10% to 5.60% through 2018 11,480 12,120

Housing Energy Conservation HUD Loan, 3.00% through 2021 2,506 2,637

Student Fee Bonds:

Series 1995A-B, 6.00% through 2015 2,830 5,495

Total long-term debt 918,372 875,324

Less current portion of long-term debt 136,851 54,871

$ 781,521 $ 820,453

* Denotes rate at June 30, 2006



Note 6 –– Long-term Debt –– Continued

Long-term debt activity, and the type of revenue it is supported by, for the year ended June 30, 2006 is
summarized as follows:
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Beginning Ending
Balance Additions Reductions Balance 

(in thousands)

Commercial Paper:

General revenues $   30,785 $ 98,835  $ 32,580 $   97,040

Bonds and Notes:

General revenues 275,024 9,218 265,806

Hospital revenues 450,804 8,349 442,455

Faculty Group Practice revenues 98,459 786 2,990 96,255

Student residences revenues 14,757 771 13,986

Student fee revenues       5,495 2,665 2,830

$ 875,324 $ 99,621 $ 56,573 $ 918,372

The University maintains a combination of fixed and variable rate debt, with effective interest rates that
averaged 3.75 percent in fiscal 2006 and 3.15 percent in fiscal 2005.  The University utilizes commercial
paper to provide interim financing for its capital improvement program. The Board of Regents has
authorized the issuance of up to $150,000,000 in commercial paper backed by a general revenue
pledge.  Outstanding commercial paper debt is converted to long-term debt financing, as appropriate,
within the normal course of business.  

During fiscal 2006, the University issued $98,835,000 of commercial paper to fund $81,525,000 of new
construction projects and rollover $17,310,000 of outstanding commercial paper into a new series.
During fiscal 2005, the University issued $121,080,000 of commercial paper to fund $53,015,000 of new
construction projects and rollover $68,065,000 of outstanding commercial paper into a new series.

In March 2005, the University issued $85,765,000 of fixed and variable rate General Revenue Bonds,
with a net original issue premium of $4,355,000.  Bond proceeds were utilized to refund $28,850,000 of
Series 1995 Student Fee Bonds, convert $30,055,000 of commercial paper to long-term debt and pro-
vide $19,980,000 for capital projects and $435,000 for debt issuance and other fees.  Proceeds from this
bond issue will also be used to refund $10,800,000 of Series 1996 Housing Revenue Bonds in November
2006.  As a result of these refundings, the University will reduce its aggregate debt service payments
over the next thirteen years by approximately $4,919,000.  The refunding resulted in an economic gain
(difference between the present value of the debt service payments on the old and new debt) of
$3,942,000.  Call premiums for early extinguishment of debt of $685,000 will be deferred and amortized
over the term of the general revenue bonds. Of the total bond issue, $37,745,000 (Series 2005A) is fixed
rate debt and $48,020,000 (Series 2005B) is variable rate debt.  

In June 2005, the University issued $150,315,000 of variable rate Hospital Revenue Bonds.  Bond pro-
ceeds were used to convert $56,400,000 of commercial paper and provide $93,600,000 for capital proj-
ects and $315,000 for debt issuance fees.  Of the total bond issue, $69,315,000 (Series 2005A) is variable
rate debt and $81,000,000 (Series 2005B) is variable rate debt with a corresponding swap to fixed rate.



Debt obligations are generally callable by the University and mature at various dates through fiscal year
2036.  Principal maturities and interest on debt obligations for the next five years and in subsequent
five-year periods are as follows:
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Note 6 –– Long-term Debt –– Continued

Principal Interest* Total
(in thousands)

2007 $ 135,417 $   33,595 $    169,012 

2008 33,651 32,088 65,739

2009 33,722 30,742 64,464

2010 33,657 29,446 63,103

2011 34,769 28,084 62,853

2012-2016 165,779 115,195 280,974

2017-2021 159,922 81,465 241,387

2022-2026 168,185 47,013 215,198

2027-2031 105,245 16,136 121,381

2032-2036 43,015 4,062 47,077

913,362 $ 417,826 $ 1,331,188

Plus unamortized premiums, net 5,010

$ 918,372

* Interest on variable rate debt is estimated based on rates in effect at June 30, 2006

In connection with the Series 2005B Hospital Revenue Bonds, the University entered into a floating-to-
fixed interest rate swap agreement for a notional amount tied to the outstanding balance of the bonds.
The swap agreement converts the floating variable rate on these bonds to a fixed rate of 3.229 percent
commencing December 2005 through December 2025, the final maturity of the underlying bonds.  The
University makes fixed rate interest payments to the counterparty and receives a variable rate payment
based on 68 percent of the USD One-Month LIBOR.  The University has the option to terminate the
swap upon five business days written notice and payment of the fair market compensation for the
value of the swap.

In connection with the issuance of the Series 1998A-2 Hospital Revenue Refunding Bonds and the
Series 1998A-1 Medical Service Plan Revenue Refunding Bonds, the University entered into floating-to-
fixed interest rate swap agreements for notional amounts tied to the outstanding balance of the bonds.
The swap agreements convert the floating variable rates on these Hospital and Medical Service Plan
bonds to fixed rates of 4.705 percent and 4.685 percent, respectively, through December 2024 and
December 2021, the final maturity dates of the underlying bonds.  The University makes fixed rate
interest payments to the counterparty and receives a variable rate payment based on the floating Bond
Market Association Municipal Swap Index.  The counterparty has the option of terminating the swaps
if for any 180-day period the average variable rate is more than 7.0 percent.

The estimated fair value of the interest rate swaps was a liability of $785,000 at June 30, 2006 and a lia-
bility of $12,680,000 at June 30, 2005.  The fair value represents the estimated amount that the
University would pay to terminate the swap agreements at the statement of net assets date, taking into
account current interest rates and creditworthiness of the underlying counterparty.  In accordance with



governmental accounting standards, these amounts are not required to be included in the accompa-
nying financial statements.  

The University maintains unsecured lines of credit with three major commercial banks to support the
liquidity requirements of variable rate debt.  Available lines of credit, which totaled $400,000,000 at
June 30, 2006, were entirely unused during fiscal 2006 and 2005.

Note 7 –– Self-Insurance

The University is self-insured for medical malpractice, workers' compensation, directors and officers’
liability, property damage, auto liability and general liability through Veritas Insurance Corporation, a
wholly-owned captive insurance company.  The University is also self-insured for various employee
benefits through internally maintained funds.

Claims and expenses are reported when it is probable that a loss has occurred and the amount of the
loss can be reasonably estimated.  Those losses include an estimate of claims that have been incurred
but not reported and the future costs of handling claims.  These liabilities are generally based on actu-
arial valuations and are reported at present value, discounted at rates which range from 5 to 6 percent.

Changes in the total reported liabilities for insurance and benefits obligations the years ended June 30,
2006 and 2005 are summarized as follows:
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Note 6 –– Long-term Debt –– Continued

2006 2005
(in thousands)

Balance, beginning of year $   223,010 $   243,816

Claims incurred and changes in estimates 141,879 117,444

Claim payments (152,790) (138,250)

Balance, end of year 212,099 223,010

Less current portion 55,986 56,890

$   156,113 $   166,120

Note 8 –– Unrestricted Net Assets

Unrestricted net assets, as defined by GASB Statement No. 35, are not subject to externally imposed
stipulations; however, they are subject to internal restrictions.  For example, unrestricted net assets
may be designated for specific purposes by action of management or the Board of Regents or may oth-
erwise be limited by contractual agreements with outside parties.  All of the unrestricted net assets,
which totaled $3,609,928,000 at June 30, 2006, have been designated for academic and research pro-
grams and initiatives, and capital programs.  



Note 9 –– Retirement Plan

The University has a defined contribution retirement plan for all qualified employees through the
Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association - College Retirement Equities Fund (“TIAA-CREF”) and
Fidelity Management Trust Company (“FMTC”) mutual funds.  All regular and supplemental instruc-
tional and primary staff are eligible to participate in the plan based upon age and service requirements.
Participants maintain individual contracts with TIAA-CREF, or accounts with FMTC, and are fully vested.

Eligible employees generally contribute 5 percent of their pay and the University generally contributes
an amount equal to 10 percent of employees’ pay to the plan.  Participants may elect to contribute
additional amounts to the plan within specified limits that are not matched by University contribu-
tions.  Contributions and covered payroll under the plan (excluding participants’ additional contribu-
tions) for the years ended June 30, 2006 and 2005 are summarized as follows:
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2006 2005
(in thousands)

University contributions $  171,868 $ 160,455

Employee contributions $ 84,706 $ 79,005

Payroll covered under plan $ 2,001,670 $ 1,913,449

Total payroll $ 2,155,752 $ 2,039,130

Note 10 –– Postemployment Benefits

In addition to providing pension benefits, the University provides certain health care and other
postemployment benefits for retired employees.  Substantially all of the approximately 32,000 perma-
nent University employees may become eligible for these benefits if they reach retirement age while
working for the University.

Health care benefits for the approximately 8,700 retirees and survivors, including dependents, at June
30, 2006 are provided through insurance companies and health maintenance organizations, whose
premiums are based in part on the benefits paid.  The University recognizes the cost of providing these
benefits on a pay-as-you-go basis, which is included in operating expenses and amounted to approxi-
mately $32,055,000 and $33,736,000 for the years ended June 30, 2006 and 2005, respectively.  Other
postemployment benefits, principally life insurance and dental, are also included in operating expens-
es, and amounted to approximately $2,405,000 and $2,319,000 for the years ended June 30, 2006 and
2005, respectively.

Certain organizations are currently required to record the estimated present value of postretirement
benefits as a liability in their financial statements.  Based on current actuarial assumptions and pre-
suming a continuation of the current level of benefits, the value of those benefits is estimated at
$1,206,000,000 at June 30, 2006 and $1,193,000,000 at June 30, 2005.  

GASB Statement No. 45, Accounting and Financial Reporting by Employers for Postemployment Benefits
Other Than Pensions, issued in June 2004, calls for the measurement and recognition of the cost of
other postemployment benefits (“OPEB”) during the periods when employees render their services.
The statement also establishes more comprehensive disclosure for OPEB obligations.  OPEB refers to
postemployment benefits other than pension benefits and includes postemployment health care



2007 $    638,412

2008 540,341

2009 458,891

2010 217,362

2011 and beyond 391,842

$ 2,246,848

benefits and other types of postemployment benefits if provided separately from a pension plan.  The
University is required to implement this statement in fiscal 2008, which will result in an increase in lia-
bilities and a decrease in net assets to reflect the actuarially determined liability for OPEB.  This state-
ment provides for various methods of calculating and recording the OPEB liability; accordingly, the
liability recorded by the University upon implementation may differ from current estimates.

Note 11 –– Federal Direct Lending Program

The University distributed $202,117,000 and $193,955,000 for the years ended June 30, 2006 and 2005,
respectively, for student loans through the U.S. Department of Education (“DoED”) federal direct lend-
ing program.  These distributions and related funding sources are not included as expenses and rev-
enues in the accompanying financial statements.  The statement of net assets includes a payable of
$5,022,000 and $2,749,000 at June 30, 2006 and 2005, respectively, for DoED funding received in
advance of distribution.

Note 12 –– Commitments and Contingencies

Authorized expenditures for construction and other projects unexpended as of June 30, 2006 were
$863,363,000.  Of these expenditures, approximately $6,812,000 will be funded by the State Building
Authority, $79,812,000 will be funded using unexpended debt proceeds, and the remaining
$776,739,000 will be funded by internal sources, gifts and possible future borrowings.

Under the terms of various limited partnership agreements approved by the Board of Regents or by
University officers, the University is obligated to make periodic payments for advance commitments
to venture capital, private equity, real estate, energy and distressed debt investments.  As of June 30,
2006, the University had committed, but not paid, a total of $2,246,848,000 in funding for these alter-
native investments.  Outstanding commitments for such investments are anticipated to be paid in the
following years ended June 30 (in thousands):
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Note 10 –– Postemployment Benefits –– Continued

The University is a party to various pending legal actions and other claims in the normal course of busi-
ness, and is of the opinion that the outcome thereof will not have a material adverse effect on its finan-
cial position.



Note 13 –– Segment Information

A segment is an identifiable activity reported as a stand-alone entity for which one or more revenue
bonds are outstanding.  A segment has a specific identifiable revenue stream pledged in support of rev-
enue bonds and has related expenses, gains and losses, assets and liabilities that are required by an
external party to be accounted for separately.  The University has one segment that meets the report-
ing requirements of GASB Statement No. 35.

The University of Michigan Hospitals and Health Centers (the “HHC”) operates several health care
facilities and programs in southeastern Michigan, providing hospital care, ambulatory care, and other
health services.  HHC serves as the principal teaching facility for the University of Michigan Medical
School.  The faculty of the Medical School provides substantially all physician services to HHC through
its Faculty Group Practice.

HHC outstanding debt, referred to as Hospital Revenue Bonds, was issued pursuant to a Master
Indenture Agreement, dated May 1, 1986.  The Hospital Revenue Bonds are solely payable from, and
secured by, a pledge of hospital gross revenues, as defined in the Master Indenture.  The University, as
permitted by the Master Indenture, has further defined hospital gross revenues pledged to exclude rev-
enues deemed to be associated with the Faculty Group Practice.  

Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements
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2006 2005
(in thousands)

Condensed Statement of Net Assets
Assets:

Current assets $ 350,133 $ 291,016

Noncurrent assets 1,991,908 1,826,243

Total assets $   2,342,041 $   2,117,259

Liabilities:

Current liabilities $ 142,256 $ 113,171

Noncurrent liabilities 435,686 452,510

Total liabilities 577,942 565,681

Net assets:

Invested in capital assets, net of related debt 425,529 337,277

Restricted 52,782 38,085

Unrestricted 1,285,788 1,176,216

Total net assets 1,764,099 1,551,578

Total liabilities and net assets $   2,342,041 $   2,117,259

Condensed Statement of Revenues, Expenses and 
Changes in Net Assets

Operating revenues $   1,435,311 $   1,310,541

Operating expenses other than depreciation expense (1,255,788) (1,140,807)

Depreciation expense (92,510) (91,405)

Operating income 87,013 78,329

Nonoperating revenues, net 196,131 175,992

Excess of revenues over expenses 283,144 254,321

Transfers to other University units, net (70,623) (51,185)

Increase in net assets 212,521 203,136

Net assets, beginning of year 1,551,578 1,348,442

Net assets, end of year $   1,764,099 $   1,551,578

Condensed Statement of Cash Flows
Net cash flows provided by operating activities $ 191,391 $ 185,681

Net cash flows provided by investing activities 162,755 8,396

Net cash flows used in capital and related financing activities (244,210) (127,543)

Net cash flows used in noncapital financing activities (77,834) (69,609)

Net increase (decrease) in cash and cash equivalents 32,102 (3,075)

Cash and cash equivalents, beginning of year 75,562 78,637

Cash and cash equivalents, end of year $ 107,664 $ 75,562

Condensed financial information for HHC, before the elimination of certain intra-University transac-
tions, as of and for the years ended June 30, 2006 and 2005 is as follows:
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Note 13 –– Segment Information –– Continued



Note 14 –– Operating Expenses by Function

Operating expenses by functional classification for the years ended June 30, 2006 and 2005 are summa-
rized as follows:
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2006

Compensation Supplies Scholarships
and and and

Benefits Services Depreciation Fellowships Total
(in thousands)

Instruction $    591,160 $      91,854 $    683,014
Research 364,727 154,991 519,718
Public service 73,808 31,056 104,864
Academic support 142,289 41,222 183,511
Student services 53,764 13,205 66,969
Institutional support 102,455 27,513 129,968
Operations and maintenance of plant 35,402 213,436 248,838
Auxiliary enterprises 1,394,315 576,937 1,971,252
Depreciation $ 264,028 264,028
Scholarships and fellowships $ 83,839 83,839

$ 2,757,920 $ 1,150,214 $ 264,028 $ 83,839 $ 4,256,001

2005

Compensation Supplies Scholarships
and and and

Benefits Services Depreciation Fellowships Total
(in thousands)

Instruction $    577,646 $      91,996 $    669,642
Research 363,765 158,983 522,748
Public service 73,625 28,908 102,533
Academic support 132,681 35,518 168,199
Student services 50,431 13,362 63,793
Institutional support 98,032 22,226 120,258
Operations and maintenance of plant 32,199 180,485 212,684
Auxiliary enterprises 1,263,719 573,346 1,837,065
Depreciation $ 253,733 253,733
Scholarships and fellowships $ 75,398 75,398

$ 2,592,098 $ 1,104,824 $ 253,733 $ 75,398 $ 4,026,053

Note 15 –– Subsequent Event

The University announced subsequent to the fiscal year end that, after careful consideration and using
its long-term strategic direction as a guide, it is proposing to sell M-CARE to Blue Cross Blue Shield of
Michigan and its subsidiary, Blue Care Network of Michigan.  The proposed transaction is subject to
Board of Regents and regulatory approval.



Report of Independent Auditors
on Supplementary Information

The Regents of the University of Michigan

Our report on the audits of the financial statements of the University of Michigan as of June 30,
2006 and 2005 and the years then ended appears on page 45.  These audits were conducted for
the purpose of forming an opinion on the financial statements, taken as a whole, which are set
forth on pages 64 through 88, inclusive.  The supplementary information included herein on
pages 90 through 97 is presented for purposes of additional analysis and is not a required part of
the financial statements. The supplementary information has been subjected to the auditing pro-
cedures applied in the audits of the financial statements and, in our opinion, is fairly stated, in all
material respects in relation to the financial statements taken as a whole.

August 29, 2006
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PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP
1900 St. Antoine Street
Detroit MI 48226-2263
Telephone (313) 394-6000
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General Fund Designated Fund Auxiliary Fund
ASSETS
Current Assets:

Cash and cash equivalents $ 40,115 $ 46,170 $ 193,935
Operating investments 65,109 74,935 350,572
Investments for capital activities
Investments for student loan activities
Investment trade settlements receivable 1,658 2,378 5,501
Accounts receivable, net 78,703 9,765 218,860
Current portion of notes and pledges receivable, net
Current portion of prepaid expenses and other assets 5,681 1,356 44,477

Total Current Assets 191,266 134,604 813,345
Noncurrent assets:

Endowment, life income and other investments 210,035
Notes and pledges receivable, net
Prepaid expenses and other assets 15,421
Capital assets, net

Total Noncurrent Assets – – 225,456
TOTAL ASSETS $ 191,266 $ 134,604 $ 1,038,801

LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS
Current Liabilities:

Accrued compensation and other $ 48,475 $ 7,852 $ 101,537
Accounts payable 8,815 6,313 126,167
Investment trade settlements payable 3,203 4,594 10,628
Deferred revenue 9,245 7,973 52,765
Current portion of insurance and benefits obligations 51,634
Commercial paper and current portion of bonds payable
Deposits of affiliates and others

Total Current Liabilities 69,738 26,732 342,731
Noncurrent Liabilities:

Deposits of affiliates and other 2,145
Insurance and benefits obligations 151,213
Obligations under life income agreements
Government loan advances
Bonds payable

Total Noncurrent Liabilities – – 153,358
Total Liabilities 69,738 26,732 496,089

Net Assets:
Invested in capital assets, net of related debt
Restricted:

Nonexpendable
Expendable

Unrestricted, designated 121,528 107,872 542,712
Total Net Assets 121,528 107,872 542,712

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS $ 191,266 $ 134,604 $ 1,038,801

Consolidating Schedule of Net Assets
at June 30, 2006
(in thousands)
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Expendable Student Endowment and Other 
Restricted Fund Loan Fund Invested Funds Plant Fund Agency Fund Total  

$ 99,511 $ 33,874 $     413,605
161,508 54,977 707,101

$ 649,176 649,176
$ 30,084 30,084

3,963 474 8,737 1,398 24,109
70,198 3,016 380,542
14,671 23,466 26,379 64,516

2,111 252 $ 111 5,717 742 60,447
351,962 54,276 111 693,025 90,991 2,329,580

5,753,389 5,963,424
35,564 85,863 105,452 226,879

1,631 17,052
3,453,441 3,453,441

35,564 85,863 5,753,389 3,560,524 – 9,660,796
$ 387,526 $ 140,139 $ 5,753,500 $ 4,253,549 $ 90,991 $ 11,990,376

$ 20,509 $ 4,216 $ 67,001 $     249,590
13,824 81,785 236,904

7,657 $ 917 16,880 2,702 46,581
88,356 198 158,537

4,352 55,986
136,851 136,851

21,288 21,288
130,346 917 244,282 90,991 905,737

$ 123,644 125,789
4,900 156,113

51,399 51,399
85,672 85,672

781,521 781,521
– 85,672 175,043 786,421 – 1,200,494

130,346 86,589 175,043 1,030,703 90,991 2,106,231

2,615,289 2,615,289

884,209 884,209
257,180 50,331 2,261,812 205,396 2,774,719

3,219 2,432,436 402,161 3,609,928
257,180 53,550 5,578,457 3,222,846 – 9,884,145

$ 387,526 $ 140,139 $ 5,753,500 $ 4,253,549 $ 90,991 $ 11,990,376
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Consolidating Schedule of Net Assets
at June 30, 2005
(in thousands)
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General Fund Designated Fund Auxiliary Fund
ASSETS
Current Assets:

Cash and cash equivalents $ 37,886 $ 53,428 $ 170,071
Operating investments 70,945 100,048 378,499
Investments for capital activities
Investments for student loan activities
Investment trade settlements receivable 62 83 204
Accounts receivable, net 79,854 7,287 199,812
Current portion of notes and pledges receivable, net
Current portion of prepaid expenses and other assets 3,173 1,327 39,329

Total Current Assets 191,920 162,173 787,915
Noncurrent assets:

Endowment, life income and other investments 178,196
Notes and pledges receivable, net
Prepaid expenses and other assets 13,582
Capital assets, net

Total Noncurrent Assets – – 191,778
TOTAL ASSETS $ 191,920 $ 162,173 $ 979,693

LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS
Current Liabilities:

Accrued compensation and other $ 45,640 $ 7,124 $ 93,497
Accounts payable 9,690 5,652 124,258
Investment trade settlements payable 55 75 183
Deferred revenue 9,020 6,418 51,221
Current portion of insurance and benefits obligations 51,993
Commercial paper and current portion of bonds payable
Deposits of affiliates and others

Total Current Liabilities 64,405 19,269 321,152
Noncurrent Liabilities:

Deposits of affiliates and other 2,174
Insurance and benefits obligations 161,220
Obligations under life income agreements
Government loan advances
Bonds payable

Total Noncurrent Liabilities – – 163,394
Total Liabilities 64,405 19,269 484,546

Net Assets:
Invested in capital assets, net of related debt
Restricted:

Nonexpendable
Expendable

Unrestricted, designated 127,515 142,904 495,147
Total Net Assets 127,515 142,904 495,147

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS $ 191,920 $ 162,173 $ 979,693
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Expendable Student Endowment and Other 
Restricted Fund Loan Fund Invested Funds Plant Fund Agency Fund Total  

$ 81,545 $ 26,296 $     369,226
152,701 49,242 751,435

$   631,174 631,174
$ 24,976 24,976

127 14 288 43 821
64,311 4,602 355,866
11,542 23,199 18,175 52,916

2,163 226 $           86 5,392 681 52,377
312,389 48,415 86 659,631 76,262 2,238,791

5,018,290 5,196,486
32,172 87,416 99,689 219,277

1,812 15,394
3,105,468 3,105,468

32,172 87,416 5,018,290 3,206,969 – 8,536,625
$ 344,561 $ 135,831 $ 5,018,376 $ 3,866,600 $  76,262 $ 10,775,416

$ 21,836 $ 3,063 $ 63,381 $ 234,541
12,419 75,142 227,161

114 $ 13 258 38 736
91,067 396 158,122

4,897 56,890
54,871 54,871

12,843 12,843
125,436 13 138,627 76,262 745,164

$ 107,861 110,035
4,900 166,120

38,409 38,409
84,886 84,886

820,453 820,453
– 84,886 146,270 825,353 – 1,219,903

125,436 84,899 146,270 963,980 76,262 1,965,067

2,342,031 2,342,031

818,074 818,074
219,125 49,433 1,914,983 186,188 2,369,729

1,499 2,139,049 374,401 3,280,515
219,125 50,932 4,872,106 2,902,620 – 8,810,349

$ 344,561 $ 135,831 $ 5,018,376 $ 3,866,600 $  76,262 $ 10,775,416



Consolidating Schedule of Revenues, Expenses and
Changes in Net Assets, for the Year Ended June 30, 2006
(in thousands)
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Auxiliary Activities Fund
Hospital and Other

General Fund Designated Fund Operations Similar Activities
OPERATING REVENUES

Student tuition and fees $ 834,365
Less scholarship allowances

Net student tuition and fees 834,365
Federal grants and contracts 1,045
State and local grants and contracts
Nongovernmental sponsored programs
Sales and services of educational departments 7,592 $ 97,702
Auxiliary enterprises:

Patient care revenues and managed care premiums $ 2,341,722
Student residence fees, net of scholarship allowances $ 85,918
Other revenues 920,692

Student loan interest income and fees
Indirect cost recoveries 169,804

TOTAL OPERATING REVENUES 1,012,806 97,702 1,006,610 2,341,722

OPERATING EXPENSES
Compensation and benefits 846,114 67,900 267,715 1,173,775
Supplies and services 277,578 56,715 660,884 1,021,099
Depreciation
Scholarships and fellowships 129,947 5,254 1,425 1,146

TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES 1,253,639 129,869 930,024 2,196,020

Operating (loss) income (240,833) (32,167) 76,586 145,702

NONOPERATING REVENUES (EXPENSES)
State educational appropriations 364,908
Private gifts for other than capital and endowment purposes 600
Net investment income 11,722 (32,213) 35,205 21,462
Distributions of endowment ordinary income and gains 14,549 3 52,555
Equipment (11,054) (2,438) 276 (5,532)
Books (15,871) (22) 654 (33)
Interest expense

TOTAL NONOPERATING REVENUES, NET 349,705 (19,524) 36,138 68,452

Income (loss) before other revenues (expenses) 108,872 (51,691) 112,724 214,154

OTHER REVENUES (EXPENSES)
State capital appropriations
Capital gifts and grants
Private gifts for endowment purposes
Other 32 537

TOTAL OTHER REVENUES, NET – 32 – 537

Net revenues (expenses) before transfers 108,872 (51,659) 112,724 214,691

TRANSFERS (OUT) IN
Mandatory:

Debt service (18,516) (1,217) (11,721) (31,850)
Plant improvement (77)

Non-mandatory:
Plant improvement (73,084) (91,149) (52,000) (181,317)
Other (23,259) 108,993 (31,470) 28,585

TOTAL TRANSFERS (OUT) IN (114,859) 16,627 (95,268) (184,582)

Increase (decrease) in net assets (5,987) (35,032) 17,456 30,109
Net Assets, Beginning of Year 127,515 142,904 82,356 412,791

NET ASSETS, END OF YEAR $    121,528 $ 107,872 $      99,812 $    442,900
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Expendable Consolidating Subtotal Student Endowment and Other
Restricted Fund Entries Current Funds Loan Fund Invested Funds Plant Fund Total

$      834,365 $    834,365
$ 158,659 158,659 158,659

(158,659) 675,706 675,706
$ 690,889 691,934 691,934

9,282 9,282 9,282
117,213 117,213 117,213

1,731 107,025 107,025

(351,269) 1,990,453 1,990,453
(15,689) 70,229 70,229

(800,952) 119,740 119,740
– $ 1,368 1,368

(169,804) – –
649,311 (1,326,569) 3,781,582 1,368 3,782,950

449,591 (47,175) 2,757,920 2,757,920
201,171 (1,105,046) 1,112,401 1,210 $     36,603 1,150,214

– 264,028 264,028
120,415 (174,348) 83,839 83,839
771,177 (1,326,569) 3,954,160 1,210 300,631 4,256,001

(121,866) – (172,578) 158 (300,631) (473,051)

364,908 364,908
89,426 90,026 16 90,042
12,806 48,982 964 $ 879,765 30,130 959,841

108,091 175,198 1,185 (176,383) –
(12,615) (31,363) 31,363 –

(1,653) (16,925) 16,925 –
– (27,128) (27,128)

196,055 – 630,826 2,165 703,382 51,290 1,387,663

74,189 – 458,248 2,323 703,382 (249,341) 914,612

– 20,126 20,126
– 64,787 64,787
– 86,228 86,228

3,683 4,252 70 (17,047) 768 (11,957)
3,683 – 4,252 70 69,181 85,681 159,184

77,872 – 462,500 2,393 772,563 (163,660) 1,073,796

(194) (63,498) 63,498 –
(77) 77 –

(22,761) (420,311) 420,311 –
(16,862) 65,987 225 (66,212) –
(39,817) – (417,899) 225 (66,212) 483,886 –

38,055 – 44,601 2,618 706,351 320,226 1,073,796
219,125 984,691 50,932 4,872,106 2,902,620 8,810,349

$   257,180 $                – $    1,029,292 $ 53,550 $ 5,578,457 $ 3,222,846 $ 9,884,145



Auxiliary Activities Fund
Hospital and Other

General Fund Designated Fund Operations Similar Activities
OPERATING REVENUES

Student tuition and fees $   765,201
Less scholarship allowances

Net student tuition and fees 765,201
Federal grants and contracts 1,033
State and local grants and contracts
Nongovernmental sponsored programs
Sales and services of educational departments 10,690 $ 96,704
Auxiliary enterprises:

Patient care revenues and managed care premiums $ 2,263,919
Student residence fees, net of scholarship allowances $ 81,055
Other revenues 831,930

Student loan interest income and fees
Indirect cost recoveries 163,341

TOTAL OPERATING REVENUES 940,265 96,704 912,985 2,263,919

OPERATING EXPENSES
Compensation and benefits 812,648 66,583 251,709 1,064,118
Supplies and services 248,289 51,241 583,368 1,078,502
Depreciation
Scholarships and fellowships 114,648 4,651 9,959 942

TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES 1,175,585 122,475 845,036 2,143,562

Operating (loss) income (235,320) (25,771) 67,949 120,357

NONOPERATING REVENUES (EXPENSES)
State educational appropriations 374,905
Private gifts for other than capital and endowment purposes 893
Net investment income 5,134 46,483 31,417 11,402
Distributions of endowment ordinary income and gains 11,977 3 7,947
Equipment (5,998) (2,823) (3,630) (4,445)
Books (17,906) (17) (654)
Interest expense

TOTAL NONOPERATING REVENUES, NET 356,135 56,513 27,136 14,904

Income (loss) before other revenues (expenses) 120,815 30,742 95,085 135,261

OTHER REVENUES (EXPENSES)
State capital appropriations
Capital gifts and grants
Private gifts for endowment purposes
Other 4,518 522

TOTAL OTHER REVENUES, NET – 4,518 – 522

Net revenues (expenses) before transfers 120,815 35,260 95,085 135,783

TRANSFERS (OUT) IN
Mandatory:

Debt service (17,067) (9,170) (24,899)
Plant improvement (100)

Non–mandatory:
Plant improvement (70,902) (8,995) (39,908) (68,049)
Other (22,892) 77,131 (9,967) (4,433)

TOTAL TRANSFERS (OUT) IN (110,861) 68,136 (59,145) (97,381)

Increase in net assets 9,954 103,396 35,940 38,402
Net Assets, Beginning of Year 117,561 39,508 46,416 374,389

NET ASSETS, END OF YEAR $ 127,515 $  142,904 $    82,356 $    412,791
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Consolidating Schedule of Revenues, Expenses and
Changes in Net Assets, for the Year Ended June 30, 2005
(in thousands)



Expendable Consolidating Subtotal Student Endowment and Other
Restricted Fund Entries Current Funds Loan Fund Invested Funds Plant Fund Total

$ 765,201 $    765,201
$ 146,226 146,226 146,226

(146,226) 618,975 618,975
$ 673,000 674,033 674,033

13,843 13,843 13,843
120,433 120,433 120,433

2,695 110,089 110,089

(422,679) 1,841,240 1,841,240
(14,801) 66,254 66,254

(717,953) 113,977 113,977
– $ 1,831 1,831

(163,341) – –
646,630 (1,301,659) 3,558,844 1,831 3,560,675

449,148 (52,108) 2,592,098 2,592,098
202,848 (1,088,524) 1,075,724 1,726 $      27,374 1,104,824

– 253,733 253,733
106,225 (161,027) 75,398 75,398
758,221 (1,301,659) 3,743,220 1,726 281,107 4,026,053

(111,591) – (184,376) 105 (281,107) (465,378)

374,905 374,905
106,288 107,181 107,181

6,154 100,590 379 $ 758,812 14,830 874,611
95,382 115,309 1,075 (116,384) –

(11,839) (28,735) 28,735 –
(1,607) (20,184) 20,184 –

– (21,738) (21,738)
194,378 – 649,066 1,454 642,428 42,011 1,334,959

82,787 – 464,690 1,559 642,428 (239,096) 869,581

– 7,023 7,023
– 118,962 118,962
– 78,272 78,272

2,643 7,683 42 (6,504) 5,347 6,568
2,643 – 7,683 42 71,768 131,332 210,825

85,430 – 472,373 1,601 714,196 (107,764) 1,080,406

(1,262) (52,398) 52,398 –
(100) 100 –

(10,834) (198,688) (60,000) 258,688 –
(23,676) 16,163 645 100,192 (117,000) –
(35,772) – (235,023) 645 40,192 194,186 –                

49,658 – 237,350 2,246 754,388 86,422 1,080,406
169,467 747,341 48,686 4,117,718 2,816,198 7,729,943

$  219,125 $               – $    984,691 $ 50,932 $ 4,872,106 $ 2,902,620 $ 8,810,349
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Private Gifts to the 
University of Michigan
This has been another outstanding year for the University and for the
Michigan Difference Campaign. Generous donors made gifts of all sizes 
to benefit students, faculty, programs, buildings, and research.

You can help build on the momentum of the past fiscal year by giving 
to the U-M and the Michigan Difference campaign. Here’s how:

• Make a gift of cash.

• Use online giving to make a gift with a credit card at 
www.themichigandifference.org. You can designate your gift for 
as many as three schools, colleges, or units with each transaction.

• Include a gift to the University in your will or living trust.

• Make a gift through your retirement plan or life insurance policy.

• Create a charitable gift annuity or a charitable remainder trust, or 
contribute to the U-M’s donor pooled income fund with a gift of cash
or securities.

• Make a gift of stock, real estate, or personal property such as artwork
or books.

Contact the University Office of Development for assistance in making any
of these gifts. Please consult your attorney or tax advisor about tax benefits
of gifts.

Your gift demonstrates your belief in the University and its mission. 
Thank you for making the Michigan Difference.

Office of Development
University of Michigan
3003 South State Street
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109-1288

Telephone: (734) 647-6000
www.themichigandifference.org
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UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN NONDISCRIMINATION POLICY 

The University of Michigan, as an equal opportuni-

ty/affirmative action employer, complies with all

applicable federal and state laws regarding nondis-

crimination and affirmative action, including Title IX

of the Education Amendments of 1972 and Section

504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973. The University

of Michigan is committed to a policy of nondiscrimi-

nation and equal opportunity for all persons regard-

less of race, sex*, color, religion, creed, national origin

or ancestry, age, marital status, sexual orientation,

disability, or Vietnam-era veteran status in employ-

ment, educational programs and activities, and

admissions. Inquiries or complaints may be

addressed to the Senior Director for Institutional

Equity and Title IX/Section 504 Coordinator, Office 

of Institutional Equity, 2072 Administrative Services

Building, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109-1432, 

734-763-0235, TTY 734-647-1388. For other University

of Michigan information call 734-764-1817.

*Includes gender identity and gender expression
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